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SENSORCOMM 2015
Foreword
The Ninth International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications
(SENSORCOMM 2015), held between August 23-28, 2015 in Venice, Italy, continued a series of
events covering related topics on theory and practice on wired and wireless sensors and sensor
networks.
Sensors and sensor networks have become a highly active research area because of
their potential of providing diverse services to broad range of applications, not only on science
and engineering, but equally importantly on issues related to critical infrastructure protection
and security, health care, the environment, energy, food safety, and the potential impact on
the quality of all areas of life.
Sensor networks and sensor-based systems support many applications today on the
ground. Underwater operations and applications are quite limited by comparison. Most
applications refer to remotely controlled submersibles and wide-area data collection systems at
a coarse granularity.
Underwater sensor networks have many potential applications such a seismic imaging
of undersea oilfields as a representative application. Oceanographic research is also based on
the advances in underwater data collection systems.
There are specific technical aspects to realize underwater applications which cannot be
borrowed from the ground-based sensors net research. Radio is not suitable for underwater
systems because of extremely limited propagation. Acoustic telemetry could be used in
underwater communication; however off-the-shelf acoustic modems are not recommended for
underwater sensor networks with hundreds of nodes because they were designed for longrange and expensive. As the speed of light (radio) is five orders of magnitude higher than the
speed of sound, there are fundamental implications of time synchronization and propagation
delays for localization. Additionally, existing communication protocols are not designed to deal
with long sleep times and they can't shut down and quickly restart.
In wireless sensor and micro-sensor networks, energy consumption is a key factor for
the sensor lifetime and accuracy of information. Protocols and mechanisms have been
proposed for energy optimization considering various communication factors and types of
applications. Conserving energy and optimizing energy consumption are challenges in wireless
sensor networks, requiring energy-adaptive protocols, self-organization, and balanced
forwarding mechanisms.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SENSORCOMM
2015 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We
also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
SENSORCOMM 2015. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the SENSORCOMM 2015

organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this
professional meeting a success.
We hope that SENSORCOMM 2015 was a successful international forum for the
exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of
progress in the area of sensor technologies and applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We hope Venice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—With the fast global climate change, many
bridge structures are facing the nature disasters such as
earthquakes and floods. The damage of bridges can cause the
severe cost of human life and property. The heavy rain that comes
with typhoon occurs in July and August in Taiwan causes the
bridge scour and makes the damage or collapse for bridges.
Since scour is one of the major causes for bridge failure, how
to monitor the bridge scour becomes an important task in Taiwan.
This paper presents a real-time bridge scour monitoring system
based on accelerometer sensors. The presented sensor network
consists of a gateway node and under-water sensor nodes with the
wired RS-485 communication protocol. The proposed
master-slave architecture of the bridge scour monitoring
system owns the scalability and flexibility for mass
deployment. This technique has the potential for further
widespread implementation in the field. The experimental
results show our sensor system can detect the bridge scour effectively
with our proposed scour detection algorithm in real time.
Keywords-bridge; bridge scour; sensor network; accelerometer

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bridges are the important pivots of traffic and the damage of
bridges can cause the severe cost of human life and property.
With the fast global climate change, many bridge structures
are facing the nature disasters such as earthquakes and
floods. These nature disasters cause lots of bridge collapse
or destruction and thus endanger our daily life.
In Taiwan, many bridges have exceeded their 50-year life span,
while many highway bridges are more than 20 years-old [1]. The
strength of these old bridges is no longer affordable to the severe
nature disasters. In other words, the bridges in Taiwan are likely
to suffer from the damage. Scour is one of the major causes
for bridge failure [2]. The heavy rains brought by the
typhoon in July and August in Taiwan can cause the bridge
scour and makes the damage or collapse for bridges. Thus,
how to monitor the bridge health and real-time diagnose the
bridge structure becomes an important task in Taiwan.
Bridge scour has been extensively studied in the world
for more than a hundred years. Many methodologies and
instruments have been employed to measure and monitor
the local pier scour depth, such as bricks, sonar, radar
sensor, Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR), Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) sensor and accelerometer sensor. The bricks
sensors [3][4] are buried in the certain location of the sand
before the rain season. After the floods, the bricks are

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.
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digged out and the number of the remained bricks is
calculated. Thus, the bridge scour depth can be obtained.
This method can only be used only one-time and the scour
detection cannot be real-time detected. The sonar and radar
sensors [4] provide contactless measurement of streambed
scouring near bridge pier and abutments, and usually used
to show the final status of streambed after a flood. One of
disadvantages of the sonar and radar is that they have limit
for measuring status of streambed in real time as rush
water contained sands, even rocks during a flood. The TDR
[5][6][7] measures the reflections that results from a
fast-rising step pulse travelling through a measurement
cable. The depth of soil-water interface is determined by
counting the round trip travel time of the pulse. However,
the major drawback of TDR is that accuracy of TDR is
strongly dependent on the environment temperature and
humidity. Monitoring the scour depth by the FBG [5] is
dependent on number of FBG elements. However, the cost
of monitoring of the scour depth by FBG technique is
higher than that of existing methods [5]. The costs of Radar
and TDR are expensive due to high-speed hardware
requirement. For example, a commercial TDR (Campbell
Scientific Inc., TDR100) was used to real-time monitor
scour evolution, and its price is high. For FBG, optical
devices such as laser, photo detectors and the optical fibers
are very expensive. In addition, most of the existing
methods used for scour detection are expensive and
complicated, which is a major challenge for mass
deployment to a lot of bridge piers. The frequency
response with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the time
domain response with the root mean square (RMS) values
of the accelerometer [8][9] are used to detect the scour.
Since the accelerometer [8] does not sense the vibration
data by the flow directly, the result of scour depth may be
inaccurate due to the unpredictable interferences in the
complicated under-water environment. Besides, in order to
obtain the frequency response result [9], it may consume
the large computations to get the bridge scour.
This paper presents a sensor network with accelerometer
sensors to real-time detect the bridge scour with our
proposed simple scour detectioion algorithm. The presented
sensor network consists of a gateway node and under-water
sensor nodes with the wired RS-485 communication protocol.
The proposed master-slave architecture of the bridge scour
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monitoring system owns the scalability and flexibility for
mass deployment. This technique has the potential for
further widespread implementation in the field. The
experimental results show our sensor system can detect the bridge
scour effectively with our proposed scour detection algorithm in
real time.
In Section II, the operation and the proposed algorithm
of scour bridge detection are introduced. In Section III, the
overview of our proposed architecture is presented. In
Section IV, the experimental setups and the experimental
results are illustrated. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section V.
II. THE OPERATION AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM OF
BRIDGE SCOUR DETECTION
In this paper, the accelerometer sensor system is
presented to real-time detect the bridge scour. The
accelerometers are buried into the sand of riverbed in
advance. During the season of typhoon, the heavy rain that
comes with typhoon causes the river full of water. The
sand of the riverbed is scoured and it causes the
accelerometers exposed. The accelerometers are scoured
and thus vibrated due to the river water flow. The
accelerometer owns the characteristics of low-cost, high
sensitivity, small form factor, and low power compared
with those in other instruments. With the accelerometers,
the vibration can be detected easily no matter the river
water is clean or mixed with sand.
With the
accelerometers, it is easy to setup in the field without the
direction alignment.

River water

River water

7

7

7

6

6

River water

7

Sand
6

6
Sand
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2

2

2

1
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1

1

Before setup
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Node 7 position is
scoured

Continued to
scour

Sand

Underwater
node

Figure 1. The operation of under-water sensor node to detect the bridge
scour

The main purpose of the under-water sensors is to
monitor the scouring condition of the bridge pier and
riverbed. Figure 1 shows the concept of the scour detection
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with accelerometer sensors. The under-water sensors are
arranged equidistance and vertically fixed on the steel shelf.
The under-water sensors are then buried deeply in the
riverbed close to the bridge pier. In the normal condition,
the sand of the riverbed can fully cover the under-sensor,
and the sensor nodes are in a steady state condition. When
the water of the river becomes rapid due to the storm or
heavy rain, it washes away part of the riverbed and the
sensors originally buried in the sand becomes exposed and
vibrated due to the scouring. The deeper the riverbed gets
scoured, the more sensors are exposed. The vibration data
of each sensor will be real-time sent to the data logger
through the Ethernet and the host program help to identify
the scouring degree. To keep track of the scouring
condition of the riverbed in long terms, it can provide
reference information of the stability of the bridge pier,
and achieve the purpose of disaster prevention.
TABLE I. THE ALGORITHM FOR BRIDGE SCOUR DETECTION
LOOP

Scour Detection Loop
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

LOOP
FOR t=0 TO (N-1)
Node(Ax, Ay, Az) = GetAccInfo();
(μx, μy, μz) = GetMean (Ax, Ay, Az);
Δμx =∣μx-μx0∣; Δμy =∣μy-μy0∣; Δμz =∣μz-μz0∣;
IF( (Δμx >μThD) OR (Δμx >μThD ) OR (Δμx >μThD) )
Node_Scoured =ON;
ELSE
Node_Scoured =OFF;
IF (i >= Alarm_ThD) THEN
AlarmTrigger();
GOTO LOOP;

Table 1 illustrates our proposed algorithm to detect the
bridge scour with accelerometers. The algorithm consists of
scour detection loop for each sensor node. Each
accelerometer executes the scour detection loop. In this
detection loop, the host program acquires the N-point
accelerometer value. These N-point values are averaged and
then subtracted by the initial accelerometer value to obtain
the absolute difference value. If the absolute difference
value between current accelerometer and initial
accelerometer exceeds the threshold value, then the sensor
node is labeled as the scoured status. Otherwise, the sensor
node is labeled as the status of non-scoured. If the position
of the scoured sensor node exceeds the position of alarm
threshold, the alarm is triggered. Note that the threshold
value and the position of alarm threshold are obtained from
the experiment in the lab. Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart
of the proposed algorithm for bridge scour detection loop.
Note that the threshold value for the absolute difference of
accelerometer values is obtained from the experiments in
the laboratory.
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Start

Acquire the N-point underwater vibration value and
calculate the mean.

Calculate the absolute
difference(ABS)of N-point
vibration mean and initial
vibration mean

Absolute
difference of mean
> Threshold value

No

Label the sensor
node as Nonscoured status

Yes
Label the sensor
node as Scoured
status

No

ADM2682E). The core module is composed of a Cortex-R4
Mico Controller Unit (MCU, TI, RM48L952) and a FPGA
(Xlilinx, Spartan-6). Ethernet data and RS485 data are
processed by the Cortex-R4 MCU and the FPGA,
respectively. The FPGA mainly is used to translate the
sensor data from serial format to parallel format. Three
signals (Int, Rdy, En) are used to control the operation
between the FPGA and the Cortex-R4 MCU. The FPGA
receives the sensor data in 8-bit as a unit. After the FPGA
collects 8-bit data, the FPGA deposits to register, then send
Int signal to the Cortex-R4 MCU, and then notifies the
Cortex-R4 MCU to receive sensor data. After the Cortex-R4
MCU receives 8-bit data, the Cortex-R4 MCU sets the Rdy
signal to send it to the FPGA. The FPGA En Signal is set to
“0” to indicate that the sensor data has been transferred
completely.

Sensor node is in
dangerous position
Yes

Alarm

Figure 2. The flow chart to detect the bridge scour with accelerometers

III. DEVELOPMENT OF REAL-TIME BRIDGE PIER SCOUR
MONITORING SYSTEM
Architecture of bridge scouring monitoring system
The architecture of real-time bridge scour monitoring
system shown in Figure 3 is based on master-slave
configuration. A master sends commands to slave for
controlling sensor nodes and accessing sensor data. The data
logger communicates with gateway through Power over
Ethernet (POE) switch. The data logger sends a command to
the gateway. When the gateway receives command, the
gateway converted Ethernet command to RS485 command.
After converting command, the gateway broadcasts it to all
the sensor nodes. Since the command packet contains
unique sensor ID, only the specific sensor node returns the
sensor data to the data logger. We adopt the accelerometer
sensor module in our sensor node. The POE switch is
connected with 48V battery (3 packs in series for 48V with
individual 16V lithium iron phosphate battery).
Gateway and Sensor nodes
The gateway noe is comprised of two stacked PCBs – a
power module and a core module (see Figure 4). The top
board is the power module, which operates as a DC-DC
converter for generating 1.2~5V outputs from the 48V input.
An Ethernet PHY (TI, DP83640) is used to send/receive
Ethernet data from POE switch, and send/receive the signals
and power to sensor nodes through RS485 interface (ADI,
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Figure 3. The architecture of real-time bridge scouring monitoring
system

Figure 4. The pictures of printed circuit boards of gateway (left) and sensor
node (right).

The configuration of sensor node is similar to that in the
gateway node. The Cortex-R4 MCU is used to access sensor
data through Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) interface and
the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is used to
process RS485 data. The block diagram of the FPGA in
sensor node is shown in Figure 5.
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Sensor Node

Data
Logger

Accelerameter

RS485

POE
Switch

Command
Processing Unit

Cortex R4

Accelerometer sensor module
The core module of the sensor node which is connected
to an accelerometer (ADI, ADXL345) module which is used
in this study is widely available online. Figure 7 shows the
top-view and bottom-view pictures of the accelerometer
module. The accelerometer is read by Cortex-R4 MCU via
the SPI interface. The sensor data is then sent back to data
logger.

SPI
Int/Rdy
I2C

Memory

FPGA

Figure 5. Block diagram of FPGA in sensor node

Figure 7. Top and bottom-view pictures of the accelerometer module

IV. THE EXPERIEMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The accelerometer module is fixed on thin metal strip
with thickness of 0.3 mm, as shown in Figure 8. The
accelerometer module is filled with silicon to be water-proof.
Figure 9 shows the picture of setup of real-time bridge
scouring monitoring system. The accelerometer sensor
module is installed alone the pier model. The 48V battery,
control circuits of gateway and sensors nodes and cables are
setup near the laboratory flume.
Figure 6. Processing sequence of FPGA and MCU

The FPGA parses receives commands, executes part of
commands, and responses to the data logger. The Cortex-R4
MCU takes charge of collecting sensor data. Figure 6
describes processing sequence of the FPGA and the
Cortex-R4 MCU. In Figure 6, the steps with blue color are
tasks of the FPGA, those steps with purple color are
memory related tasks, and those with red color are the tasks
of the Cortex-R4 MCU. In the case that the data logger
requests sensor data, the FPGA will receive a Read
command. The FPGA then parses and decodes the
command and is aware that cooperation with the Cortex-R4
MCU is necessary. The FPGA puts this command in
memory and notifies the Cortex-R4 MCU with an interrupt.
The Cortex-R4 MCU reads command from memory via I2C
interface, and then collects sensor data and stores them in
memory. After the data collection is done, the Cortex-R4
MCU notifies the FPGA by a General-Purpose Input/output
(GPIO) signal. Then, the FPGA reads data from memory
and generates response to the data logger.
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Figure 8. The drawing of house for accelerometer module

The monitoring bridge scour erosion detection is carried
out in a recirculating laboratory flume (length = 36m, width
= 1 m, depth = 1.1 m) at Hydrotech Research Institute of
National Taiwan University, Taiwan [10]. The layout of the
flume and experimental setup are shown in Figure 10. A
false test bed has a sediment recess (length = 2.8 m, width =
1 m, depth = 0.3 m) which is filled by nearly uniform
sediment. A 15-cm-diameter hollow cylindrical pier made of
plexiglas is located at the middle of the recess. An inlet valve
and a tailgate are used to regulate depths of flow and flow
speed.
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Figure 9. The photos of setup of real-time bridge pier scouring
monitoring system.
pier

Head tank

Flow
regulator

Tailgate
flow

Sediment in recess
Sediment
corrector

Inlet valve

Figure 11 shows the experimental results. The left figure
shows the time-domain vibration raw data while the right
figure shows the absolute difference vibration data.
First, we discuss the time-domain vibration data
obtained in the scouring experiment. At first, the sensors of
G4, G5, G6, G7, G8, G9 and G10 are buried in the sand. At
the time of Ti, the Gk sensor starts to be scoured by water
and exposed from the sand; Ti refers to the times {T1, T2,
T3, T4, T5} and Gk refers to the sensor nodes {G4, G5, G6,
G7, G8}, respectively. The accelerometer data of G7 and
G8 starts to change little from T4 and T5 respectively. We
find the the G7 and G8 are scoured and exposed from the
sand; however it’s not easy to obtain the correct scouring
information from the vibration raw data in the time domain.
For the sensor of G9 and G10, they are buried in the sand in
this experiment, so that we cannot observe the change of the
vibration data for these two accelerometers.

Figure 10. Partial layout of recirculating laboratory flume
T1

T1

T2

T2

T3

T3

T4

T4

T5

T5

Figure 11. The experimental results of time-domain vibration raw data and absolute difference vibration data
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The right figure of Figure 11 shows the absolute
difference vibration data. We utilize our proposed algorithm
in Table I to detect the bridge scour. The threshold absolute
difference of vibration data is set to 0.01 according to the
experiment results. At the time of Ti, the Gk sensor starts to
be scoured by the water and starts to be exposed from the
sand. The value of absolute difference vibration data for Gk
sensor node starts to be larger than the threshold value from
Ti. ; Ti refers to the times {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5} and Gk
refers to the sensor nodes {G4, G5, G6, G7, G8},
respectively. By using the proposed algorithm shown at
Table 1 and the proposed flow chart shown in Figure 2, the
bridge scour detection can be easily realized. This sensor
system and proposed algorithm will be utilized for the mass
production deployment in the field in the near future.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Bridges are the important pivots of traffic, and the damage
of bridges can cause the severe cost of human life and property.
The heavy rain that comes with typhoon occurs in July and
August in Taiwan often causes the bridge scour and makes
the damage or collapse for bridges. Since scour is one of the
major causes for bridge failure, how to monitor the bridge
scour becomes an important task in Taiwan. This paper presents a
real-time bridge scour monitoring system based on accelerometer
sensors. The proposed sensor network consists of a gateway node
and under-water sensor nodes with the wired RS-485
communication protocol. With the proposed scour detection
algorithm, the system can detect the bridge scour effectively in
real time. The proposed master-slave architecture of bridge
pier scour monitoring system has scalability and flexibility
for mass deployment. This technique has the potential for
future widespread implementation in the field.
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Abstract—Nodes within sensor networks often have tight bound
goals for the lifetime while running from a non-renewable energy
source. Variations within the hardware or induced by the software
complicate the prediction of the energy consumption. Additionally, batteries are vulnerable to temperature and non-linear
effects. To reach certain lifetime goals under these influences
without sacrificing energy due to pessimistic estimations, online
energy management is necessary. In this paper, we present policies
to control the behavior of applications and devices using energy
budgets. First experiments yield promising results, with nodes
reaching their lifetime goals while maintaining a high application
quality.
Keywords–Wireless Sensor Networks; Energy Management; Energy Awareness; Lifetime Goals

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks are being used in a wide range
of applications, with environmental monitoring and/or hazard
detection among the most prominent ones. In many of these
monitoring applications, the sensor networks should run for a
certain time without direct human interaction. This requirement
may result from the network being placed in a hardly reachable
area, in a dangerous area (e.g., in a steelworks) or because
human interference should be kept to an absolute minimum
(e.g., when monitoring nesting animals). For these applications, the sensor networks are usually deployed with a certain
time-to-live in mind, until either the next maintenance is due
and batteries can be changed, or until the whole monitoring
period (e.g., the breeding season) is over.
When application developers design networks with lifetime
goals in mind, they carefully choose the appropriate sensing
equipment, devise a communication pattern and select batteries
that supply enough power. However, in some cases the usage
of sufficient batteries is impossible, e.g., due to the form
factor. If the sensor nodes need to fit in a certain area, the
size of the batteries is limited. Even if there is no limiting
form factor, there are a number of influences which can
not be calculated easily. Sensor node hardware is subject to
production variances, resulting in different power consumption
characteristics even for components manufactured together.
The same is true for batteries, only in reverse: The amount of
energy they supply varies. Moreover, supply and consumption
can both vary, depending on environmental conditions like
temperature, the battery voltage level, or the dynamic voltage
converter efficiency. Even more, batteries suffer from nonlinear effects like rate-capacity and the recovery effect [1].
Sensor network applications that fail to take variances and
run-time-effects into account may lead to early node failures
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due to depleted energy. To prevent this, the required energy
is often overestimated on purpose. The amount of energy for
reaching the lifetime goal is calculated and a safety margin
(e.g., 20%) is added afterwards. Please note that these 20%
are calculated using the nodes with the highest assumed consumption. When, for example, the communication represents
the main energy drain, the nodes closest to the sink would be
used as basis, as they need to forward messages more often
than outer nodes. Even though this results in wasted energy, it
is often thought of as being necessary. However, the quality of
service supplied by the application can be improved at least on
some nodes, if it is possible to use all available energy. In the
example, some outer nodes could sample/sense more often to
increase the quality of the data, e.g., by calculating averages
or max values, without increasing the network load.
In order to avoid energy being wasted, dynamic energy
management is necessary, with a manager that can use various
handles to influence the energy consumption on each node individually, based on the available energy. The application duty
cycle can be changed or the MAC/routing timings adapted.
Sensors can be used with varying levels of detail or granularity.
However, this requires the possibility of isolating tasks and
devices. To enable the management to limit their consumption,
we introduce fine grained energy budgets. These budgets are
assigned to individual (sub-)tasks, provide a certain amount
of energy, and enable the energy management to plan how to
distribute the scarce resources.
Even though the main goal is to reach a certain lifetime
with the whole network, the methods presented in this paper
are primarily concerned with the options available on each
individual node. The reasons for this are twofold:
1)
2)

Reaching the lifetime goal with the whole network
requires each node to reach the lifetime goal.
Network wide strategies require communication,
which in itself induces more energy consumption.
However, the presented approach does not obstruct
a global strategy, e.g., adaption of routes to distribute
the communication load. The presented approach can
even compensate an increase or decrease in communication load, as it only represents another dynamic
influence.

Figure 1 shows an example network with a grid topology
containing 11 times 11 nodes. Each node has a variable sensing
interval and may need to forward messages from neighboring
nodes. The routing topology is a tree, resulting in a higher
communication load on nodes closer to the sink. Therefore,
these nodes need to adjust their sensing interval in order to
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S
Figure 1. Difference of Sensing Interval due to balancing the load with a
non-uniform network load. Sensing interval ranges from 1.71s (white) to
3.36s (black)

conserve energy and reach the lifetime goal. In the example,
outer nodes sample every 1.71 seconds while the inner nodes
sample less often, the longest interval is nearly twice as long
(3.36 seconds).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
II related work is presented. Section III focuses on the energy
budgets principles and our approaches to react on changing
energy demands and extreme situations. In Section IV early
evaluation results are shown. Finally, a conclusion is given in
Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Energy management on sensor nodes traditionally faces
three questions:
1)
2)
3)

How much energy is available within the energy
source (usually translating to the state-of-charge of
the battery)?
How much energy is consumed by the (different parts
of the) application?
How much of the available energy can be spent and
how is it partitioned between consuming parts to aid
the application goal?

There are three kinds of approaches to answer the first
question. Hardware based approaches like fuel gauges, e.g., [2]
or smart battery monitors like [3] supply accurate information
about the remaining energy in batteries but in turn increase
the system complexity and energy consumption. Model based
approaches, e.g., [4], [5], use chemical or analytic models
to predict the behavior of the energy source. They are very
accurate but suffer from high complexity and computation
costs, which renders them unusable for deeply embedded
systems. They also often rely on complex parameters which
have to be retrieved via experiments and thus depend on a
certain type of battery. Measurement based approaches use
easily observable parameters, often the voltage, to estimate
the state of charge. They can be based on tables generated in
advance [6] or observe the relative voltage decline [7]. Due to
the limited resources and energy constraints in wireless sensor
networks, we favor the approach presented in [7].
Tracking the consumed energy and thus answering the second question is possible both in hard- and software. Hardware
approaches cover Coulomb counters and smart battery systems
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[3], Sensor Node Management Devices [8] and specifically
designed measurement devices [9], [10]. All hardware approaches introduce an overhead in device costs and energy
consumption. Software approaches rely on the observation of
certain events to account for the consumption. To be able to
observe these events, the code has to be modified with hooks
to call the accounting functions. The events can either be based
on functional application blocks [11], [12] or on device driver
actions [13], [14]. The latter are based on taking time stamps
when devices change their state to obtain the duration of each
state and calculate the consumed energy. While the hardware
based approaches deliver precise results, we favor a software
based approach using time stamps [15], as it is capable of
delivering not only the global (node wide) consumption but can
also distinguish between individual system elements, including
software components. In contrast to other approaches, it is
capable of taking varying consumption due to voltage changes
of the battery and varying efficiency of potentially used voltage
converters into account.
There are various approaches for managing the energy
consumption and answering the third question. Table I shows
an overview over existing approaches and a simple categorization based on the platform they are ran on, the scope
of the approach and the controlled entity/granularity. The
management can be done either with a direct influence on
system and application parameters (upper half) or indirect,
using a limited resource distributed among application parts
(lower half).
Providing the application with energy awareness by using
an indirect approach enables the use of different adaption
strategies. Instead of providing a handle to the management,
the application itself can manage its consumption. Apart from
using individual service levels and controlling timers, more
complex schemes, like limiting the number of forwarded
messages, are possible. This makes indirect approaches more
flexible. Based on the concept of resource containers (RC)
[27], energy capsules [28] and energy containers [29] provide
information about the energy usage of (sub-)tasks, but do
not take advantage for energy management from them. The
indirect approaches of Cinder [21] and ECOSystem [22] utilize
this concept to store information about energy availability.
Apart from the approaches that are based on setting the
service level, EPOS [17], Nemesis [25] and SORA [26] also
suffer from insufficient isolation between application parts,
resulting in a potentially uncontrolled impact of a changed

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT APPROACHES.
DIRECT APPROACHES IN UPPER HALF, INDIRECT IN LOWER HALF.

Odyssey [16]
EPOS [17]
Energy Levels [6]
Eon [18]
EMA [19]
IDEA [20]
Cinder [21]
ECOSystem [22]
Pixi OS [23]
Virtual Battery [24]
Nemesis OS [25]
SORA [26]

platform
PC
WSN
WSN
WSN
WSN
WSN
mobile phone
PC
WSN
WSN
PC
WSN

scope
local
local
local
local
local
neighborhood
local
local
local
local
local
global

controlled entity
Service Level
Task
Service Level
Timer/Service Level
Timer
Service Level
energy distribution
energy distribution
energy distribution
energy distribution
price
price
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demand, up to starvation. Only Virtual Battery [24] and Pixi
OS [23] resolve short-term energy shortages by allowing
debts. Most approaches lack the flexibility to resolve long-term
changes of the energy demand of individual application parts.
Cinder, EMA [19] and Pixi OS have a high computational
overhead as they work continuously instead of periodically.
Approaches that do not only consider local information but
include neighborhood (IDEA [20]) and global information
(SORA [26]) suffer from increased energy consumption due
to the communication overhead. Additionally, the preparation
effort depends on the used energy accounting and the parameters needed by the management. IDEA, SORA and Energy
Levels have a relatively high demand.
All existing approaches have different benefits and drawbacks. Especially the reaction to changes in the energy demand
of single application(-parts) is often inadequately addressed.
However, the management must be capable of dynamically
adjusting single application(-parts). Fine-grained management
makes isolation between single applications or application
parts necessary to prevent starvation. Indirect management
enables energy-aware applications, but needs to provide mechanisms of direct management to aid the applications through
functions for calculating duty cycles and service levels. Using a
periodic approach reduces overhead and the necessary planning
horizon of the applications.
III. M ANAGEMENT USING E NERGY B UDGETS
Using information about the energy consumption of the
system, it is possible to enforce limits to meet desired discharge rates. Applications should react to reach lifetime goals,
therefore they must be provided with information about the
available energy. With different application parts and goals
competing for the energy, a mechanism which separates them
and provides a local view of the remaining energy for a single
part is necessary. However, the allocated energy also needs to
be associated with a time window. This information can be
provided using energy budgets, which are also based on the
concept of resource containers [27], but are only used to limit
a single resource, namely energy, here.
An energy budget is an abstract reservoir for energy. It
represents the right to a certain amount of energy. The system
energy (or parts of it) is/are divided between the budgets. An
abstract budget B is defined by its currently stored amount b
and the validity interval [tstart , tend ] of b. The demand of a
budget is defined by the minimal energy min needed and the
maximal energy max consumable by its associated consumers
during [tstart , tend ]. They give the system a hint on reasonable
values for filling Budget B at tstart (1).
B = (b, [tstart , tend ], min, max)

(1)

As most activities within a sensor node live rather long,
the validity interval is more or less a constant refresh interval
at whose begin the budget is refilled. This also divides the
system consumption and reduces the prediction horizon for the
application. The essential requirement for a reliable operation
of the application is that the minimal demand for all budgets
is satisfied in every interval. In scenarios using harvesting, this
requirement may not be fulfilled due to the unsteady energy
income. In times with no income, nodes must be able to
perform only essential tasks and wait for more income. The
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remaining energy can be distributed among the budgets in various ways (discussed later). If no energy harvesting is available,
the network’s maintainer must be informed immediately if this
demand can not be satisfied, as the functionality of the node
or even the whole network can no longer be guaranteed.
Obtaining reasonable values for min and max can be hard,
as it involves the determination of boundaries of the energy
consumption of individual application parts. Apart from careful
calculation, these values could be obtained by simulation or
simply by experiments. This process could also be automated
to a certain degree by including a learning phase. But if the
demand fluctuates or is based on spontaneous events, min
and max may represent the demand inadequately. Thus, the
management must be able to adjust the distributed amount of
energy and other forms of cooperation, e.g., lending energy,
can be utilized by the budgets (see below).
Using multiple budgets in parallel is not a problem, as
long as different devices are used. Shared resources like the
CPU need to be accounted by using requests. Fairness, as
called for in [29], can be achieved by logging the input, e.g.,
in the form of transmitted bytes, and then diving the total
consumed energy by the total number of bytes transmitted.
Then, each task can be charged with this value times the
number of bytes it transmitted. If all requests always result
in the same consumption, this approach can be simplified to
counting the number of requests. It can also be applied to
buffered operations, like writing onto an SD-card. Then, the
energy would be subtracted from the budget before the actual
operation takes place.
Energy budgets can be mapped to different entities. In some
cases, they might be associated with a device or a certain
device mode. This also enables task- or activity granularity.
On a larger scale, they can also be applied to whole execution
paths of a program, e.g., a message that is created, a routing
decision made, the MAC involved and the radio hardware
activated.
The basic concept of energy budgets and their behavior
can be extended and policies implemented in numerous ways.
Apart from the way the energy is distributed among the
budgets, there are different ways to approach special situations
when the energy is insufficient or not consumed. Which
policy or combination should be used depends mainly on the
requirements of the application. Our initial evaluation shows
that with different policies, the behavior of the system varies
widely in different situations.
A. Energy Allowance
The main goal of energy distribution is to reach the lifetime
goal while distributing the energy in a fair way. In this case, fair
means that for all budgets at least their minimum requirement
is allocated and no budget is favored unintentionally. There
may be user defined utilities (Ui ) as well as boundary conditions (mini and maxi ) which have to be taken into account
and can lead to an uneven distribution of energy. The energy
distribution into budgets boils down to a resource allocation
problem, where resources are allocated based on utilities (2).
max

X

Ui (Ei )

(2)

subject to:
mini ≤ Ei ≤ maxi
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X

Ei ≤ E

The utility function Ui represents the amount of useful
work that can be gained by adding more energy to the budget.
This allocation problem can be solved with brute force
or with linear optimization, but these approaches are hard
to realize on resource constrained sensor nodes. Additionally,
the formal problem description can lead to a solution where
budgets with the highest utility get all the energy. Even though
this is a valid solution, it is an unwanted one. An additional
constraint is necessary which takes the utility as weight for
a fair mix of all budgets. This is possible with a linear
utility function. By distributing the minimum demand first,
the problem can be eased. The additional energy available can
then be scattered, e.g., in percent of the max requirement of
each task (3):
(maxi − bi ) ∗ Ui
bi = bi + P
∗E
(max − b) ∗ U

(3)

This heuristic can lead to situations where the share of a
budget is higher than its maxi . Then, the amount exceeding
the maximum remains in the global energy pool and equation
3 is applied again.
Since the available energy als well as the demand and
utility of application parts can change, the allowance must be
done frequently. The allowance frequency again depends on the
application demand and scenario. With increased consumption,
the frequency should be also increased, to be able to react
to changes in the available and requested energy in a timely
manner.
B. Extreme Situations
In some cases, the calculation of the remaining energy
might reveal that there is not enough energy left to fulfill
the requirements of all tasks until the end of the lifetime
goal. Then, the choice remains to either divide the energy
strictly and not fulfill the requirements in some intervals, or
to continue as before, accepting a possible early node failure
but informing the network maintainer. In other cases, a budget
might have received more energy than it can consume. For the
associated task, this is not a problem. However, the feedback to
the accounting might lead to wrong decisions, as the observed
state of charge (SoC) suddenly is higher than anticipated. Once
the task starts consuming all allocated energy within its budget,
the battery is drained faster than the management expects. In a
third case, a task might suddenly need more energy than in the
previous intervals, e.g., for additional message retransmissions.
If this amount is higher than the budget allocated by the
management, the task might steal energy from a different task
if its priority is higher. It could also borrow energy from the
system or another task that does not need all of its budget in
this interval, but would have to return the favor later.
C. The Duty of the Application
All of the methods described above are used to distribute
energy, and give the application incentives to chance its behavior if there is not enough or more than the required amount of
energy available. The application itself needs to react to these
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incentives, for example by adapting its duty cycle. Devices that
are not directly influenced must also be taken into account
by the application (e.g., the radio). As described above, the
easiest way to guarantee fairness is to calculate costs for shared
resources based on the number of bytes or requests.
The number of budgets used within the system depends
mainly on the application. While it is possible to use only a
single budget for a full sensor network application, including
sensing and communication, the isolation of application parts
eases the adaption decision, as only the relevant parts must be
considered.
As literature shows, there are two common ways to adapt
to a changed energy availability. First, the application’s duty
cycle can be changed within a tolerable range. Second, the
application can adapt by using distinct service levels. While
the first is appropriate for sensing tasks, the latter allows more
complex changes to the behavior of the application. As the
necessary information is provided by the budgets, both can be
implemented easily.
The duty cycle τ is computed based on the remaining time
d before the budget is refilled, the consumption of the last
execution c and the energy available bi (4).
τ =b

d∗c
c
bi

(4)

The service level σ is calculated as ratio of how much the
budget is filled compared to min and max (5).


1
σ= N

 N ∗(bi −min)
max−min

if bi ≤ mini
if bi ≥ maxi
else

(5)

IV. E VALUATION AND R ESULTS
In order to evaluate and compare the different approaches,
we used simulations and experiments with real sensor nodes.
The experiments were realized using the so-called FeuerWhere
nodes [30]. These nodes feature a MSP430 micro controller
and three transceivers, one operating at 868 MHz and two operating at 2.4 GHz. We used R EFLEX [31], an operating system
for deeply embedded systems, as basis for the integration of
our energy budgets. As real experiments are better suited to
prove that our approach works, we focus only on those in the
following evaluations.
A. Cost of Energy Allowance
To evaluate the computational overhead of the allowance
heuristic, the runtime of the algorithm with different options
was measured. Figure 2 shows the results.
While using only the heuristic (equation 3) has the lowest
runtime costs, it alone can not guarantee the minimal demand
(A). Distributing the minimal demand of each budget first (B)
increases the runtime only slightly but fulfills the requirements.
To increase the dynamic between the budgets, it is feasible to
take the consumed and requested energy of the budgets into
account (C). Distributed between the minimal demand and the
heuristic, the runtime increases considerably, as the additional
step is a modified version of the heuristic itself.
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Figure 2. Runtime of the distribution algorithm for MSP430 running at
16MHz. (A) Based on percentage of maximal requested energy. (B)
Additionally distribution of minimal requested energy. (C) Distribution of
consumed/requested energy.

With increased number of budgets the runtime rises linearly. As the allocation of energy only happens every few hours
in most scenarios, the overhead is negligible even when a lot
of budgets are in use.
B. Influence of different policies
To evaluate the influence of the policies in situations where
the energy demand changes, we used two scenarios. Two tasks
were involved, one sampling and one transmitting messages.
The experiments ran for three phases with 50 seconds per
phase. The sending task wanted to transmit a message every ten
seconds while the sampling interval was adjusted dynamically.
1) Scenario 1: In the first scenario the amount of energy
allocated to the sending task in each phase was only sufficient
to send four of the five desired messages, forcing it to adapt
according to the chosen policy: Isolation, adaption, lending, or
stealing.
Figure 3 shows the results. The vertical lines represent the
transmitted messages, the line that starts horizontally is the
sampling interval. When using isolation as policy, there is no
way the sending task can obtain enough energy. Therefore,
every fifth message is not transmitted. There is no influence
on the sampling task.
When the adaption policy is used, the sending task receives the

2) Scenario 2: In the second scenario the energy consumption of the sending task was lower, resulting in a too large
budget. Figure 4 shows the results for four different policies:
unlimited savings, isolation, adaption and no savings.
When a task may store an unlimited amount of energy, all
the excess of energy remains with that task and there is no
influence on the other tasks (upper left). When the isolation
policy is used, a budget that has not been completely spent
needs less energy to be filled again. Therefore, the remaining
system energy is higher and more energy can be distributed
among all other tasks, in this case the sampling task (upper
right). When using adaption, the budget for the sending task is
reduced to the amount it used, making an even smaller amount
of energy necessary to fill it in phase two, leading to more
system energy and more energy available for the sampling
task in phase two. However, once the adaption is complete,
the energy available for the sampling task is reduced again in
phase 3 and would remain the same in future phases (lower

Adaption

Isolation

1600

minimum energy it requires to fulfill its assignment, enabling
it to transmit all five messages in each interval. However, the
energy consumption is higher, the remaining energy lower,
which results in an adjustment of the sampling interval for
phases two and three. Sampling less frequent conserves the
energy required for the sending task.
The third part of the figure shows the policy lending, where
the sending task borrows energy from the system. However,
what is borrowed needs to be paid back, resulting in no
transmissions at the end of the third phase. The sampling is
not influenced in any way.
Stealing, the fourth policy, takes the energy required for
sending directly and at the time it is required from the sampling
task, making huge changes in the sampling interval necessary
near the end of each phase.
The choice between policies is up to the application programmer, each variant has its advantages and disadvantages.
Adaption makes sure that all parts of the sensor node continue
to function, albeit some of them are under the influence of
others. Lending ensures that only the part that requires too
much energy may fail early, while all others continue to
function as planned. This may enable a timely response from
the network maintainer. Lending and stealing might also be
combined.
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Figure 3. Influence of different policies when more energy is needed
than allocated
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Figure 5. Experimental comparison of management approaches. Energy Levels computes feasible level assignment based on available energy and level utility.
Budget based Level assigns level based on available energy in budget. Budget based duty cycle is computed based on available energy and runtime cost. Lower
half shows experiment where in interval 6 the available energy was reduced by 20%.

The comparison shows that allowing a task to store an
unlimited amount of energy in its budget is a bad idea, as
the stored energy is effectively lost, unless there comes a time
when the task needs a tremendous amount of energy. The other
three policies differ mainly in the point in time at which they
reclaim the unused energy, but they all lead to an improvement
for the sampling task.
C. System behavior
To evaluate the management behavior, a comparison of
our energy budgets and the Energy Levels approach was
conducted. The application periodically sent messages to a sink
and featured four service levels distinguished by the sensor
duty cycle. The energy consumption of the different service
levels varies between 100µA and 270µA, resulting in potential
runtime between 32 and 11 months with conventional alkaline
batteries. Periodically, one of the approaches is used to compute the service level for the following interval. To increase
the comparability, both managers were based on the same
energy accounting. Energy Levels uses a simplex algorithm
to compute a feasible service level allocation based on the
available energy, the consumption of each of the 4 used levels,
and a utility ranging from one to four for each level (see [6]
for the description of the optimization problem). As described
in [6], the highest possible level is selected to provide the best
QoS. The energy budget version (Budget based Level) used
one budget and selected the service level based on the available
energy within the budget (see 5). Additionally, a variant based
on adaptive computation of the duty cycle based on equation
4 was tested using two budgets to isolate the sensing expenses
from the communication.
The top half of Figure 5 shows the results achieved by
each variant with a steady declining energy reserve. As Energy
Levels selects the highest possible level, it starts with the
highest level and later falls down to second last one. In
contrast, the energy budget variant starts with the second last
level, but shortly increases to and maintains the next higher
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level. While this approach is more conservative, it does not
depend on future energy availability. This is also true for
the adaptive duty cycle, which is based on the energy within
the associated budget and its consumption. The computed
sampling interval is steady around 1.66s and thus slightly
higher than level 3 (fixed 1.5s interval).
The lower half of Figure 5 shows the impact of a varying
energy availability on the three variants. In the middle of
the experiment, the available energy is reduced by 20% (e.g.,
due to reduced battery capacity). As the Energy Levels starts
with the highest level, it must use the lowest level in the last
third, because the optimistic approach used more energy at
the beginning. The Budget based Level consumes the energy
balanced with the runtime and thus reduces the service level
only by one, resulting in less drastic changes. The duty cycle
of the third variant adapts after the changed energy availability
to 2.55s and thus is lower than level 2 (fixed 3s interval).
Both variants based on the energy budgets not only deliver
a more homogeneous application quality, but the battery may
also benefit from a reduced rate-capacity effect due to the the
overall lower load of the conservative approach.
D. Interaction with the battery
The results of an experiment which included feedback from
the battery are shown in Figure 6. It shows how the energy is
divided among three budgets associated with three application
parts. Sensing covers all energy expenses involved with the

0.6

Distributed Energy [mAh]

left). The policy of no savings removes all remaining energy
from a budget at the end of a phase, also resulting in a higher
system energy and more energy available for the sampling task.
As the too-high budget is filled at every phase, there is also
some energy to ”reclaim” at the end of each phase (lower
right).

Sensing

0.4

0.2

Communication
SD Telemetry

0.0
0

10

20
Runtime [h]

30

40

Figure 6. Distributed energy to different application parts. Battery Manager
increases available energy over time due to higher capacity than expected.
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data acquisition based on a dynamically calculated duty cycle.
Communication includes a fixed communication interval every
2 minutes and SD Telemetry writes system information onto
an SD-Card periodically.
In the course of the experiment, the communication effort
varies and influences the energy distributed to sensing and its
possible duty cycle. Additionally, the battery contains more
energy than expected, resulting in an increased availability. As
Communication and SD telemetry need a nearly fixed amount,
sensing and, thus, the application duty cycle profits.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented our approach of using
fine grained energy budgets to reach lifetime goals in wireless sensor networks. Energy budgets present a framework
for dealing with varying demands in sensor networks. We
evaluated the approach using FeuerWhere sensor nodes and
presented promising first results for different kinds of policies.
Additionally, we compared our approach with an existing
approach and showed how the battery feedback influences the
energy management.
In the future we plan to continue the evaluation of our
approach by using different policies in a real deployment.
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Abstract— The battery lifetime is the most important issue in a
wireless sensor network (WSN). As the battery lifetime is
restrictive in WSN, energy efficiency is very important. In case
of outdoor monitoring, the data of temperature has a feature
which changes slowly. If the value of temperature does not
change constantly, the network communication has to extend
sensing period because it is the most energy consuming aspect
of the battery. In this paper, we propose optimized temperature
sensing period (OTSP) for efficient energy consumption. The
main ideas of OTSP are that the network communication find
successive stable section through proposed algorithm and the
network communication reduce the wireless temperature
network period in stable section. We experimented on OTSP in
the rooftop of the building in order to remain unaffected by
environments. The result of experiment indicates that OTSP
reduces the energy consumption and extends the battery lifetime
as compared with temperature sensing system.
Keywords- battery lifetime; energy consumption; wireless
sensor network; temperature sensor

I.
INTRODUCTION
WSN is used to monitor the various areas of the
environment for implementing an IoT-based technology as
used for the purpose of collecting and transmitting the data.
Applications of WSN are used in the domain ecology, climate,
environment, industry, transport, fire monitoring.
Most of these measurement of the wireless network
environment is supplied with power through the battery.
However, current battery technology cannot sufficiently
supply the power in WSN. In addition, wireless
communication constantly needs to consume the battery. As a
result, research was done to minimize the WSN period,
because the network communication approximately 20
percent of the battery’s total energy consumption.
The data in WSN is divided into two types of feature, that
is, the discontinuous and the continuous type of data. The
discontinuous type of data is unstable, and the continuous type
of data is stable. If the outdoor temperature is stable for a long
time, the data in WSN is useless as we need to gather
information about various data to optimize services. However,
existing WSN system gathers all information although it is
useless. To handle this problems, WSN has to minimize in
stable section.
In this paper, we proposed the system to maximize the
battery lifetime using OTSP. The wireless temperature sensor
network has both types of unstable feature and stable feature.
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This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we
discuss the works related to existing WSN; in Section III, We
present the algorithm and important schemes; in Section IV,
we show the implement and the results; finally, some
concluding remarks and directions for future work are given
in Section V.
II.

RELATED WORK

WSN is required to extend battery lifetime. Improved
battery lifetime in WSN has been proposed in several papers.
A. Study on management of energy consumption to improve
battery lifetime in WSN
One of the energy management solution in WSN is
network communication control, which is able to improve
battery lifetime by analyzing data pattern. Wenguo et al [1]
introduced the relationship between the energy utilization rate
and the maximal network hop number. Akshay et al [2] used
various models of the alkaline battery for maximizing its
utilization and its lifetime. Suh et al [3] Software-based selftest has emerged as an effective strategy for online testing of
processors integrated in bad-safety critical applications.
However, these studies mostly focus on energy saving without
utilizing the information on the accuracy.
B. Study on sleep mode to manage energy consumption in
WSN
As a similar method used in this paper, studies using sleep
mode in WSN are performed [4]. Several studies use sleep
mode for energy management. Two terminal reliability of
WSN is calculated, using Monte Carlo Simulations. Then via
simulation results the effects of sleep probability on consumed
energy and network reliability are considered [5]. However,
sleep mode introduced in these studies has not been applied in
environment monitoring system in WSN. Therefore, to
improve battery lifetime in WSN, network communication
control using sleep mode is needed
III. AN OPTIMIZED TEMPERATURE SENSING PERIOD
The proposed paper designs the OTSP system with
temperature sensor and wireless communication interface.
Before presenting the proposed system with system algorithm
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and important scheme, the proposed paper discusses the
problem of temperature sensing systems.

Figure 1. Data of temperature graph for daytime

The proposed system controls the network communication
to minimize sensing period. The value of temperature is
changed into environments (e.g., sunrise, sunset, wind, clouds,
etc.) during daytime. The temperature variation during a
certain period can be divided into two types. One type is much
temperature variation, which is important to apply service
models. The other type is little temperature variation, which is
useless if it maintains for a long time. As shown in Fig. 1, the
temperature graph for daytime has little temperature variation
which is called stable part. If sensing period extends to sleep
mode for stable part, it can get improved battery lifetime by
saving network communication in WSN. Therefore, it is
necessary to properly set the value according to temperature
characteristics.
A. An optimized temperature sensing period Algorithm
Fig. 2 illustrates a flowchart of an optimized temperature
sensing period algorithm. Low data change is received from
temperature degrees through embedded system per proposed
method. The successive stable section denotes that the current
data is stable state.
The proposed optimized sensing period algorithm adjusts
sensing period based on the successive stable section of
temperature, which are inputted via embedded systems. The
value of temperature degrees at the latest is 𝑥𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 , the value
of sensing time intervals that is a gap between previous
sensing time is ∆𝑥, the value of temperature variation that has
been changed differences degrees at the latest is 𝑎𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 , the
time that has been aggregate successive stable section is 𝑆𝑎.𝑛 .
The procedures are composed of three steps.
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Figure 2. A flowchart an optimized temperature sensing period algorithm.

Step 1. A value of current temperature degrees through
sensor is 𝑥𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 . Then, calculates ∆𝑥 which is sensing time
intervals at the latest and 𝑎𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 which is temperature
variation.
Step 2. Check whether |𝑎𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 | is less than or equal to
0.1 that a measure effects of little temperature variation and
wind and clouds, than class stable section and add 1 point in
𝑆𝑎.𝑛 . If |𝑎𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.𝑛 | is greater than 0.1, than initialize 𝑆𝑎.𝑛 and
operate sensing.
Step 3. Check whether 𝑆𝑎.𝑛 is greater than or equal to 3,
then operate sleep mode. If 𝑆𝑎.𝑛 is less than 3, then operate
sensing.
It is possible to derive the optimized sensing period, which
can save energy at the maximum without useless sensing
section through the proposed algorithm.
The proposed system can reduce energy consumption via
interaction with the information about temperature variation.
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proposed system according to two different methods. The
results presented in the following were collected from 8:00
A.M to 6:00 P.M for four days.

Figure 3. A prototype of an optimized temperature sensing period.

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Hardware of an optimized temperature sensing period
Fig. 3 shows a prototype of an optimized temperature
sensing period. The main processor is a 16-bit micro controller
unit (MCU). It is used for performing the main tasks such as
complex event processing, processing of priority based
scheduling algorithm, the provision of sensing period, pattern
generation, and situation analysis. A ZigBee transceiver is
used for communication with other networked devices. We
used a 250 kbps/2.4 GHz ZigBee transceiver of Arduino
Module. The metering circuit plays a role in measurement of
the temperature degrees. The system is composed of
temperature sensor module, MCU and communication
interface. We operate parallel two systems, which are
temperature sensing system and OTSP system in order to
compare energy efficient system.

Figure 4. Daytime temperature graph from 8 A.M to 6 P.M and point of
sleep mode in stable section.

We conducted experiment with two different systems that
are the temperature sensing system and OTSP system. The
temperature sensing system performs sensing of remaining 1
minute period. The OTSP system performs scheduling of
operation mode/sleep mode according to previous
temperature variation. The sensing period on sleep mode is
remaining 2 minutes. Fig. 4 shows the sleep mode using OTSP
in stable sections. The result show that almost point of sleep
mode lie at stable section. Therefore, the OTSP system has
little effect of services.
C. Result of an optimized temperature sensing period
Figs. 5 and 6 show the sensing counts for four days. As
shown in Fig. 6, the value of network communication is
reduced by 30.1 percent through OTSP system.

B. Experiment
We deployed OTSP system on the rooftop of the building
in order to remain unaffected by environments. We analyzed

Figure 5. Daytime temperature graph from 8 A.M to 6 P.M for four days
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.
Figure 6. Comparison of system sensing counts for four days

Fig. 6 shows the sensing counts for four days. The result
shows that the average sensing counts of temperature reduce.
D. Result of Battery Lifetime
1) Average sensing counts for 1 day
 Sensing counts without OTSP : 600 times/day
 Sensing counts with OTSP : 419.28 times/day
Simple experiment was performed to evaluate the above
optimized temperature sensing period for improved battery
lifetime. The performance of the proposed OTSP depends on
average sensing counts during four days.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the above an optimized
temperature sensing period can be evaluated by analyzing the
improvement of battery lifetime of WSN using (1) to (4).
𝑆𝑑 = 𝐶𝑜 × 𝐶𝑆 × 𝑇𝑜

(1)

Where 𝑆𝑑 is the sensing consumption current for 1 day
(Ah/day); 𝐶𝑜 is the operation current; 𝐶𝑆 is sensing counts
(/day); and 𝑇𝑜 is the operation time (h).
𝑆𝑦 = 𝐶𝑜 × 𝐶𝑆 × 𝑇𝑜 × 365
= 𝑆𝑑 × 365

(2)
(3)

Where 𝑆𝑦 is the sensing consumption current for 1 year
(Ah/year).
𝑆 = 𝐶𝑛 + 𝐶𝑚

(4)

Where 𝐶𝑛 is the network node current; and 𝐶𝑚 is the MCU
spending current.
𝐿𝐵 = 𝐶𝐵 / 𝑆𝑦
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(5)

Where 𝐿𝐵 is the battery lifetime (year); and 𝐶𝐵 is the battery
capacity;
a) Average Current Consumption on Operation Modes
 Transceiver Module : 50mA (0.6sec per 1 time)
 MCU : 81.33mAh/year
2) Sensing consumption current without OTSP for 1 year
a) consumption current of network node current
 Operating time : 0.6sec
 𝑆𝑑 = 50mA × 600 time/day × 0.6sec = 5mAh/day (6)
 𝑆𝑦 = 5mAh × 365day = 1825mAh/year
(7)
b) Sensing consumption current

𝑆 = 1825mAh/year + 81.33mAh/year
(8)
= 1906.33mAh/year
c) Battery lifetime

𝐿𝐵 = 2200𝑚𝐴ℎ / 1906.33 = 1.154 year
(9)
3) Sensing consumption current with OTSP for 1 year
a) consumption current of network node current
 Operating time : 0.6sec
 𝑆𝑑 = 50mA × 401 time/day × 0.6sec
(10)
= 3.34mAh/day
 𝑆𝑦 = 3.34mAh × 365day = 1219.7mAh/year
(11)
b) Sensing consumption current
 𝑆 = 1219.71mAh/year + 81.33mAh/year
(12)
= 1301.04mAh/year
c) Battery lifetime
 𝐿𝐵 = 2200𝑚𝐴ℎ / 1301.04 = 1.691 year
(13)
4) Benefit of battery lifetime using OTSP.
a) Compared with battery lifetime
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n(year) = 1.691−1.154 = 0.537year = 196 day (14)

As a result, the proposed OTSP improve the total battery
lifetime by 196 days.
V. CONCLUSION
Saving energy has become one of the most important
issues in WSN. The network communication approximately
20 percent of the battery’s total energy consumption. The
main ideas of OTSP are that the network communication find
successive stable section through proposed algorithm and the
network communication reduce the wireless temperature
network period in stable section. An optimized temperature
sensing period algorithm was proposed. The proposed OTSP
can be easily modified and cost effectively implemented. We
deployed OTSP system on the rooftop of the building in order
to remain unaffected by environments, and measured the
sensing counts to evaluate the performance of battery lifetime.
The proposed OTSP improves the total battery lifetime by 196
days. It is expected that this work will contribute to providing
guidance on the development of WSN.
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Abstract—Indoor Position Estimation System (IPES) via RSSI
and Trilateration using three fixed nodes is method to identify
the location of the moving node in the building. The location of
the moving node can be estimated within a range of relatively
small error by using the three fixed nodes. This paper suggests
that replacing one of the three fixed nodes with the drone
located outside can be used to estimate the location of the
moving node in the building. And finally, it is proved that the
person could be scanned by a drone that is outside the building.
Keywords-LBS; Indoor Positioning; RSSI; Trilateration;
Drone

I.

INTRODUCTION

Current Location-Based Services (LBSs), about Outside
Position Estimation, are available because of GPS technology.
It came with a lot of development in the present, and now that
is applied to the majority of the smart phones or mobile
devices. On the contrary, Indoor Position Estimation cannot
use GPS technology because of interference from buildings.
Therefore, Indoor Position Estimation uses the Wireless LAN
(WLAN), WiBro, RFID, Zigbee, and etc. Among them, the
utilization of indoor position estimation using the WLAN is
better than the others. One of the best thing among the WLAN
infrastructure components is WiFi, because WiFi is
continuously developing new versions, so WiFi`s data transfer
rate was gradually improved. It can be used valuably for inside
position estimation.

Figure 1. Method of scanning the inside of the building using the drone.

In this paper, two indoor fixed nodes and the third indoor
fixed nodes are replaced by a drone from outside, and these
fixed nodes are possible to estimate the location of the moving
nodes in a building. To do this, three fixed nodes and one
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moving node are connected to the WiFi, and Signal loss
calculated by the Friis formula using the signal intensity got
via RSSI. After then, the mobile device estimates the distance
from each fixed nodes to moving node. Finally, drone
estimates the location of the moving node based on the
position of the three fixed nodes using the trilateration.
This paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, it presents
a method for estimating the location using the moving node in
three fixed nodes and one moving node through the existing
RSSI method. In Section 3, we introduce the test bed to
experiment with one fixed node replaced with a drone and test
procedures. In Section 4, we present the experimental values
obtained from our experiments on the test bed in tables and
graphs. Finally, in Section 5, using the drone of the outside
would conclude it possible to scan for devices inside the
building by analyzing the values obtained in the experiment.
II.

INDOOR POSITION ESTIMATION SYSTEM

A. RSSI measurement
RSSI denotes the received signal strength, and the units of
RSSI using ‘dB’. This is the same in WiFi. And, the high value
of RSSI expressed as a negative number is clear signal
intensity. As the moving distance of the signal is long, the
strength of signal is weakened. With this feature, the signal
strength received from the AP is used to estimate the distance
from AP. The accuracy of position estimation using the RSSI
is dependent on the high accuracy RSSI value and the
environment of the measurement. Therefore, Position
estimation method using the RSSI is showing relatively low
reliability in an accuracy and a stability. Nevertheless the
position estimating method using the RSSI uses widely,
because the number of places WiFi Access zone has increased
than before.
An important feature of wireless signal transmission is that
the signal strength decreases as the distance increases. The
value of the distance measurement of the RSSI is determined
by changing of the signal intensity corresponding to the
moving distance of the signal. It will obtain a moving distance
between the respective nodes from the change of the RSSI
value according to the moving distance of the signal.
Researchers have done some effective researches about
signals in different transmission environment [1], and
conclude some good empirical formula.
𝐿𝑑 = 𝐿1 + 10 × 𝜌 × log 𝑑 + 𝑣
𝑐/𝑓
𝐿1 = 10 log 𝐺1 𝐺𝑟 ( )2
4𝜋

(1)
(2)
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𝐺𝑡 is Transmitting antenna gain, 𝐺𝑟 is Receiver antenna gain,
c is thr velocity of light, f is carrier frequency, ρ is Channel
attenuation coefficient (value 2~6), v is the Gaussian random
variable which considered the shadow effect, then v ~
N(0, 𝛿 2 ), d is the distance, 𝐿𝑑 is the channel loss after the
distance d. In practice, we get the relation between RSSI and
the distance through the measurement showing the relation for
transmission power and receiving power by the following
formula [2].
𝑃𝑅 =

𝑃𝑇
𝑟𝑛

(3)

After conversion was
𝑃𝑅 (𝑑𝑏) = 𝐴 − 10 × 𝑛 log 𝑟

(4)

𝑃𝑅 is the receiving power of the wireless signal, 𝑃𝑇 is
transmission power, n is the Propagation factor, r is the
distance between Transceiver Unit. A is the receiving signal
power when the signal transmit 1 meter. The numerical value
of constant A and n determined the relation between receiving
signal strength and signal transmission distance.
B. Trilateration.

The intersections of the surfaces of three spheres is found
by formulating the equations for the three sphere surfaces and
then solving the three equations for the three unknowns, x, y,
and z. To simplify the calculations, the equations are
formulated so that the centers of the spheres are on the z = 0
plane. Also, the formulation is such that one center is at the
origin, and one other is on the x-axis. It is possible to
formulate the equations in this manner since any three noncollinear points lie on a unique plane. After finding the
solution, it can be transformed back to the original three
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Next three
equations for the three spheres
𝑟12 = 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2
𝑟22 = (𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + 𝑦 2
𝑟32 = (𝑥 − 𝑖)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑗)2 + 𝑧 2

(5)
(6)
(7)

C. Position estimation using the RSSI and Trilateration
After measuring the intensity of a signal through the RSSI,
the distance is calculated by using the Friis formula between
the mobile node and the fixed node. Friis formula is as follows.
d=

𝑐

𝐿

× 1020
4𝜋𝑓

(8)

Distance measurement method by the signal intensity is used
to Friis formula above.

Figure 3. Overview of Position Estimation Method.

Figure 2. Trilateration.

The Trilateration is a method to obtain the relative position
of the object using the triangular geometry as with
triangulation. Unlike Triangulation, using one of the sides and
two included angles of a triangle, Trilateration need two or
more reference points, the distance between the target and the
respective reference point to find the location of the target [3].
Only using Trilateration requires at least three reference points
in order to accurately determine the relative position of the
two-dimensional surface. In Fig. 2. The plane z = 0, shows the
three sphere centers, P1, P2, and P3; their x, y-coordinates;
and the three sphere radii, r1, r2, and r3 [4]. The two
intersections of the three sphere surfaces are directly in front
and directly behind the point designated intersections in the z
= 0 plane.
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c is the Transmitting velocity, f is the frequency of the radio,
L is the loss of the received signal. L is obtained by subtracting
Intensity of the received signal at the reference point from
Received signal intensity Fig. 3. The equations to obtain the
distance from each AP as follows. [5]
𝑑12 = (𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2
𝑑22 = (𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2
𝑑32 = (𝑥 − 𝑥3 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3 )2

(9)
(10)
(11)

The using of RSSI values measured at the location with no
obstructions is calculated as the actual value. The error
between the actual distance and the calculated distance
becomes large if the RSSI value is measured from the wrong
environment. [6]
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III.

IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementations
Fig. 4 shows a test bed. Test bed was installed in the
laboratory. Fig. 4. (a), The starting point in the Test bed is (a)
Starting point (0,0) in Fig. 4 (a) ,which is given coordinate of
(0,0). Based on the starting point, 1 o`clock is meant the xaxis and 9 o`clock is meant the y-axis. Fig. 4. (b), Test bed`s
cell size is 45cm. Fig. 4. (a), In the rest of the sequence, (b) is
separated into 6 cells in the x-axis based on the starting point
and is given coordinate of (6,0). (c), based on the start point,
is located in the 6 cells in the x-axis direction and 7 cells in
the y-axis direction and is given coordinate of (6,7). (d), based
on the start point, is located in the 7 cells in the y-axis direction
and is given coordinate of (0,7). (e) is an Access point 1 and
AP channel is ‘ISRC_PYD’. (f) is an Access point 2 and AP
channel is ‘ISRC-5G’. (g) is moving node, and (g)`s
coordinate is not fixed.
The total size of the test bed is ‘6x7’. And that is ‘270cm x
315cm’.

B. Experiments
Fig. 6 expresses the test bed as a picture. AP1 is located at
the starting point (0,0), AP2 is located at (3,7). AP3 is AR
Drone, AR Drone exists outdoors a distance 110cm to the
minus x-axis direction from the position of the test bed (0,5).
And glass wall exists between the AR Drone and moving node.
Moving node was defined as a device that can measure the
RSSI value for each APs. And this moving node is located at
a (3,4). This experiment was performed as follows.

Figure 4. Implementation: (a) test bed, (b) test bed`s cell size.

Fig. 5 shows an AR Drone which has a WiFi module to
connect another WiFi AP. This AR Drone will carry out the
AP3 outside of the laboratory`s test bed. In this experiment,
the AR Drone will be 3m in height from the ground. And AR
Drone`s coordinate is not fixed. In addition, the glass wall
exists between the AR Drone and moving node. The actual
building will exists a cement walls or glass walls between the
moving node in the building and AR Drone. This glass wall
will interference communication with the AP and AR Drone.
This position minimizes the disturbance factors than the actual
environment. And This Drone`s AP Channel is
‘ardrone2_096244’.

Figure 5. AR Drone, role of AP3.
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Figure 6. Illustrates of the test bed.

First, each AP is set on the coordinates of the test bed. And
then, the actual distance is calculated from between APs and
the moving node. As a result,
 Distance between AP1 and moving node is measured
225cm.
 Distance between AP2 and moving node is measured
135cm.
 Distance between AP3 and moving node is measured
250cm.
Then, RSSI values for each of the AP is measured in (3,4)
located at the moving node in the test bed. As a result of the
measurement,
 AP1 RSSI value is -54 dB
 AP2 RSSI value is -56 dB
 AP3 RSSI value is -62 dB
And, RSSI values for each of the AP is measured in (0,0)
located at the moving node in the test bed. As a result of the
measurement,
 AP1 RSSI value is -59 dB
 AP2 RSSI value is -57 dB
 AP3 RSSI value is -63 dB
In Section 4, the distance is calculated between the AP and
moving node by using the RSSI values. Since then, comparing
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the calculated distance with the actual distance is determined
by the accuracy of the calculation.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of the error between the calculated distance with the
RSSI value and actual distance is as follows.


A. Analysis results




Figure 7. AP`s RSSI values measured at (3,4)

Figure 8. AP`s RSSI values measured at starting point (0,0)

Fig. 7 is AP`s RSSI values measured at (3,4). Each value
is measured that AP1 RSSI value = -54 dB, AP2 RSSI
value = -56 dB, AP3 RSSI value = -62 dB. Fig. 8 is AP`s
RSSI values measured at starting point (0,0). Each value
is measured that AP1 RSSI value = -59 dB, AP2 RSSI
value = -57 dB, AP3 RSSI value = -63 dB.
Before calculating the distance between the AP and
the moving node by the RSSI values using the (8), c is
propagation speed, and this value is set to ‘3 × 108 ’, and
the frequency of AP1 is 2.4Ghz, the frequency of AP2 is
5Ghz, the frequency of AP3 is 2.4Ghz. Calculating the (8)
have this values, it is as follows.



𝑑1` =
𝑑2` =

3×108
4×𝜋×2.4×109
3×108
4×𝜋×5×109
3×108

(−54+59)
20

× 10

(−57+56)
20

× 10

≅ 176cm

≅ 42.5cm

(−63+62)
20

 𝑑3` = 4×𝜋×2.4×109 × 10
≅ 88cm
The actual distance between AP and the moving node in Fig.
6. As follows,
 𝑑1 = 225cm, 𝑑2 = 135cm, 𝑑3 = 250cm
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Distance difference (AP1 and Moving node between
the actual distance) and (distance calculated as the
RSSI value) is (225cm – 176cm = 49cm), and the
error rate is 27.8%.
Distance difference (AP2 and Moving node between
the actual distance) and (distance calculated as the
RSSI value) is (135cm – 42.5cm = 92.5cm), and the
error rate is 217%.
Distance difference (AP3 and Moving node between
the actual distance) and (distance calculated as the
RSSI value) is (250cm – 88cm = 162cm), and the
error rate is 184%.

B. Error Anlaysis
The most significant error was calculated between 𝑑2 and
𝑑2` , the error between 𝑑1 and 𝑑1` was the least. First, an
analysis of the largest error that occurred in AP2. The
difference between the RSSI value of the Fig. 7 and RSSI
value of Fig. 8 hardly occurs because the moving node and
AP2 are close. Errors in AP1 showed a relatively appropriate
amount to 27.8%. Lastly, an analysis of the error that
occurred in AP3. Error has occurred since AP3 is located in
the outdoor, so signal is interfered by the wall when the signal
transmitted.
The way to reduce the above error is as follows. In order
to reduce the error arising from the AP2, the distance between
the AP and the moving node has to be ensured over a certain
distance. In order to reduce the error that occurred in AP1,
RSSI values measured several times, it is possible to reduce
the error by using the average value of these values.
Lastly, in order to reduce the error that occurred in AP3, the
position of the drone moves to less radio interference place
[7].
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we confirmed that it is possible to scan a
person by a drone that is located outside the building and
connected with AP inside of the building. If a mobile device
has the appropriate distance between the mobile device and
the AP and the little signal interference, we can efficiently
estimate the indoor position of the mobile device. If this
tracking function is developed, we will quickly find people
who need help a help in a disaster area.
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Abstract— Ultra-fast gating of large array imagers can be
quite challenging to implement due to the distributed RC
(Resistance Capacitance) nature of the metal wires used in all
ICs (Integrated Circuits) for electrical connections. For the
transmission of a signal across a long path, the metal line
reduces the electrical bandwidth and adds a delay. The
behavior of these lines has been modeled and a new solution is
presented to circumvent these limitations. In this paper, we
present an edge-based approach to the gating circuitry that
allows sub nanosecond gating with a very low skew across the
whole imager. Simulation data shows that our solution is an
efficient way of reducing the effect of the distributed RC line
delay with a small penalty on surface area and consumption.

than the gating time. This is especially true for ultra-fast
image sensors as a signal commutes at the order of 100
picoseconds. It behooves us then to ensure that the signal is
identical and useable for every single pixel in the array.
Therefore, a more reliable approach would be to reduce the
dependency on the pulse width and have an edge triggered
gating. This solution was implemented in a 0.18 μm
process. These approaches have been applied for smaller
dimension image sensors and it is therefore interesting to
propose a solution that is extendable to full resolution
imagers.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Keywords—SPAD, Ultra-fast Gating, Edge-triggered, Fast Pulse,
skewless

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, ultra-fast imaging has been a booming
field with many considerable breakthroughs. A key
advancement to this technology has been the ability to
design image sensors with a sub-nanosecond temporal
resolution. These imagers could be configured in either
single-shot mode in [4] and [6], or can be repetitive and
based on Single-Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) arrays
rather than classical photodiodes. In this case, the temporal
resolution can be even lower. Currently, integrated streak
cameras operate at the fastest frequency, therefore also
requiring robust acquisition signals. These fast signals are
used in order to have a sub-nanosecond shutter speed.
Depending on the design, the temporal resolution of an
integrated streak camera can vary from a few hundred
picoseconds to several nanoseconds. A 1D [5] or 2D [4]
approach of integrated streak camera solution can be found
in [5], where a delay generator based on the propagation
delay of logic gates is used for sub-nanosecond shuttering.
The delay could be customized using current starved
inverters. In [3] and [4], we see the use of edge-based
control signals for fast gating.
Similar to a clock signal in a synchronous sequential circuit,
the gating signals are distributed to the entire imager array.
Due to the distributed RC (Resistance capacitance) line
delay, the integrity of the signal is compromised along the
row of pixels. This would degrade the performance as a
pixel at the end of the array would not perceive the same
signal as another near the beginning of the array. Moreover,
it would be completely unusable for ultra-fast gating
purposes as the rise time and fall time would be far greater
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As mentioned before, in an imager array, the gating signal is
being driven at the beginning of a row. Therefore, the signal
perceived at the end of the row will no longer be a clean
square pulse. Hence, it is interesting to study what the
maximum row length for which the pulse will still be
useable. Firstly, we can model this problem by looking at a
single distributed RC model. Figure 1 shows the equivalent
distributed line representation of a row containing N pixels
where RD and CD are the resistance and the capacitance per
length unit of the metal line respectively. The localized
pixel input capacitances Cpixel act like a distributed
capacitance according to the pixel pitch CD where,
pixel

C pixel



(1)
Pixel Pitch
The total distributed capacitance CDtotal is thus given by the

CD

Pixel

sum of the equivalent distributed input pixel capacitance
and the line distributed capacitance, CD  CD  CD .
total

Pixel 1

Pixel 2

Cpixel

V1

RD

CD

RD

CD

RD

pixel

Pixel N

Cpixel

CD

RD

CD

Cpixel
RD

CD

RD

CD V2

Figure 1. Distributed RC line representation of a sensor row including N
Pixels.

The open-circuited Laplace transfer function from the
beginning of the line V1 to the end of the line V2 can be
written as [1][3]:
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H (s) 

V2
V1



1
cosh s  RD CD total  l

,

(2)

where s is the Laplace variable, and l the length of the row.
The behavior of the line can be approximated by the
simplified circuit model depicted in Figure 2[2].

V1

R
C/2

C/2 V2

Figure 2. Simplified circuit of entire line

RD 


w T

(6)

III. ULTRA-FAST GATING FOR LARGE ARRAY SENSOR
The Figure 4 shows the shape of a 1 ns pulse propagating in
a sensor row at the beginning of the line, where the pulse is
applied, in the middle and at the end of the line. If we
assume the classic case where the logic of the pixel reshapes
the pulse with a threshold voltage of half the power supply
(solid line in Figure 4), we clearly see that after a certain
length, the conventional gating is no longer adequate.

Where R  RD  l and C  CDtotal  l are the total resistance
and capacitance of the line. The unit step response gives us
a clear indication that while not perfect, this approximation
is sufficient to illustrate the distributed RC delay problem
[2]. The distributed RC effect acrosss the line therefore
affects the driver rise time. The fastest rise time of V2 can
thus be obtained by the following expression:





TR  0.35  RD CD  CDpixel  l 2

(3)

Equation (3) states that the rising time increases with the
square of the row length l and then can dramatically reach a
value that makes it impossible to transport a nanosecond
pulse across a large array sensor.
A. Parameters extraction
The parameters RD and CD can generally be found
in the design kit documentation. Otherwise, the unit line and
surface capacitance can be obtained by an analog extracted
view simulation. Based on variants (square and rectangular)
of the diagram in Figure 3, theses parameters can be
deduced with two different sets of equations (4).
l

Figure 4. Illustration of lost signal integrity across a row of pixels

Furthermore, it is interesting to create a model in order to
anticipate this signal distortion with respect to the length of
the sensor. Based on the distributed model and a voltage
threshold of half the power supply, Figure 5 compares the
Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) ratio of the in-pixel
reshaped pulse versus the original pulse according to the
original pulse FWHM to the rise time. The effective FWHM
inside the pixel decreases as soon as the original FWHM
pulse is below the rising time and is reduced to zero for a
ratio of 30%.

w

Figure 3. Diagram of layout model variants used (line and rectangle)

Cline  2  Cedge  l  w   Csurface  w  l

(4)

Where w and l are respectively the width and the length of
the line, Cline is the extracted line capacitance, Cedge is the
edge capacitance, given in F/m, and Csurface the surface
capacitance of the line, given in F/m².
Then, the distributed capacitance for a long line can be
approximated by:

CD  2  Cedge  Csurface  w ,

(5)

where w is the width of the considered line.
The resistivity can be extracted in the same way or it can be
obtained by process data, such as the metal resistivity  and
thickness T. Therefore, the resistance per length unit RD of a
line of width w is given by:
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Figure 5. Final to original pulse width ratio versus the original pulse width
to rising time ratio.
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propagation techniques. To ensure signal integrity, the use
of edge-sensitive logic is mandatory.
IV. PROPOSED DESIGN OF EDGE-TRIGGERED GATING
A. Edge-based Circuit for Ultra-fast Gating
In SPAD array image sensors, for ultra-fast gating mode
there are three critical signals needed for optimal operation:
Quench, Reset and Gate. Moreover, SPADs could be gated
immediately after the reset to avoid the detection of photons
arriving before the investigation time slot. While Quench is
a much slower signal, the Reset and Gate signals can be
sub-nanosecond pulses.
Required
Timing

Gating

GATE

GATE_DELAY

d

Figure 8. Timing diagram of typical SPAD quench, reset and gating with
delayed (d) edge-based signals below.
VDD_SPAD

SPAD_RST
SPAD_RST_DELAY

GATE
GATE_DELAY
Vref

+
-

Quench
SPAD

Using (3), the relationship between the increasing rise time
and the length of the array is shown in Figure 6 for a metal
line, level 2, of a typical 0.18 µm CMOS (Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor) process with a resistivity 
of 2.65.10-8 .m, a thickness T of 425 nm, a pixel pitch of
35 µm, an input pixel capacitance of Cpixel of 2 fF, a surface
capacitance Csurface of 0.015 fF/µm², an edge capacitance
Cedge of 0.032 fF/µm and a width w of 3 µm. Subnanosecond rise times are not allowed for sensor dimensions
above 16 mm.
A way to enhance the line bandwidth is to increase the line
width w because it reduces the resistance of the line. Figure
7 shows the calculated rise time in the middle of the
previous line according to the metal width w. Increasing the
width of the metal track above 3 μm has minimal impact on
rise time and thus becomes irrelevant.
Therefore, generating 200 ps FWHM gating within large
sensor arrays over 10 mm is impossible with pulse

Reset

t

RQuench

Figure 6. Rise Time of a signal seen across a pixel row through a metal line
of up to 20 mm and a pixel pitch of 35 µm with the following parameters:
 = 2.65.10-8 .m, T = 425 nm, Cpixel = 2 fF, Csurface = 0.015 fF/µm²,
Cedge = 0.032 fF/µm and w = 3 µm.

Quench

V_ANODE (-)

Figure 9. SPAD Edge-triggered circuit with active quench, reset and
gating

Having shown clear limitations for ultra-fast gating in large
SPAD array image sensors, a different approach is needed.
This approach consists of an additional signal
GATE_DELAY (Figure 8). GATE_DELAY is delayed thus
creating the effective pulse of width d seen above through
an XOR gate. It can therefore be extended to the Reset
signal of the SPAD as seen in Figure 9. Hence, we are able
to achieve gating in the range of 100 ps up to 1 ns while
maintaining signal integrity throughout the SPAD array.
Quenching time is much longer than the reset and gating
signals and do not require an ultrafast signal generation.

Figure 7. Rise Time with respect to metal track width at midway along a
row of pixels
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B. Edge-based Driver for Ultra-fast Gating
In Figure 9, it can be seen that the GATE signal is delayed
to obtain a GATE_DELAY signal. In order to generate the
delay, we used a delay generator to drive the signals. The
delay generator is constructed using a series of current
starved double inverters as seen in [7].
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VMIN_DELAY
IN

Vctrl

GATE

VMOD

GATE

IN

Vctrl

GATE_DELAY

skew of around 1.5 ns. Hence, the edge based technique is
not sufficient for larger dimensions.
In order to present a more robust approach on ultra-fast
gating, we proceed to eliminate the large skew present
across the array mentioned. This can be done by introducing
two skewed inverters on each branch (GATE and
GATE_DELAY) before the XOR gate. The threshold
voltage of each inverter can be modified by altering the beta
ratio effects inside each inverter. Hence, the skew across the
sensor array can be compensated.

Figure 10. Delay generator block made up of double current starved
inverters used to create GATE and GATE_DELAY signals

The delay of both signals (Figure 10) can be determined by
a modifiable control voltage (Vctrl). We are able to modify
the pulse width by splitting the signal in two branches with
one providing minimal propagation delay and the other
being delayed with respect to the other. Both signals are
then fed into an in-pixel XOR gate to obtain the desired
pulse derived from the delay between the two signals.
C. Simulation of Edge-based technique
The presented solution can be demonstrated and validated
through a Cadence simulation with two buffered lines of
20 mm long and a width of 3 µm based on the model
presented in this paper in order to obtain a 300 ps pulse
through an XOR gate.

Figure 11. Simulation of a 300 ps pulse created using the edge-based
technique (line: 20 mm length, 3 µm width). Signals at the beginning of
the line (solid line) and at the end (dotted line)

In Figure 11, the FWHM of the pulse is 300 ps and our
solution performs well in a Cadence simulation using the
model presented in Figure 2 and the defining equations
shown previously. However, a non-negligible skew is
present.
V. ANALYSIS AND ELIMINATION OF SKEW
For large array ultra-fast image sensors, ensuring signal
integrity across the array is only half of the challenge. As
can be seen in Figure 6, a 20 mm sensor will introduce a
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Figure 12. Simulation of needed VTH variation across a 20 mm image
sensor row using above mentioned parameters.

Figure 12 shows the simulation of needed VTH variation
across a 20 mm image sensor row using above mentioned
parameters. The threshold voltage at the beginning of the
sensor is arbitrary set at 1.1 V (above V DD/2 where VDD =
1.8 V) in order to maintain threshold levels across the array
well above the |VT| of each transistor. For a required voltage
VTH, the inverter should be adjusted by modifying the
geometry of the PMOS and NMOS transistors, thus
changing the beta ratio.
This can be obtained by solving the following equation:
Vin  Vth
(7)
I n  I p , for 
Vout  VDD 2
In this case, both the NMOS and the PMOS transistor are in
the saturated operation region, thus the currents are given
by:
2 
W 
V 
1
I n   n Cox  n  VTH  VT N   1   DD 
2
L
2 

(8)
 n


2
W
VDD 
1

p
I p   p Cox 
 VDD  VTH  VTN   1  

2
L
2 

 p
Replacing In and Ip in equation (7) leads to:

W 
W 
2
n  n  VTH  VT    p  p  VDD  VTH  VTp
 Ln 
 Lp 
Hence, we obtain the ratio ρ:



2

(9)
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 Wp 
 
Lp  n
VTH  VT 2
(10)


2
 Wn   p VDD  VTH  VTp 
L 
 n
Furthermore, in order to keep the best fill factor, the inverter
area A given by:
W  2  L  2
(11)
A  Wp L p  LnWn    n  L p   n  Wn
 Ln 
 Wn 
has to be keep as low as possible. For a threshold voltage Vth
above VDD/2, the PMOS transistor has to be more
conductive than the NMOS one, thus the ratio ρ should be
greater than one. For this, we can consider using Wn=Wmin
and Lp=Lmin as the best choice. The inverter area becomes:
W 
L  2
1 2
(12)
A    n  L2min   n  Wmin
  L2min  Wmin
L
W

 n
 n
Minimizing A according to the variable  leads to best sizes
of the MOS transistors for the smallest use of surface area:
Wn
Ln



Wmin

  Lmin

and

Wp
Lp



  Wmin

(13)

Lmin

In a similar way, the optimal sizes of the transistors for
a threshold voltage VTH under VDD/2 can be computed
as:
Wp
Wn
  Wmin
Wmin
(14)

and

Ln
Lmin
Lp
  Lmin
In both case, the area of each threshold adjusted inverter is
given by:

(15)
A  Wmin Lmin 4 
The more ratio  is distant from 1, the higher the surface
area.
It would be ideal to designate an area of a pixel for the
placement of automatically generated skewed inverters
based on their position in the sensor row.
By employing this technique, it can be seen in Figure 13

that the pulse at the beginning of the sensor row and the
pulse at the end are synchronized and the skew seen in
Figure 11 is eliminated.
In an ideal fabrication process, this technique coupled with
the edge-gating approach previously developed and is
optimal for sub-nanosecond ultra-fast gating. Moreover,
after performing a Monte-Carlo simulation on the possible
dispersion existing between the two pulses (beginning and
end of line), we obtain a sigma of only 18.42 ps. In order to
circumvent the inevitable mismatch, it is conceivable to
modify (post-fab) the supply voltages of the inverters added
in order to fine tune the additional skew.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the increasingly relevant field of ultra-fast imaging,
gating signals play a key role in assuring optimal operation.
When designing large resolution sensors, acquisition pulses
must be uniformly distributed throughout the entire array.
Due to the delay effect of a distributed RC line, this
becomes troublesome. For this, a conventional driver at the
beginning of the line is no longer adequate and a more
robust solution needs to be implemented. This new
approach is independent to pulse-based gating and instead
uses an edge-triggered gating. Moreover, the designer could
place such edge-based drivers on either side of the sensor to
obtain a near-perfect gating signal distribution. While this
technique is still hindered by signal skew, it can be
eliminated using the method presented in this paper.
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Abstract— This work aims to introduce a design methodology
of Time-to-Digital Converters (TDCs) on low cost FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA) targets. First, the paper
illustrates how to take advantage of the presence of carry
chains in elementary logic elements of the FPGA in order to
enhance the TDC resolution. Then, it describes how to use the
Chip Planner tool to place the partitions composing the system
in user specified physical regions. This allows the placement of
TDC partitions so that the routing paths are constrained. As a
result, the user controls the propagation delay effectively
through the connection network. The paper ends by applying
the presented methodology to a case study showing the design
and implementation of high resolution TDC dedicated to fast
imaging systems. The obtained resolution of 42 ps using a low
cost FPGA target Cyclone family is very promising and
suitable for a large amount of fast applications.
Keywords- Time-to-Digital Converter; FPGA; Chip Planner;
Carry Chain Logic.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, numerous applications require a precise
measurement of time duration separating two or several
physical events. 3D scanners or 3D console games represent
typical application requiring precise time quantification of
the interval time to reconstitute a three-dimensional scene.
Such systems are generally based on Time Of Flight (TOF)
measurement of the light emitted by a laser diode or a lightemitting diode (LED) and detected by a suitable light sensors
after reflection by an object. The TOF of the light is
proportional to the distance traveled by the latter. The
measurement is made independently by several pixels
allowing the reconstitution of the 3D scene [1][2].
To measure this duration, we use devices capable of
converting extremely low time durations (some tens of ps)
into digital values understandable for downstream processing
and conditioning chain. These devices are commonly known
as Time-to-Digital Converters (TDCs) [3].
In order to design such systems there are several
techniques which are proposed in literature. Some of the
techniques that can be readily identified are [3]-[5]: Tapped
Delay Lines (TDL), Delay Locked Loop (DLL), Vernier
Delay Line (VDL), Multilevel TDC, etc. All of these Timeto-Digital conversion techniques are usually designed as
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). The latter
have the advantage to have high performances but suffer
from a higher cost, slow time to market and limited
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reconfiguration possibilities. It is also worth noting that the
ASIC solutions are not suitable for integration into
reconfigurable digital designs mostly described in Hardware
Description Languages (HDL). As a result, numerous
solutions for implementing TDCs on FPGA circuits have
emerged [6]-[11]. However, the most significant limitation
of these architectures is the difficulty to predict the
placement and routing delays as well as the time delay of
logic gates themselves. The consequence of this inevitable
hardware restriction is a non-stable resolution of the
designed TDC [8].
In this work, we aim to introduce a design methodology
for high resolution TDC on low cost FPGA targets. This
methodology enables the mastering of the network routing
delays as well as the delays of the gates themselves.
Therefore, it leads to an optimized TDC design with stable
and accurate resolutions.
In order to give some background, the functional
principle as well as the structure of the studied TDC in given
in the second section. We also point out some associated
difficulties encountered while using classical inverters as
delay cells. The third section is dedicated to present our
approach of implementing a TDC on an FPGA. Firstly, we
show how to take advantage of the Carry Chain Logic to
enhance and optimize TDC resolution. Secondly, we
illustrate how to use the Chip Planner to define the exact
physical layout location in the Chip. Therefore, we point out
the importance of this operation. Section 4 provides a
detailed case study consisting of implementing a 42 ps
resolution TDC on Altera Cyclone IV low cost FPGA. The
implemented TDC is associated to an FTDI (Future
Technology Devices International) USB interface circuit
operating in parallel mode with transfer rates reaching up to
40 Mbytes per second. Finally, we end our work by
providing some final observations.
II.

SETTING IN THE CONTEXT

A. Functional principle of the studied TDC
A TDC is an electronic system that measures the interval
time between two occurring events of a given signal. Its
main purpose is to convert temporal information to binary
sequence understandable for a downstream processing chain.
For an accurate time duration measurement, generally, a
TDC is composed of three blocks: two fine measurement
blocks and a coarse one. The coarse one counts the number
(N) of clock periods between enabling to disabling the
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measured interval, and the fine blocks evaluate the
uncertainties in both sides that cannot be counted since their
duration is shorter than the clock period.
To understand the role of each one of the three blocks,
we illustrate by the timing diagram of Figure 1 the
functioning principle of a generic TDC.

td

td

td

Start

D

Q

D

Clk

Q

D

Clk

Q

Clk

HIT
Q1

Q0

QN

Figure 2. Tapped delay line TDC

Figure 1. Functioning principle of a generic TDC

As we can see from this timing diagram, the time interval
to be measured (Tm) is a combination of three individual
durations: (1) TCoarse, which represents the number of clock
periods from enabling to disabling coarse measurement, (2)
TFine1, representing the time between the measured signal
active edge and the first following rising clock edge, and (3)
TFine2 which is the time between the falling edge of the
measured interval and the following rising clock edge.
Accordingly to this timing diagram, the measured time will
be expressed as follows:
 Tm = TFine1 + TCoarse – TFine2 = TFine1 + N∙Tclk – TFine2

TmN∙Tclk – TFine2

Since the coarse block is a simple counter incremented
by the system clock, we will focus in the following section
on the implementation of the fine TDC.
B. Structure of the studied TDC
As mentioned previously, there are different techniques
of designing TDCs. In this work, we focus on the commonly
used Tapped Delay Lines (TDL) architecture depicted in
Figure 2.
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C. Design and validation of the elementary cell
In order to design the elementary cell of the studied TDC,
we first used a simple invertor as a delay element associated
with a DFF as illustrated by Figure 3.
Start_in

Start_out

D



In practice, TDCs are mostly used in fast imaging
systems needing to know the delay separating a photon
emission by a laser diode and the detection of that photon by
a Single-Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD). Therefore, the
events can be represented by two signals: (1) a START
signal, which can be synchronized with the coarse counter
clock, and (2) a STOP signal that means that the SPAD has
detected a photon. In that case, the whole TDC can be
reduced to a coarse counter associated to a fine TDC
measuring TFine2. Consequently, the measured interval time
will be given by the expression hereafter:


A TDL TDC consists of N cascaded delay elements
whose inputs are stored in D Flip Flops (DFFs). We would
then have as many DFFs as there are delay elements.
Therefore, each delay element can be regrouped with its
associated DFF to form an elementary cell of the TDC.
The number (N) of these elementary cells depends of the
common DFF clock frequency, as well as the propagation
time of the delay element (td). This is given by the ratio of
clock period to propagation time td. Since the value of the
previous parameter is not provided, it is determined
experimentally.

HIT

Q

Q

Clk

Figure 3. Simple TDC elementary cell

However, implementing a TDC chain on an FPGA by
duplication of this cell leads to a simplified circuit entirely
different from the desired function. Indeed, if the input signal
Start_in and the output signal Start_out are equipotential, the
used HDL software (Quartus II) will simplify the logical
equation giving the output versus the input so that it saves
place and time.
To illustrate this phenomenon, we represent in Figure 4
the RTL view resulting from the implementation of a simple
TDC chain composed of four elementary cells. It can readily
be seen that, in spite of the presence of inverters, the
software has simplified the logical equations. Consequently,
all the inverted signals are grouped independently of the noninverted ones. It is thus evident that this method is not
suitable for designing a TDC. Nevertheless, it is worth to
notice that, if it is not possible to prevent Quartus II software
to optimize data path, it is quite possible to create this path
manually by operating directly on the logical resources of the
FPGA. Indeed, the Quartus II Chip Planner tool allows
physical access to logical resources available on the chip.
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Using this tool, we can perform a customized
configuration of the logic elements and impose the data path.
However, the manual configuration of logic elements is
tedious and time consuming in particular for systems with a
certain complexity such as TDCs.

A. Using Adders and Carry Chain Logic
The implementation of digital circuits on FPGA targets
depends on the architecture of the logical resources of the
target. In this work, we are aiming to use a low cost FPGA
from Altera Cyclone family. The selected target is the
Cyclone IV (EP4CE55F23C8) based on the logic element
shown by Figure 5 [12].

Figure 5. Cyclone IV logic element structure

Figure 4. RTL view of the implementation of a simple 4-cells TDC

Even if we can use this technique to implement a TDC on
an FPGA, given the large number of logic elements to be
configured individually, it is still difficult to set up.
Moreover, the TDC chain size can vary from an application
to another; it will be therefore preferable to automate the
configuration so that the solution will be generic and
adaptable. Hence, we propose an appropriate design
methodology in the following section.
III.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In order to provide solutions to the above raised issues, in
this section we suggest an alternative approach that can carry
out a TDC structure fulfilling the following needs:
 Avoid the software data path simplification
 Increase TDC resolution by reducing the
propagation time through delay elements
 Automate the elementary cells set-up process to
optimize the design time and make possible the
development of generic and adaptable structures
 Use a low cost FPGA target to implement the TDC.
This method is focused on two main areas:
 Using adders as delay elements and utilization of the
Carry Chain Logic of the FPGA
 Using the Chip Planner tool.
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The Cyclone IV logical element, given by Figure 5,
provides a dedicated path for fast carry propagation. The role
of this carry chain is to use specific fast paths for carry
propagation instead of general-purpose routing network. By
doing so, it makes it possible to drastically optimize the
propagation time. This is ideal for the enhancement of the
TDC resolution. Moreover, it allows to harmonize the delays
of the TDC elementary cells.
The problem is that customized handling of carry chains
is reserved to high performance FPGAs as such as the Stratix
family from Altera whose cost is outstandingly high.
However, it is possible to configure the Quartus II synthesis
tool to optimize speed. In this case, the synthesis tool uses
the carry chain logic automatically when synthetizing an
HDL model involving adders.
It is therefore possible to use the carry chain logic to
minimize and harmonize propagation delays for components
involving adders. It is precisely the idea that is exploited here
to design TDC elementary cells based on simple adders. This
was done by developing a simple behavioral VHDL model
for an adder with a customizable number of elementary cells.
The number of the cells depends on the data width modeled
by a generic parameter called DATA_WIDTH. The whole
model is given by Figure 6.
The fine TDC using adders can be performed by:
(1) applying the TDC input signal STOP to the carry input
signal (cin) of the adder, and (2) choosing values for adder
operand inputs (a and b) so that an output carry is generated
(cout=‘1’) if input carry is equal to ‘1’. The output carry is
then an exact replication of the input carry delayed by a
transmission time through the cell. To do so, all it takes is to
set all the bits of the first operand to ‘1’ and the bits of the
second operand to ‘0’. For each bit (i) the arithmetic sum
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a(i)+b(i) gives ‘1’. When the input carry is activated
(cin=‘1’) by the TDC input signal (STOP), the arithmetic
sum a+b+cin gives ‘0’ and the carry output moves to ‘1’.

Figure 8. Random placing of DFFs on the chip

components of the same cell in the same logic element. This
is the purpose of the next section.

Figure 6. Adder VHDL model

Figure 7 illustrates the implementation of one elementary
cell of a TDC by a logic element of the Cyclone IV target.
The adder cell is obtained by the look up table (LUT) and the
DFF by the sequential configurable output register.

Figure 7. Implementation of a TDC elementary cell by a logic element

Theoretically, to obtain a TDC chain similar to the TDL
structure shown by Figure 2, it is sufficient to duplicate the
structure of Figure 7 as often as necessary to reach the
number of desired cells. However, when implementing such
a chain on the FPGA, some DFFs of the TDC elementary
cells are dissociated of their corresponding 1-bit adder cells
even if the data path is perfectly respected. This phenomenon
occurs randomly and leads to the placing of the DFF and the
delay element of the same TDC’s elementary cell in different
logic elements, as shown in Figure 8.
The direct consequence of component misplacing is that
the delay time is no longer identical for all cells. This
inevitably generates unpredictable artifacts. To ensure a
reliable operation, it is necessary to overcome this problem
by constraining the placement tool to bring together the
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B. Using Chip Plannar
Using a TDC in fast imaging systems requires the
measurement of very short time durations. It is therefore
necessary to master all of the signal propagation delays
through the cells as well as the routing network.
As we have seen in the previous section, unconstrained
automatic implementation of a TDC on an FPGA usually
leads to an inhomogeneous and irreproducible structure.
Consequently, the measurement results are tainted by these
uncertainties. Therefore, it is necessary to control the exact
physical location of TDC cells on the chip.
This could be achieved by using the Chip Planner tool
provided by Altera. The latter, according to the user's needs,
allows the defining of specified implementation regions on
the chip for blocks constituting the whole system. In
addition, it supports incremental compilation to preserve the
well-implemented parts and reduce the compilation time.
This operation takes place in three distinct steps:
 Creating Design Partitions: the first step consists of
dividing the design in individual partitions according
to system complexity as well as user needs.
 Defining logic regions: after partitioning the design,
it is necessary to define logical zones that will be
associated to the partitions. This allows individual
compiling and optimizing of each region. The tool
used to perform this operation is LogicLock Region
(LLR) within Chip Planner.
 Physical assignment of logic regions: in order to
physically preserve the logic regions defined in the
previous step, by means of the LLR tool, physical
regions of the chip are assigned to implemented
partitions.
The physical delimitation of regions permits to constrain
the placing and root tool to put partitions in their specified
regions defined by the user. Doing so, it allows not only
avoiding the random placement of certain DFFs away from
their associated delay elements, but also implementing the
concerned partitions as close as possible to input signal pins
(HIT and STOP). The purpose of the latter operation is to
reduce the propagation delays of input signal before reaching
the blocks to which they are intended to be applied.
For illustrative purposes, we represent on Figure 9 the
assignments of physical allocations of the partitions defined
using LLR and a close-up view of the layout of a 16-cells
fine TDC implemented using the method presented above.
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green curve. A linear fit is then used to assess the LSB value
of the fine TDC which is given by the inverse of the linear fit
slope, i.e., 41.5 ps in this study case.
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Coarse
Counter

START
STOP

Coarse
Counter

8
0
1

Fine

128

Counter

Encoder

USB

8
8
FIFO

Write
Request
Fifo Full

IV.

CASE STADY: IMPLENTATON OF A 42 PS TDC ON A
CYCLONE IV FPGA

The proposed TDC design has been implemented within
the Cyclone IV (EP4CE55F23C8) FPGA target. The coarse
counter clock is 200 MHz, i.e., the clock period is 5 ns. The
delay line for the fine TDC, based on carry chain adder
architecture, comprises 127 cells in order to cover a dynamic
of more than 5 ns. The signal that needs to be measured
propagates through the delay chain, until the FPGA clock
disables the DFFs to block their outputs and then memorizes
their states. The value of these DFFs describes the time spent
between the signal STOP and Clock. An encoder placed at
the output of the TDC prepares the data before saving it into
a FIFO (First In First Out) memory. The data is then
transmitted to a USB port via an FTDI FT232H operating in
parallel mode with transfer rates reaching up to 40 Mbyte per
second. To acquire data measurements, we developed a
specific application using LabVIEW software. Figure 10
shows the synoptic view of the system.
The TDC has been characterized on its whole dynamic,
i.e., from 0 to 640 ns with a step of 5 ps. A Stanford research
DG 645 digital delay generator has been used to generate the
START and STOP signals. At this range of delay, the jitter
of the delay generator is lower than 25 ps rms. Figure 11
shows the detail of the unconstrained and constrained fine
TDC measurements between two reference clock edges, i.e.,
on a range of 5 ns. The unconstrained fine TDC response
shows a large discrepancy of the LSB value indicating that
some DFFs have been randomly placed. The resulting large
steps make the unconstrained fine TDC unusable for sub
nanosecond timing. Consequently, the use of the Chip
Planner tool as described in section III is mandatory to obtain
the behavior of the constrained fine TDC represented by the
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Figure 10. Synoptic view of the implemented TDC system

The noise visible on the fine TDC response is due to the
jitter. The latter adds uncertainty on each measurement and it
can be evaluated by computing the standard deviation of a
set of measurements at a given fixed delay between the
START and STOP signals.
Zoom on Fine TDC for step measurement
120
y = 0.0241*x - 34.1
100
Fine TDC RAW data (lsb)

The TDC fits perfectly within the reserved region that
would be assigned to it. Consequently, the DFF and the
delay element of each TDC elementary cell are now
implemented by the same logic element. The transmission
delays are then identical for all cells.

TXE

Read
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Figure 9. Layout of implemented partitions of a TDC
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Figure 11. Responses of Fine unconstrained and constrained TDC

The jitter depicted in Figure 12 has been characterized
for different delays corresponding to a given signal
propagation along the fine TDC line. As each fine TDC
elementary cell adds its own jitter [13], the global jitter will
then increase as a square root of the number N cells as given
by the following expression:


 ²   ²  N 

Where:  is the initial jitter present at the input of the
first cell and  the single cell jitter. A curve, following this
law is fitted on the jitter profile to underline the jitter’s
variation relationship in the delay line. The extraction of this
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parameters leads to an initial jitter  of 62 ps rms and a
single cell jitter  of 5.8 ps rms. The jitter is mainly due to a
noise presents on the 1.2 volt FPGA core power supply. The
accumulated jitter across the fine TDC delay line leads to a
mean jitter of 90 ps rms. Thus, the line length has to be kept
as low as possible in order to obtain the best accuracy. This
can be done by using the fastest achievable frequency for the
coarse counter.

Figure 12. Jitter measurement according to the elementary level, the jitter
increases as the signal propagates along the fine TDC cells

The integral non linearity error (INL) and the differential
non linearity (DNL) have been measured over the entire
range of the TDC. For illustrative purposes, the results from
a delay of 0 to 160 ns are represented by the figure hereafter.
From Figure 13, it can be seen that, the implemented system
shows an INL of 132 ps rms and a DNL of 50 ps rms.

the system in user specified physical regions. Doing so, it
allowed the mastering of propagation delays and
consequently improved the resolution and the stability of the
TDC.
The work is ended by a case study that applied this
methodology to design a TDC with a resolution of about 42
ps on a Cyclone IV FPGA. The implemented TDC presents a
jitter of less than 90 ps rms, and the DNL and the INL has
been measured respectively to 50 and 132 ps rms.
The obtained results are very promising, not only because
they are suitable for domains requiring high performances,
but also because they are achieved by using a low cost FPGA
family which opens the door to a broader use in a great
amount of fast application fields.
As a perspective in the near future, we plan to integrate
the presented TDC in different applications such as image
photon counting devices and microfluidic experimentations.
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Abstract—This work presents the design and experimental
results of a temperature sensor based on quasi-distributed thermally regenerated Fiber Bragg gratings (RFBG) applied to the
bearings of hydro generators. The temperature increase in the
bearing is generally due to excessive shaft misalignment, low oil
level or dirt in the lubricant oil. Expensive and time-consuming
damage can be caused to the generator if the temperature sensors
are not able to detect the fault in time and accurately. The
proposed sensor has three wavelength multiplexed RFBG to
monitor the vertical temperature gradient in the lubricant oil.
The developed package is designed to avoid the cross sensitivity
of the RFBG with mechanical of forces. Thermally treated Fiber
Bragg Grating (FBG) is heated till about 900 ◦ C far away the
temperature range in which the power plant operates, making
its use suitable to obtain thermal stability for many years.
Temperature stability tests were carried out for over fourteen
hours in laboratory. The uncertainties were evaluated considering
the sample dispersion and equipment characteristics used during
the sensor temperature calibration. The experimental results
show that the uncertainty associated to each FBG matches the
power plant metrological requirements. The developed package
for bearing temperature measurement proved to be robust both
mechanically and thermally.
Keywords—Electrical generator bearing; Optical Regenerated
Fiber Bragg Gratings; Temperature measurement.

I.

energy coming from the hydraulic turbine into electric energy. However, power generators are susceptible to adverse
situations such as unbalanced loads, short-circuits in the transmission line among others. These situations cause, mainly,
a higher loss in the windings of the generator (stator and
rotor) and therefore a temperature rise above the expected and
planned for its operation. When the temperature is above the
nominal it causes premature wear of the insulating materials
reducing the service life of the generator [2].
In Figure 1, there is a schematic drawing showing the
bearings position along the hydro generator structure. The
bearing indicated by 1 is the one that supports the vertical
force exerted by the weight of the hydraulic turbine (HT)
and electrical generator (EG) assembly. The bearings indicated
by 2 and 3 are intended to not allowing the misalignment of
hydro generator in the horizontal direction. The EG is a threephase synchronous generator, with a rated voltage of 13.8 kV
between phases, and rated current of 7.1 kA. The generator
stator has a diameter of 12 m and 2.5 m in height. The structure
weighs over 200 tons implying serious safety problems if any
alignment issue takes place. With a reliable system to monitor
temperature continuously, small temperature increases can be
detected before causing further damage.

I NTRODUCTION

The Brazilian energy sector is predominantly hydroelectric
which represents approximately 62 % of the total energy
generated in the country. The installed electrical energy capacity reaches 90.2 GW in a total of 145.5 GW, meaning
about five times the capacity of thermal power plants that
use natural gas fuel, which is the second largest Brazilian
electrical energy source with about 18.1 % of the total [1].
The electric generators used in large power plants have sizes
normally reaching hundreds of Mega Watts (MW). They have
also heavy structures with dimensions proportional to its power
causing the cooling and alignment systems to be an important
part of these large machines.
Therefore, hydroelectric power plants must operate uninterrupted for long periods of time before a preventive maintenance of the generation system is required. The electrical
generator has a very important role in the generation system
because of it is the machine that converts the mechanical
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Figure 1. Drawing showing the bearing positions into a 200 MVA hydro
generator installed in Salto Osório power plant.

Apart from thermal induced drawbacks, mechanical align-
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ment also can lead to faults in the large hydroelectric power
generators. The bearings must compensate potential misalignment in the shaft that connects the hydraulic turbine to the
generator. The torsional efforts coming from different power
cycles that the generator is subject to must also be compensated
[3][4]. When the generator operates by varying its power,
there is a proportional temperature variation on the bearings,
therefore increasing their temperature with the increase in the
generated power. There are other factors like lack of lubrication
or dirty contaminants in lubricant reservoir, which increase
temperature, sometimes leading to the generator shutdown and
the necessity to perform corrective maintenance. In Figure 2,
it is presented a damaged bearing by metal pieces that fell into
the lubricant oil causing the generator shutdown by temperature increase. Another important factor that could affect the
bearings temperature is the short-circuit stator winding which
induces abnormal electromagnetic flux in the air gap, and, as
a result, the excessive vibrational movements in the generatorturbine shaft [5].

II.

T HERMALLY R EGENERATED F IBER B RAGG G RATINGS

An FBG is formed by a periodic change in the refractive
index caused in a fiber core with an effective refractive index
ne f f by exposure to an ultraviolet (UV) laser beam [6]. The
index change is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the fiber with constant periodicity Λ. The index modulation
inside the fiber builds a resonant structure to a determinate
wavelength as shown in Figure 3. The center peak wavelength
is called Bragg wavelength (λB ) and is given by (1):
λB = 2ne f f Λ.
(1)
Figure 3 (a) shows an optical fiber in which three FBGs
are inscribed with different modulation period Λ. The different
periods lead to different resonances Bragg wavelength λB .
When the Bragg condition is satisfied (1), the light reflected
back by each modulation contributes constructively. Then a
central wavelength of the reflected light is defined by the
parameters of the grating [13]. The reflected spectrum (Sr ) is
similar to a very effective band-pass filter and the transmitted
spectrum (St ) resembles a reject-band filter as shown in Figure
3 (b).
Λ1

Λ2

Λ3
Cladding
Core

Sr Si

St

In this work, we present the development and results of
an optical fiber sensor developed to monitor bearings in hydro
generator that avoid FBG cross-sensitivity [6]. The proposed
design uses three wavelength multiplexed and encapsulated
Regenerated Fiber Bragg grating sensors (RFBG) that form
a thermal transducer of 1.5 m long and has sensing points
distributed along its body. The FBG has some promising
features that make it wide applicable in electric machines
[7][8]. A FBG sensor [9] consists of an optical fiber passivedevice that have shown fast insertion in measuring and control
applications. The FBG led to new developments in optical
filtering and in the design of sensors. FBG temperature sensors
have some advantageous characteristics, such as low mass,
immunity to electromagnetic interference, small signal attenuation and the possibility of being multiplexed [10]. Thus, it has
the ability to solve measurement issues for which conventional
sensing techniques are not appropriate, as in the case of the
thermal analysis inside large electric generators working at
high voltages.
The next sections provide a more specific approach to the
main issues related to the developed optical fiber sensor. A
brief review about FBG and RFBG is presented in Section
II highlighting this main characteristics. In Section III it is
presented the packaging assembly, the temperature calibration
process and the method used to determine uncertainties. The
experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the
conclusions obtained from the temperature tests and future
work are presented in Section V.
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Figure 2. Photography of a damaged bearing that is disassembled to perform
corrective maintenance.
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Figure 3. Schematic representations of three wavelength multiplexed FBGs
inscribed into an optical fiber (a) and its associated spectra (b).

The Bragg wavelength (λB ) has dependency on two parameters: effective refractive index and grating periodicity.
The change on one of these two parameters from external
interference produces a shift in λB . The mechanical and
thermal environment changes are related to the wavelength
shift through the expression:




∂ne f f
∂ne f f
∂Λ
∂Λ
∆λB (l, T ) = 2 Λ
+ ne f f
∆l + 2 Λ
+ ne f f
∆T.
∂l
∂l
∂T
∂T
(2)

The first term in (2) represents the strain effect on an optical
fiber. It is associated with the shift on λB due to the change
of the refractive index, called photo-elastic coefficient, and
the length of the FBG caused by the optical fiber mechanical
deformation. As for the second term in (2), λB shift is associated with the thermal expansion coefficient and the thermooptic coefficient of silica. The influence of the thermo-optic
coefficient surpasses by far the thermal expansion coefficient
in a silica optical fiber. It is also possible to observe that the
FBG has a cross sensivity between strain and temperature. So,
when it is desired to build a temperature sensor it is necessary
to develop a package that eliminates the strain effect.
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For many applications, the thermal stability of laser induced glass changes determines the limits in which they can
operate, for power plant applications, FBGs that can operate
at 80 ◦ C for 25 years are required. Thermally regenerated
FBG play a special role in temperature measurement inside
power plants because of it has great thermal stability within
the power plant temperature range [11][12]. In order to make a
RFBG, it is inscribed a strong conventional Bragg grating into
hydrogen loaded optical fiber called seed grating. Afterwards,
the strong seed grating is thermally processed at about 900 ◦ C
and the generation is observed. Over time as the seed grating
disappears completely, a regenerated grating appears [20][21].
The temperature sensing in hydroelectric generators has a
great importance as a performance indicator of the machine,
and it is frequently measured using RTD or thermocouples as
point sensors. Although widely used, such sensors can easily
be interchange by new technologies like optical fiber sensors,
especially those designed with FBG, as presented in this
work. Optical fiber sensing applications in hydro generators
were presented in [22][23] demonstrating the monitoring of
temperature, vibration, magnetic field among others generator
parameters. There is also the use of distributed temperature
sensing on the stator surface of 200 MVA generator [24].
Furthermore, the temperature monitoring in bearings using
FBG was developed and tested in laboratory during 12 hours
[25].
III.

before installation, to avoid the damage to the fiber sensors.
Another feature of the package should be the minimization of
the strain-temperature cross sensitive of FBG. In this work the
package is formed by one steel rod with an external diameter of
3.18 mm and an internal hole with a diameter of 1.7 mm. Fig
5 (a) and (b) show pictures of the sensor package for bearing
sensor.
0
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R e fle c te d S ig n a l (d B )

There is a concern to improve the thermal properties of
FBG to allow temperature sensing applications with improved
the temperature stability of the gratings. This has involved
experimenting with various dopants, including Sn and Na2 O
[14]. Previous studies have already established that temperature
range and stability of FBGs can be improved by several means,
including formation of type IIA [15][16][17] and type II
[18][19] gratings, including those inscribed using femtosecond
IR lasers.
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Figure 4. Spectrum of the seed FBG (dashed line) and regenerated FBG
(solid line) after the thermal treatment.

In Figure 5 (a), there is a drawing showing the main sensor
parts. The sensor presents a splice chamber to keep the optical
splices safe and an optical cable exit to connect the RFBGs to
the internal optical aqua plant link. The junction applies a force
to the collet, it causes a pressure to hold the steel rod on the
sensor and inside the thermowell. The bearing sensor has three
RFBGs spatially positioned close to it edges (Figure 5 (b)).
This distributed sensor configuration was designed because
of the three FBG will be immersed in the oil to detect the
temperature gradient along the vertical direction.

PACKAGING AND T EMPERATURE C ALIBRATION

The seed FBGs used in this work were produced at the
Photonics Laboratory of UTFPR, using ArF Excimer lasers
(Coherent Xantos) operating at 193 nm. The gratings were
directly written using a phase-mask with typical laser pulse
energy of 5 mJ and repetition rate of 250 Hz, with exposition
on the order of 5 minutes. Each grating has approximately 3
mm in length.
The fiber samples are hydrogen loaded for several days
under 110 atm, 25 ◦ C before the seed grating inscription.
The grating was kept at room temperature after inscription
to diffuse hydrogen before being subjected to the regeneration
process inside a resistive oven. Using a processing procedure
identical to [26], strong seed gratings were thermally processed
with temperatures between 21 ◦ C to 900 ◦ C (± 15 ◦ C) during
approximately 2 h 30 min. At 900 ◦ C the regeneration is
observed, and over time as the seed grating is reduced almost
completely, the regenerated grating appears. After that, the
oven is turned off and the grating remained resting inside to
complete the annealing process. Figure 4 shows the spectrum
of the seed FBG (dashed line) and RFBG (solid line) after the
annealing process.
Due to the harsh environment and the fragility of pristine
FBG sensors, the FBG must be packaged with special materials
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Figure 5. Optical fiber sensor assembly (a) mechanical modeling and (b)
photo.

The calibration system and process are based on the
diagram presented in Figure 6 (a). The optical fiber sensor
(OFS) and the Platinum Resistance thermometer (PT100)
sensor are placed inside a copper tube in which water is
pumped through it using the thermal bath flow (TB). While the
flow is maintained, a digital multimeter (DM) and the optical
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interrogator (OI) measure the PT100 and the Bragg gratings,
respectively. These are all connected/controlled by a home
made software implemented in LabVIEWT M , that automate
the calibration process as well as the uncertainty calculations
[27].
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Figure 7. Diagram with parameters involved in uncertainty evaluation for
this particular project.
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Figure 6. Designed calibration system (a) function diagram and (b) assembly
photo.

The measurement uncertainty usually encompasses many
requisites. Some can be estimated through a type A evaluation
of measurement uncertainty from the statistical distribution
values. The values come from several measurements and can
be characterized by standard deviations. Other components
can be estimated through a type B evaluation of measurement
uncertainty. They may also be characterized by standard deviations estimated from probability density functions based on
user experience or other information [28][29]. The A and B
type uncertanties followed the diagram shown in Figure 7 to
this particular sensor.
The calibration process consisted of heating cycles repeated
four times, from 10 ◦ C to 80 ◦ C for the optical fiber sensor. The
largest uncertainty associated with each sensor is presented
in Table I. With the temperature calibration points, a corresponding function is shown to represent the FBG temperature
(T ) response with its Bragg wavelength as showed in Figure
8 to each RFBG. In this case, a second order polynomial
function in (3) is fitted with the α (second order) and β (first
order) coefficients presented in the Table I, while the constant
coefficient γ, which is characteristic for each grating resonance
Bragg wavelength (λ):
T (λ) = αλ2 + βλ + γ
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(3)

Figure 8. Figure of the polynomial fit for the temperature calibration points
using the optical fiber sensor with RFBG.

TABLE I. Calibration data for optical fiber sensor
Sensor
RFBG 1
RFBG 2
RFBG 3

Function fit coefficients
−5 2

−3

T (λ) = 1.3x10 λ + 8.748x10 λ + 1536, 951
T (λ) = 1.2x10−5 λ2 + 8.916x10−3 λ + 1540, 406
T (λ) = 1.2x10−5 λ2 + 8.886x10−3 λ + 1543, 405

Uncertainty
0.78 ◦ C
0.38 ◦ C
0.36 ◦ C

The fitted functions, having their coefficient values presented in Table I, are approximately the same for every grating
of each individual optical fiber sensor.
IV.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

The same calibration system was used for testing the
bearing sensor in order to apply temperature step function
excitations such as to compare the FBG measurements with a
PT100 used in the generator. The thermal cycles ranged from
15 ◦ C to 75 ◦ C, lasting for 15 hours. The thermal cycles had
the goal of emulating four loading levels in the hydro generator
(Figure 9): 15 ◦ C - turned off, 35 ◦ C - energy compensator,
55 ◦ C - nominal charge and 75 ◦ C - overloaded. The overload
occurs at temperatures above 70 ◦ C and the generator is turned
off by the temperature system protection. In Figure 9, the ‘A’
inset indicates a steady state period during the experiment.
It is possible to observe in Figure 9 that the optical fiber
Bragg grating sensor temperature measurements follow the
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same trend as the PT100 sensor. A small difference is observed
in the time response (inset) that can be accounted for the
distinct positioning inside of the test chamber of the thermal
bath. In four temperature cycles the 3 RFBGs temperature
sensors measured the same value as the PT100 sensor and the
small differences are smaller than the determined uncertainty
for each individual sensor.
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to continuously monitor the hydro generator facilities. The
generator designers could also use these measurements to
improve the machine performance and establish their limits of
safe operation. Future work include temperature measurements
on a bearing to measure the temperature in the turbine bearing
of a hydroelectric 180 MW generator inside the power plant.
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plant and (c) the schematic representing the parts that play an important role
on the bearing .
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being those two points to be monitored. The lubricant oil has
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Abstract— Antenna-based biosensors have attracted an

increasing research interest in the biomedical and
healthcare community due to their reliability,
sustainability, portability, scalability and costeffectiveness. These benefits depend on a holistic
functional design and modelling of the antenna
subsystem. This paper presents the design and modelling
of a novel elliptically-slotted patch antenna (ESPA)
based biosensor that yields a total gain of 7.5 dBi. This
novel biosensing antenna is label-free, amenable to realtime embedded circuit-emulating implementations and
resistant to all solvents and reagents.
Keywords- biomedical sensors; biosensor; antenna based
biosensor; patch antenna.

I.

INTRODUCTION

New approaches for biological cell detection are being
developed to improve the biosensor characteristics such as
sensitivity, smaller footprint, selectivity, integration with
microfluidic devices for sample handing, reproducibility,
non-invasive and rapid real-time detection. Recently, radio
frequency (RF) and microwave antenna biosensors have
drawn attention in the development of biological cell
detection due to their numerous applications including
clinical analysis, real-time monitoring (of food, water and
environment) and biosecurity [1-3]. Most the intensive
research interests have revolved around biological and
material science fields. Antenna biosensors enable the realtime detection of the electrical and/or magnetic properties of
biological materials (potentially also for bacteria like E.
coli) at RF/microwave frequency. This approach provides a
smart real time detection of biological samples without the
need for biosample labelling, material intrusion and
chemical transformation.
The detection principle of antenna biosensors is to sense
and characterise the changes of the return loss (S11) (or
reflection coefficient, Г) and the dielectric properties (i.e.,
relative permittivity and loss tangent) in the useable
resonant RF/microwave bandwidth caused by the
biosample. The dielectric properties of various biosamples
at frequency 2.79 GHz such as blood, cortical bone, blood
vessels, fat and muscle are given in Table 1. The
development focus has been on metamaterials that can
provide the needed trade-off between the practical antenna
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size and the designed resonant wavelength. We investigated
and modelled various novel patch antenna configurations to
provide the optimal sensing location for the biosample
detection. The elliptically-slotted patch antenna geometry
with an eccentricity of cos 60o (or √(0.75)) yielded the best
solution for the designed antenna size and resonant
wavelength. RF/microwave antenna have been considered to
be more suitable for real-time biosensing due to their unique
properties such as non-invasive and non-ionising radiation
sensing. These make RF/microwave antenna-based
biosensors the more appealing alternatives for specific
transducers currently employed in the development of
biosensors [1, 4, 5]. The biomedical application domain of
the reported novel ESPA system can be extended to include
spacecraft-borne space-based wireless biosensing devices
[6, 7].
This paper is organised as follows. Section II presents
the patch antenna system design including the system design
parameters and the elliptically-slotted patch antenna system
model. In section III, the simulation parameters, results and
discussion are stated. The paper is concluded in section IV.
II. PATCH ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN
A. System Design Parameters
The resonant frequency, fr, of a patch antenna is given
by:
1
(1)
fr 
2 LC





where the system capacitance, C, is given by:

C   eff

A
d

(2)

and εeff, the effective permittivity (i.e., the average complex
permittivity of the ESPA printed circuit board (PCB) and
the biosample-under-test (BUT); the inductance, L, is
introduced into the feed system through the coaxial feed; A,
the effective area (m2) of the finite substrate relative to the
patch and d, the dielectric separation or thickness (m). The
operating (or centre-design) frequency of a microstrip
(patch) antenna scales with its length, l, according to the
following equation thus:
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TABLE 1: DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS BIO SAMPLES AT 2.79 GHZ

Density
(kg/m3)
1060
1750
909.4
1059.9
1060

Blood
Cortical Bone
Fat
Muscle
Blood Vessels

fc 

1
2l  o o r



c
2l  r

Relative Permittivity
ε/ε0
57.7
11.184
5.2452
52.314
42.114
(3)

Loss Tangent
tan 
0.31809
0.26642
0.14735
0.244
0.2539

Conductivity
σ (S/m)
2.8581
0.46249
0.11996
1.9812
1.6596

to the finite ground plane and the centre conductor passes
through the substrate to the patch antenna.

where εo is the permittivity in free space (F/m), εr, the
relative permittivity and µo, the permeability in free space
(H/m).
From (3), the length of the patch antenna should be
equal to one-half of a wavelength within the dielectric
medium.
The average complex permittivity, εeff, comprises the
real and imaginary components given by:

 eff   eff '  j eff ''

 eff   o  r 1  j tan  

 eff   o r  j

where

 eff ' is

the

lossless

electromagnetic

(4)
(5)
Figure 1. ESPA System (Front View)

energy

transmittance (EET),  eff , the lossy EET, δ, substrate
''

conductivity and ω, the frequency of operation.
The EM-wave energy loss during transmittance is called
the loss tangent, tan δ, and defined as the ratio of the lossy
to the lossless EM-wave energy transmittances. The width
of the patch influences the input impedance and hence, the
antenna bandwidth. The larger the width of the patch
antenna, the broader its bandwidth. Also, an increase in the
antenna width results in a decrease in its input impedance
(at the expense of a large footprint patch antenna system).
B. ESPA System Model
The CAD model of the ESPA system is created and
Figure 1 shows the front view, where the elliptical slot is
seen at the centre of the patch.
The substrate is a Rogers RT duroid® glass fiber
reinforced polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) composite
designed for microstrip circuit applications. The actual patch
component is a substrate-centralised elliptically-slotted
copper metal with a thickness of 1–1.6 mm. The ESPA
system is excited with a pin, such as a SubMiniature version
A (SMA) connector. The ESPA feed assembly is a coaxial
cable or probe feed is from underneath through the ground
plane. The outer conductor of the coaxial cable is connected
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Elliptical Slot on a Patch

(6)

An ESPA-based biosensor system model carries the
biological sample in the elliptical slot located at the centre of
the patch antenna.
III.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Slotless versus Slotted Patch Antenna
A novel ESPA was designed, modelled and simulated
for biosensing applications. Table 2 shows the parameters of
the ESPA system utilised for simulation. The model was
simulated over finite and infinite grounds. The performance
of the proposed ESPA system was compared with a
conventional slotless patch antenna (CSPA). There is a
considerable improvement in performance, weight, size and
power consumption requirements of the ESPA design over
the traditional patch antenna. Furthermore, the ESPA model
allows for an integrated combinational design of
metamaterials to be implemented.
TABLE 2. ESPA SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Model Variable
fMax
fMin
λMin
c
Pd

Value
3.0
2.6
c/fmax
3*108
0.332λMin
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Pw
Sh
Fd
Fr
εr
Rmin
Rmaj
tan δ

0.468λMin
0.0287λMin
0.089λMin
0.00065λMin
2.2
0.025λMin
0.05λMin
0.0004

Finite
ground

Infinite
ground

Figure 2. Reflection Coefficient versus Frequency (CSPA)

B. ESPA Performance Analysis
Figures 2 and 3 give the reflection coefficients versus
frequency for the conventional slotless patch antenna and the
ESPA system respectively. The CSPA system resonates at
about 2.69 GHz (finite ground) and 2.88 GHz (infinite
ground) thereby yielding approximately 6.6 % difference in
the resonance frequency (Figure 2). The ESPA architecture
resonates at roughly 2.77 GHz (finite ground) and 2.83 GHz
(infinite ground) thereby yielding a resonance difference of
approximately 2.5 %. The difference in resonance becomes
greater if the substrate dimensions are decreased further. In
any given EM-based sensor design, a good correlation
between simulated and real-life models is required. To
ensure that the results of both the finite and infinite
substrates improve, the geometrical size of the finite
substrate must be increased to better match the infinite
approximation. To obviate this requirement for reliable,
small footprint and portable antenna systems for biosensing
applications, the ESPA system is proposed. The centredesign frequency, fc, of the patch antenna system is 2.793
GHz and the close-to-real-life ESPA system yields a
resonance frequency of 0.993fc. Moreover, the simulated
ESPA model indicates a good correlation and yields the
same reflection coefficient of approximately -14.0 dB at the
fc (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the impedance magnitude of the ESPA
system for biosensing applications. In any given
RF/microwave system application, impedance matching is a
critical requirement for system transceiver stability and/or
distortionless signal applications. The finite approximation
(or near-real-life) model depicts a 50-Ω impedance at 2.77
GHz. This matches the characteristic impedance (typically
50 Ω or 75 Ω) of the input port of RF/microwave transceiver
systems for biosensing applications. In Figure 5, the voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) for the closely-matched finite
and infinite models of the ESPA system is approximately 4
dB at the fc. The VSWR values at 2.77 GHz (finite substrate)
and 2.83 GHz (infinite substrate) are roughly 1 dB
respectively. Figure 6 shows the mismatch losses of the
infinite and finite models for the ESPA system. The
maximum loss for each approximation occurs at their
respective resonant frequencies and agrees with the
scattering-parameters analysis.
The radiation pattern of the ESPA system is illustrated in
Figure 7. The fields are linearly polarised and the total gain
is 5.0 dB in the vertical direction. Rectangular patch
antennas are typically narrowband with a bandwidth of
approximately 3 %.
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Infinite
ground
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ground

Figure 3. Reflection Coefficient versus Frequency (ESPA)

Finite
ground

Infinite
ground

Figure 4. Impedance Magnitude of the ESPA System

Infinite
ground

Finite
ground
Figure 5. VSWR of the ESPA System

The ESPA was designed to operate at 2.79 GHz but it is
resonant at 2.77 GHz. This frequency shift is attributed to
the fringing fields around the antenna, which make the
ESPA seem longer. The general design principle is to trim
the patch antenna by typically 2–4 % to obtain resonance at
the desired centre-design frequency. The fringing fields near
the surface of the ESPA are responsible for its radiation.
Equal but opposite currents flow through the ESPA and
cancel the radiation due to current. The fringing fields are
more bowed (extending further from patch) by a smaller
value of εr; the smaller the value of εr, the better the
radiation efficiency. Thus, the proposed novel ESPA is an
excellent candidate for biosensing applications involving
various microbes.
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Infinite
ground

Finite
ground

Figure 6. Mismatch Loss of the ESPA System

Figure 8 shows the radiation pattern of the ESPA system
with a blood sample at 2.8 GHz with the parameters
provided in Table 1 (other samples with their respective
parameters can be used as well). The directivity of the
antenna changes due to the presence of the sample and
yields 7.5 dBi. This helps to differentiate between various
biosamples and serves as a real-time biosensor for body
tissues and micro-molecules.

Figure 7. Radiation Pattern of the ESPA System at 2.8 GHz
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Abstract— Developments in Virtual Reality (VR) technology
and its overall market have been occurring since the 1960s when
Ivan Sutherland created the world’s first tracked head-mounted
display (HMD) – a goggle type head gear. In society today,
consumers are expecting a more immersive experience and
associated tools to bridge the cyber-physical divide. This paper
presents the development of a next generation smart glove
microsystem to facilitate Human Computer Interaction through
the integration of sensors, processors and wireless technology.
The objective of the glove is to measure the range of hand joint
movements, in real time and empirically in a quantitative
manner. This includes accurate measurement of flexion,
extension, adduction and abduction of the metacarpophalangeal
(MCP),
Proximal
interphalangeal
(PIP)
and
Distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joints of the fingers and thumb in degrees,
together with thumb-index web space movement. This system
enables full real-time monitoring of complex hand movements.
Commercially available gloves are not fitted with sufficient
sensors for full data capture, and require calibration for each
glove wearer. Unlike these current state-of-the-art data gloves,
the UU / Tyndall Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) glove uses a
combination of novel stretchable substrate material and 9 degree
of freedom (DOF) inertial sensors in conjunction with complex
data analytics to detect joint movement. Our novel IMU data
glove requires minimal calibration and is therefore particularly
suited to the multiple application domains such as Human
Computer interfacing, Virtual reality, the healthcare
environment.
Keywords— Data glove; IMU; Virtual reality, Arthritis, Joint
Stiffness, Hand Monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION
Data gloves contain strategically placed sensors controlled
by circuitry that communicates finger joint movement to an
end device. In recent years data gloves have been evaluated by
researchers as an effective replacement for the universal
goniometer (UG) [12]–[17]. Results showed comparable
repeatability to the UG with the added advantage of
simultaneous angular measurement and removal of intra-tester
and inter-tester reliability problems associated with the UG.
Data gloves however have several drawbacks; they require
laborious calibration, are difficult to don and doff; and are
designed to fit specific hand sizes and so require small,
medium and large gloves to fit all hand variations. The first
iteration of our system was developed using a state-of-the-art
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5DT Ultra 14 data glove [18]. In this paper, our inertial
measurement unit (IMU) Smart Glove is evaluated against this
data glove for accuracy and repeatability and further validated
using the Vicon motion capture system [19].
Virtual reality (VR) systems can be segmented into one of
three experiences: non-immersive, semi-immersive, and fully
immersive. Non-immersive systems would be those that can be
visualized on a desktop computer. Semi-immersive VR
environments incorporate images projected on the walls (e.g.,
cave automatic virtual environment, better known by the
acronym CAVE). For a period of time, the user may
superficially succumb to the perception of “being there”, but
all the while still be aware of their real world surroundings.
Finally, there is fully-immersive technology. In these systems,
real-world visual and auditory cues are completely blocked out
and the user has a sensory experience of being inside the
computer-generated world. The experience is made ever more
real through the use of hand-held and/or wearable devices that
in some cases deliver haptic feedback which invoke sensations
of touch. To enable Human computer interaction in this
immersive fashion, high precision data acquisition systems
need to be developed which are accurate, require minimal
calibration and which provide real-time data streams
wirelessly. The development of such a glove based system
lends itself to multiple use cases including the Gaming
environment and hand healthcare (e.g., Rheumatoid Arthritis
(RA) monitoring).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes two
data glove use case scenarios. Section III describes the glove
hardware. Section IV addresses the system implementation.
Section V goes into the calibration of the glove. Section VI
describes the graphical user interface (GUI). Sections VII and
VIII describe the tests and results respectively. Section IX goes
into the conclusions. The acknowledgment section closes the
paper.
II. MOTION MONITORING GLOVE EXAMPLE USE CASE
Wearable data acquisition systems which provide real time
data of high quality are increasingly valuable in a variety of
application scenarios. These range from virtual reality, gaming
and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) to Connected Health
and monitoring of wellness in a clinical context. Two such
application spaces are outlined in the following subsections.
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A. Virtual Reality (VR)
To be compatible with the Virtual Reality use case, it is
important that any glove system developed for Human
Computer Interaction adheres to requirements detailed below:
1. Accuracy & Precision. Accuracy is the degree of
closeness to a quantity's actual true value. Precision is the
degree to which repeated measurements give the same
quantity. Here, we define accuracy and precision to consist of
position and orientation. Different parts of the hand should
have priority for accuracy: a) The mapping of the center of the
virtual hand is the most important for most VR applications, b)
The finger tips are the next most important for accuracy as the
joints can be estimated via inverse kinematics and other
constraints, c) The skeleton/joints of the hand are the next most
important for accuracy.
2. Consistent recognition of gestures. Like speech
recognition, if a gesture recognition system occasionally
misinterprets signals then a break in presence occurs and users
can become annoyed. Accidental gestures (known as false
positives) are also a problem (e.g., accidentally signaling a
command when unconsciously “talking with the hands”).
3. Low latency. The faster the response of the system,
then the more pleasant the user experience and the more easily
users can enter a state of flow.
4. Simulation of button presses. Some applications will
greatly benefit from simulation of button presses that provide a
sense of self-haptic feedback (e.g., by touching two fingers
together) and to control the game and system.
B. Rheumatoid Arthritis assessment
RA is an auto-immune disease which attacks the synovial
tissue lubricating skeletal joints and is characterized by pain,
swelling, stiffness and deformity. This systemic condition
affects the musculoskeletal system, including bones, joints,
muscles and tendons that contribute to loss of function and
Range of Motion (ROM). Early identification of RA is
important to initiate treatment, reduce disease activity, restrict
its progression and ultimately lead to its remission. Clinical
manifestations of RA can be confused with similar unrelated
musculo-skeletal and muscular disorders. Identifying its telltale symptoms for early diagnosis has been the long-term goal
of clinicians and researchers. Classifiers such as the Disease
Activity Score (DAS) and Health Assessment Questionnaire
(HAQ) provide an outcome measurement that reflects a
patient’s severity of RA disease activity. Such measurements
are subjective and can be influenced by other factors such as
depression or unrelated non-inflammatory conditions.
Traditional objective measurement of RA using the universal
goniometer (UG) and visual examination of the hands is labour
intensive, open to inter rater and intra-rater reliability
problems.
The DAS and HAQ [2] [3] are commonly used to measure
disease onset and to assess disease status during clinical
assessment [1]. Joint Stiffness is a common condition of RA
that affects their ability to perform basic activities and daily
functions [4] [5]. Several objective measurement systems have
been devised by researchers and assessed in clinical trials for
effectiveness as a joint stiffness measurement device [6]–[11].
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III. TYNDALL GLOVE HW DESCRIPTION
The objective of the IMU Smart Glove is to measure the
range of hand joint movements in a quantitative manner,
including flexion, extension, adduction and abduction of the
MCP, PIP and DIP joints of the fingers and thumb in degrees,
together with thumb-index web space, palmar abduction to
assist medical clinicians with the accurate measurement of the
common condition of loss of movement in the human hand in
patients with arthritis. All the Smart Glove functionality is
maintained, controlled and analyzed by our in-house developed
software system.
The described glove is a second generation iteration of the
system by the authors as described in previous work [20].

Figure 1. The IMU Smart Glove rev 2

A. HW description
The IMU glove, shown in Figure 1, has been manufactured
using a mix of stretchable & flexible technology. Stretchable
areas of the device cross each finger joint so they can conform
to the human hand.
The glove includes 16 9-axes IMU’s (each including 3-axis
accelerometer, 3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis magnetometer)
strategically placed to account for the degrees of freedom of
each finger joint of the hand. IMUs are positioned on the
stretchable interconnect and are located on the phalange of
each finger segment to measure their orientation and
biomechanical parameters.
Each IMU provides 6-degrees of freedom motion
information (3 translational + 3 rotational) and 3D orientation
information. By placing an IMU at both sides of each finger
joint, (that is one per each finger bone and another one on the
palm of the hand), the relative orientation of each IMU is
calculated and used to generate angular and velocity movement
throughout flexion and extension exercise of each finger joint
and to calculate splaying of each finger.
B. Microcontroller
The processor selected for use in the system is an AVR32
UC3C 32 Bit Microcontroller. This is a high performance, low
power 32-bit AVR microcontroller with built in single
precision floating point unit. It was selected to enable complex
embedded algorithms focused on motion analysis to be
developed for real time low power consumption operation.
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C. Wireless Communication
The RS9110-N-11-22 [21] module shown in Figure 2 is a
IEEE 802.11b/g/n WLAN device that directly provides a
wireless interface to any equipment with a UART or SPI
interface for data transfer. It integrates a MAC, baseband
processor, RF transceiver with power amplifier, a frequency
reference, and an antenna in hardware. It also provides all
WLAN protocols and configuration functionality. A
networking stack in embedded in the firmware to enable a fully
self-contained 802.11n WLAN solution for a variety of
applications.
The module incorporates a highly integrated 2.4 GHz
transceiver and power amplifier with direct conversion
architecture, and an integrated frequency reference antenna.
The RS9110-N-11-22 comes with flexible frameworks to
enable usage in various application scenarios including high
throughput and more network features.

Figure 2. RS9110-N-11-22 System Block Diagram

The system operates according to a low complexity
standard 4-wire SPI interface with the capability of operation
up to a maximum clock speed of 25MHz. The communications
module conforms to IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards and includes
hardware accelerated implementation of WEP 64/128-bit and
AES in infrastructure and ad-hoc modes. The fact that the
module supports multiple security features such as
WPA/WPA2-PSK, WEP, TKIP make it compatible with all
medical ERP systems.
D. Sensors
The MPU-9150 [22] is a full three axis inertial
measurement system incorporating tri-axis angular rate sensor
(gyroscope) with sensitivity up to 131 LSBs/dps and a fullscale range of ±250, ±500, ±1000, and ±2000dps, tri-axis
accelerometer with a programmable full scale range of ±2g,
±4g, ±8g and ±16g and a tri-axis compass with a full scale
range of ±1200µT. The module incorporates embedded
algorithms for run-time bias and compass calibration, so no
user intervention is required. The MPU-9150 features three 16bit analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) for digitizing
gyroscope outputs, three 16-bit ADCs for digitizing
accelerometer outputs, and three 13-bit ADCs for digitizing
magnetometer outputs. For precision tracking of both fast and
slow motions, the module features a user programmable
gyroscope full-scale range of ±250, ±500, ±1000, and
±2000°/sec (dps), a user programmable accelerometer fullscale range of ±2g, ±4g, ±8g, and ±16g, and a magnetometer
full-scale range of ±1200µT.
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E. Additional Features
To make the system adaptable in operation and compatible
with a wide range of use cases outside the immediate
application of RA monitoring, the IMU Smart Glove system
also incorporates such features as optional storage via a micro
SD card, battery monitoring and recharge ability, as well as a
USB bootloader, USB communication interface, and 15
Analogue inputs for optional resistive sensors (e.g., bend
sensors or force sensors). The analogue front end is a buffered
voltage divider to enable additional sensing functionality.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLMENTATION
All the system embedded code is implemented using the
Atmel Studio 6 IDE. Currently the implementation includes
full application code that continuously reads the sensor outputs
and wirelessly transmits the data through a TCP socket.
The accuracy of IMU-based real time motion tracking
algorithms is highly influenced by sensor sampling rate.
Therefore a fundamental design requirement of the IMU Smart
Glove was high application throughput to facilitate the
development of algorithms using suitable PC SW such as
MATLAB C# and Unity. In addition, it was envisaged that
once the algorithms would have been fully developed and
tested, they would be fully implemented on the embedded
platform. This eliminates the requirement for a high
throughput device and allows for a low power implementation
for example using BLE in a third generation of the glove.
To ensure maximum achievable sampling rates and
computation time are compatible with the application scenario
envisaged as specified in conjunction with clinical partners
regarding signal temporal granularity, it was decided not to
share the I2C bus between each of the 16 MPU9150’s. Instead,
dedicated I2C lines are provided to each one of the sensors and
are driven in parallel. This provides the added advantage of
ensuring synchronization between all IMU sensors.
A. Case 1 Raw data transmission.
The embedded processor enables multiple modes of
operation depending on the use case and degree of data
granularity required. Having the wireless system transmitting
raw data at the highest achievable data rate is desirable for the
development of the analytics as it is more practical to develop
them using PC based SW (real time or post processing) and
then porting them to the embedded system than develop them
directly within the embedded system.
B. Case 2: Transmission of Raw data & information
The wireless system transmits raw data and
quaternions/rotation matrix (from gyros) at the highest
achievable data rate. Quaternions then will be subject to
drift/errors and the analytics to correct for this are
implemented within the controlling software. At this stage we
have a clear idea of the maximum processing time that could
be allocated in the embedding to this task and that is taken into
consideration when designing these algorithms.
C. Case 3: Transmission of processed data
With the wireless system with full analytics embedded, the
internal sampling rate of the sensors should be kept to a
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maximum achievable SR, the high wireless data rate might no
longer be required.
V. CALIBRATION USING ACCELEROMETRY AND GYROSCOPE
Data glove accuracy and repeatability is affected by the
non-linear nature of glove sensor output and any misalignment
between the wearers hand and data glove sensor positioning.
Data glove sensor calibration improves sensor accuracy and
matches the boundaries of each sensor to those of each finger
joint. A calibration routine requires the glove wearer to
position groups of finger joints such as MCP’s and PIP’s at
specific poses. Each pose places a finger joint group and
relevant data glove sensors at their minimum and maximum
boundaries. The IMU Smart Glove uses on-board sensors to
automatically calibrate each glove sensor, regardless of the
wearer’s joint flexibility. Each glove accelerometer sensor is
sampled when the hand is in a neutral position to calculate
finger joint thickness and slope offset, and used during angular
calculation. Accelerometers placed on each one of the finger’s
phalanges provide information with regards to the inclination
to gravity of the phalanx. The output response of each sensor
provides information on the orientation of the sensor to gravity
as shown in Figure 3. The orientation to gravity of each one of
the sensors placed on adjacent phalanges can be used to
estimate the flexion of the finger.

Where: θ is the angle between the horizon and the x-axis of
the accelerometer, ψ is the angle between the horizon and the
y-axis of the accelerometer, and φ is the angle between the
gravity vector and the z-axis.
VI. GUI/USER INTERFACE
Data is streamed in real-time according to the use cases
outlined above and post processed by our controlling software.
A pivotal role of this software is its ability to encapsulate
movement associated with finger joints in real time. Figure 4
shows an example of the user interface. Algorithms segment
recorded data to extract relevant flexion and extension
movement information.

Figure 4. Angular output from the data glove is displayed in 3D

A. Data analytics and Post processing
Each angular calculation is low-pass filtered to remove
sensor noise. A complementary filter with error control is
implemented to combine accelerometer output with gyroscope
rotation angle. Gyroscope rotational angle is initially accurate
and drifts over time. Accelerometer angle cannot distinguish
between lateral acceleration and rotation. The complementary
filter acts as a high-pass and low-pass filter on both signals. It
combines estimated gyroscope rotation and accelerometer
angle to create an angular output.

Figure 3. Output response vs. Orientation to gravity

For example, if the measured acceleration for a specific
finger from the medial phalanx accelerometer is (Xout, Yout,
Zout)= (-1,0,0)g and from the proximal phalanx accelerometer
is (Xout, Yout, Zout)= (0,0,1)g, it indicates a flexion of the
PIP joint of 90 degrees. The inclination to gravity is
determined according to the standard formulas (1), (2) and (3):
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(1)

(2)

(3)

VII. TESTING STRATEGIES
Our new data glove was assessed for accuracy and
repeatability and was compared with the 5DT state-of-the-art
data glove. The Vicon MX motion capture system was used
during accuracy testing to independently measure angular
values generated at each finger joint. Movement was recorded
by Vicon and simultaneously by our in-house developed
controlling software whilst each glove was placed on blocks of
wood cut to specific angles. Angular readings were assessed
using Root Mean Square Error (RMS) to provide an indicator
of the variance between each estimated angular repetition
value and the expected true value influenced by the angle on
each block of wood. RMS error is influenced by both positive
and negative errors which are either above or below the
expected true value. Therefore RMS output is a measure of the
angular error. Repeatability testing examined the ability of
each data glove to consistently replicate angular readings when
the subjects hand was held in a repeatable position. Testing
strategies were originally developed to assess data glove
suitability as a replacement for the UG. Although no formal set
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of repeatability testing strategies exist, the strategies used by
[12] have been adopted by subsequent research groups [13]
[16] [23]–[26] and are used in this study to allow comparison
between study results.
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ‘flat hand’ test examines each data glove’s ability to
maintain a minimum repeatable value after full stretch of each
data glove sensor. The plaster mould test examines the ability
of each data glove to reproduce angular readings when
positioned in a repeatable position. In all tests, our data glove
was not calibrated for the subject. The 5DT data glove was
calibrated.
A. ‘Flat hand’ Results
The ‘flat hand’ test results demonstrated in Table I show
that the IMU data glove outperformed the 5DT data glove.
Mean MCP readings for the IMU glove were near-perfect 0.38°, with PIP readings of -2.53°. The 5DT produced readings
of 4.17° for MCP and 2.27° for PIP. This is particularly
impressive since the IMU glove was not calibrated before use.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF MEAN ANGULAR READINGS RECORDED
DURING ‘FLAT HAND’ TESTING
5DT (Angle / SD)

Index MCP
Index PIP
Middle MCP
Middle PIP
Ring MCP
Ring PIP
Little MCP
Little PIP
Mean MCP
Mean PIP
Overall mean

IMU (Angle / SD)

2.34 (1.59)
2.04 (1.05)
5.9 (0.55)
3.27 (1.13)
5.14 (0.59)
1.02 (0.52)
3.32 (0.88)
2.76 (1.32)
4.17 (0.90)
2.27 (1.0)
3.22 (0.95)

-0.59 (1.87)
-2.74 (0.90)
1.32 (2.26)
-2.94 (1.25)
-2.33 (1.21)
-2.7 (1.11)
0.07 (2.56)
-1.75 (1.31)
-0.38 (1.98)
-2.53 (1.14)
-1.46 (1.56)

B. Plaster mould test results
Table II shows comparison results for plaster mould testing
for the 5DT and our IMU data glove. Readings showed the
IMU Smart Glove produced better repeatability for MCP and
PIP joints and better overall repeatability as indicated by the
lower mean range angular reading.
TABLE II.

Glove
5DT
IMU

COMPARISON OF MEAN RANGE AND SD READINGS FROM
PLASTER MOULD TESTING FOR EACH DATA GLOVE
MCP

Range

8.85
5.99

PIP
SD

2.13
1.89

Range

6.23
5.10

2.09
1.58

Range

7.54
5.55
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Sensor
Index MCP
Index PIP
Middle MCP
Middle PIP
Ring MCP
Ring PIP
Little MCP
Little PIP
Overall accuracy
%
RMS

Vicon

5DT

Goniometer

IMU

93.31
91.23
91.46
84.08
87.20
86.99
86.14
94.23
89.33

94.20
92.01
79.66
74.97
70.46
91.99
85.83
74.56
82.96

97.95
90.75
95.83
88.96
97.37
90.70
91.28
93.03
93.23

89.57
91.47
82.40
77.29
82.02
89.51
83.38
86.27
85.24

5.19

7.15

2.76

5.95

This inaccuracy was most likely caused by noise, marker
occlusion, and distance of reflective markers from cameras.
The IMU data glove provided the best accuracy measurement
of all data gloves and demonstrated similar accuracy to the
Vicon measurement system. The RMS results obtained show
that readings obtained from sensors contained approximately
5.95° of error. Results shown in Table III indicate that all
sensors demonstrated accuracy between 82% to 91% except
for the Middle PIP sensor that had accuracy of 77.29%.
D. Comparison with previous trials
The results shown in Table IV compare ‘flat hand’ and
plaster mould tests for the 5DT and our IMU data glove with
previous research studies involving data gloves. The 5DT data
glove demonstrated range readings that out-performed data
glove findings by [12] [13] and were similar to [26]. The data
glove examined by [15] provided better results than all studies
including the 5DT and our IMU glove. However this glove
contained only 5 sensors that recorded movement of the MCP
joints. The IMU glove performed better than all other data
glove studies. Readings recorded by earlier studies are
averaged for several subjects. This can hide higher inaccurate
results for some subjects. For example, [12] recorded range
readings from 5 subjects that varied between 2.5° to 6.7°.
Results were averaged to 4.4°. Similarly, results from ‘flat
hand’ testing from the study by [13] were summarised from a
group of 6 male and female participants. Mean male range
results went from 2.37° to 5.49° and mean female from 3.90°
to 4.75°.
COMPARISON OF ‘FLAT HAND’ AND PLASTER MOULD TESTS
WITH PREVIOUS DATA GLOVE STUDIES

SD

2.11
1.74

C. Accuracy results
Table III shows comparison of results for the 5DT and our
IMU Smart Glove compared with the Vicon motion capture
system and the UG. Results showed the goniometer had
greatest overall accuracy of 93.23% with overall RMS of
2.76°. This is in agreement with typical findings on
goniometric accuracy with 95% of intratester reliability within
5° of measurement and intertester reliability in the range of 7°
to 9° [27]–[29]. The Vicon system provided mean accuracy of
89.33% with RMS of 5.19°.
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MEAN ACCURACY PERCENTAGE FOR EACH SENSOR
INCLUDING MEAN ERROR AND OVERALL ACCURACY PERCENTAGE

TABLE IV.

Mean
SD

TABLE III.

Study
Wise et al. [12]
Dipietro et al. [13]
Simone et al. [15]
Gentner and Classen [26]
5DT (this study)
IMU (this study)

Flat hand test
(Range / SD)

4.4 (2.2)
3.84 (1.23)
1.49 (0.5)
2.61 (0.86)
2.27 (0.995)
4.86 (1.56)

Plaster mould test
(Range / SD)

6.5 (2.6)
7.47 (2.44)
5.22 (1.61)
6.09 (1.94)
7.54 (2.11)
5.55 (1.74)

IX. CONCLUSIONS
Data gloves have been proven to be a viable replacement
for the UG and can offer unbiased finger joint ROM
measurement. However their dependence on calibration
reduces their usefulness in the many application spaces. The
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novel IMU based wireless Smart Glove detailed in this paper
removes the requirement for sensor calibration using
accelerometers and gyroscopes teamed with intelligent
software techniques. Test results showed our IMU data glove
had comparable repeatability to the UG with the added
advantage of simultaneous angular measurement and removal
of intra-tester and inter-tester reliability. Accuracy testing
results showed the IMU data glove provided better accuracy
and less overall error than the 5DT data glove with which it
was compared. Of Note the IMU glove required no calibration
before use whilst maintaining results which demonstrated it
had similar accuracy to the Vicon system.
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Abstract—We describe the design and performance of an ultraminiature lensless computational sensor optimized for estimating
the one-dimensional position of visual bars. The sensor consists of
a special-purpose wavelength-robust optical binary phase diffraction grating affixed to a CMOS photodetector array. This grating
does not produce a traditional high-quality human interpretable
image on the photodetectors, but instead yields visual information
relevant to the bar-position estimation problem. Computationally
efficient algorithms then process this sensed information to yield
an accurate estimate of the position of the bar. The optical
grating is very small (120 µm diameter), has large angle of
view (140◦ ), and extremely large depth of field (0.5 mm to
infinity). The design of this sensor demonstrates the power of
end-to-end optimization (optics and digital processing) for high
accuracy and very low computational cost in a new class of ultraminiature computational sensors.
Keywords: Computational sensing, diffractive imager, visualbar-position sensor, lensless smart sensor

I. I NTRODUCTION
The discipline of computational imaging involves the design
of both optics and digital signal processing to achieve a
desired end-to-end system performance. Because much of the
overall burden of imaging or sensing can be borne by the
signal processing, the constraints upon the optical components
can be relaxed. [1] As such, optical systems with fewer
optical components or smaller form factors can be made.
True joint design requires the definition of a global or endto-end merit function and an explicit functional relationship
between this merit function and the optical and signal processing parameters. [2] Under such circumstances, the design
process can rely on gradient descent in the end-to-end merit
function. Approximations to this method can include taking
steps alternately in the optical parameters and then the signal
processing parameters and iterating until convergence.
Recently, computational imaging systems have been designed that eschew traditional refracting or reflecting optical
elements (lenses or curved mirrors) and which rely instead entirely upon diffraction. Such devices have been demonstrated
in mobile medical microscopy [3], [4] and far-field imaging.
[5]–[13] Simulation studies have shown that such diffractive
systems can produce digital images nearly as accurately as
do ideal lensed systems, but such lensed systems are very
difficult to create at the spatial scales of diffractive imagers
(∼ 100 µm). [14]
Such computational sensors require more processing than do
traditional camera-based systems in order to create a digital
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image. If we let n denote the linear size of a square sensor
array, image computation by Tikhonov regularization is an
O(n4 ) algorithm, which is rather costly for even moderately
large sensors. If the optical image is shift invariant (possibly
after simple image dewarping to correct for optical barrel
distortion), then fast-Fourier-based deconvolution algorithm of
complexity O(n2 ln n) can be used. [11] Such convolution algorithms represent a small portion of the overall computational
cost of analog-to-digital conversion, data transfer, and so forth.
The above discussion centered on computational imaging,
and while nearly all high-level computer vision and pattern
recognition algorithms (object recognition, bar-code reading,
face recognition, ...) operate on image data, many sensing and
image estimation tasks do not require such an image. These
sensing tasks are particularly attractive for low-power sensors,
including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

overall brightness estimation
color gamut estimation
visual flow estimation
visual orientation estimation
axial visual flow or “looming” estimation
image change detection
visual mark localization and tracking

In computational sensors of the sort described here, the
algorithms addressing such sensing tasks can operate on the
raw sensor signals, without the need for a traditional image.
For this reason, we informally consider the diffractive optical
element as a computational device—one that performs a signal
processing function in parallel, in negligible time (the time it
takes light to pass through the thin grating), and with zero
electrical power dissipation. Our task in the work reported
here is to exploit computational sensing design methodology to
simplify the optical component and reduce the computational
cost for one such target application: visual-bar-position estimation. Our broad motivation is to create inexpensive, low-power,
application-specific sensors for use in mobile and standalone
applications in automotive, biomedical, smart architecture,
smart cities, and the Internet of Things.
We begin in Section II with a description of the image
estimation task at hand, then turn in Section III to our overall
design methodology. Next, we discuss in Section IV both our
hardware design, in particular our special optical phase grating
and the optical signals it captures, as well as the digital signal
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processing. We present the overall sensor performance and
computational cost in Section VI, and conclude in Section VII
with a brief summary and suggestions for future research.

������

θ�

�

Fig. 1. The image sensing task is to estimate the left-right position, x,
of a long vertical visual bar on a dark background in the far field (distance
from sensor greater than 2 mm). The full-field angle-of-view of the sensor
is θf = 140◦ .

number of related or approximate design methodologies can
be used instead: one can adjust the optical parameters then the
signal processing parameters, then the optical parameters and
so on until global convergence of the merit function is reached.
Alternatively, one can design a fixed optical element that has
desirable application-specific properties and then optimize the
signal processing. In our current work, we employed the latter
technique.
We model the sensor as a linear system, that is,
y = Ax + n,

(1)

where x is a vector of inputs from the scene, y is the vector of
photodetector pixel responses, A the system matrix describing
the linear transformation performed by the two-dimensional
optical grating, and n the additive noise, which describes
photodetector noise, Poisson photon statistics, quantization
noise, etc. (Other models, such as simple multiplicative noise,
could also be assumed.) Here x is n-dimensional and y
and n are m-dimensional, and hence A has dimensions
n × m. During design, we computed the system matrix A
once for each candidate diffraction grating, then used it with
bars at different positions x to simulate the signals on the
photodetector array. We then implement the signal processing
algorithms to estimate the bar position (cf., Sect. V). All
simulation steps were implemented in Matlab.

II. I MAGE ESTIMATION TASK
Figure 1 illustrates our image estimation task. The target is
a vertical bar on a dark background of unknown horizontal
position x within a visual field of ±70◦ or θf = 140◦ full
field. The bar can be of arbitrary spectral composition in the
visible range 400 nm < λ < 700 nm. Throughout, the field
luminance is greater than roughly 500 lux, but performance
does not depend significantly upon luminance as long as it is
within a few orders of magnitude of this value. Such an image
estimation task appears in numerous practical applications
from machine inspection (e.g., alignment of moving parts
in situ), horizon tracking in unmanned aerial vehicles, lanetracking in autonomous vehicles, estimation of the height of
liquids in medical equipment such as test tubes, and others. We
report here end-to-end simulation design and testing results,
including optical diffraction and digital signal processing.
III. S ENSOR DESIGN METHODOLOGY
As mentioned above, computational sensing and imaging
relies upon the joint design of both the optics and the signal
processing for a desired end-to-end performance of the digital
imaging system. The ideal, true joint method is to form a
global criterion or merit function, such as predicted image
mean-squared error, then determine how the optical and the
signal processing parameters affect this merit function, and
then iteratively adjust all parameters simultaneously to optimize this global merit function. [2] For complicated optical
systems, the dependency of the merit function upon a system
parameter, such as the shape parameter governing a diffraction
grating, cannot be determined analytically. In such cases, a
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IV. S ENSOR AND PHASE GRATING
We are not aware of any general theory for deriving
analytically the relationship between grating parameters of
candidate phase gratings and a final merit function reflecting
the accuracy of the final bar position estimate. The physical
processes of diffraction, the constraints of grating manufacturability, and so forth, make such an analytical relationship
complicated indeed. For that reason, we explored a number
of grating designs “by hand,” guided by knowledge of manufacturing and physical constraints. The active portion of the
gratings we explored were 120 µm in diameter, commensurate
with sensor hardware described elsewhere. [8] Because the
sensing problem appears one dimensional, we first tested
linear (vertical) gratings. These yielded poor results in part
because of geometrical effects due to sources at different
depths: the projected images were curved toward the periphery,
and that curvature depended upon the optical wavelength of
light. Because the intermediate images varied significantly
and in highly nonlinear ways for source bars of different
spectral composition and spatial depth we could not design
simple signal processing methods that reliably estimated the
bar position across all such variations.
We then explored several classes of two-dimensional gratings. A traditional Fresnel diffraction grating gave informative
images for bars emitting at its single design wavelength, but
not for bars emitting elsewhere throughout the visible range.
For this reason, basic Fresnel gratings and gratings closely
related to it, were unacceptable. A particularly intriguing
class of gratings were based on fractals, which were designed
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Fig. 3. Images produced by several of the candidate binary phase gratings
shown in Fig. 2 for input scene tendered in blue light. These images were
computed from the raw sensor signals by fast Fourier deconvolution, described
elsewhere. [11] The images in the right column are radially dewarped versions
of those in the middle column.

Fig. 2.
Representative candidate binary phase gratings tested for onedimensional bar position estimation.

to be relatively insensitive to wavelength. [15] While these
yielded intermediate images that were indeed robust to spectral
variations, the spatial shape of the resulting images were somewhat complicated so no simple signal processing algorithms
could accurately estimate the bar location. Figure 2 shows
representative candidate gratings we explored.
Figure 3 shows the imaging performance of several grating
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designs (including the panchromatic Fresnel zone plate, see
below), designed at the intermediate wavelength λ = 550 nm
but rendered at λ = 470 nm. The image of Leonardo’s
Mona Lisa was computed using fast Fourier deconvolution.
[11] In traditional computer vision methodology, the ideal
intermediate optical image would be sharp lines independent
of wavelength, but such images cannot be achieved using
binary phase gratings. Our goal, then, is the create optical
images such that signal processing can estimate the visual bar
location reliably, and at low computational cost, regardless of
wavelength and distance of visual bar.
The grating that provided an easily processed image despite
variations in bar spectral composition was the panchromatic
binary Fresnel zone plate, governed by Eq. 2:
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Fig. 4. Panchromatic binary phase Fresnel zone plate generated according
to Eq. 2. This circularly symmetric grating yield optical images on the
photodetector matrix that are robust to variations in source spectral content,
as shown in Fig. 5.

"
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where Θ[·] is a Heaviside step or threshold function, a a bias
constant, z0 a spatial distance corresponding to the distance
of a virtual point source that interferes with normal plane
waves, the ki the wave numbers of the optical
√ wavelengths
chosen from the range desired and j = −1 is the unit
imaginary number. This grating can be considered the mixture
of separate Fresnel zone plates each designed with different
wavelengths. Figure 4 shows a typical panchromatic Fresnel
zone plate created with three wavelengths λi = 470, 550 and
700 nm, corresponding to blue, green and red ranges of the
optical spectrum. This grating yielded intermediate images of
visual bars such as shown in Fig. 5.
V. S IGNAL PROCESSING
Every grating we tested produced wavelength-robust, narrow intermediate optical images of visual bars at the center
of the visual field (θ = 0◦ ) but somewhat complex multimodal images of bars at large field angles (e.g., θ = 40◦ ). It
is likely that a method of spatially varying dictionary learning
[16] or complex dewarping followed by Bayesian or other
pattern classification method [17] could be used to estimate
the bar location from such optical images but such methods
are computationally costly. Our goal was to find an algorithm
with low computational cost, and thus we sought algorithms
that were spatially independent, that is, applied the same
algorithmic steps throughout the sensor domain.
The estimation problem is one-dimensional (the left-right
position of the visual bar) and our first algorithmic step was
to project the sensor signals onto a one-dimensional horizontal
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0◦

+30◦

Fig. 5. Raw signals produced by the panchromatic Fresnel zone plate of Fig. 4
for a visual bar at 0◦ and 30◦ for λi = 470, 550, 700 nm, top to bottom.
Notice that on the axis (0◦ ) the intermediate image is sharp and centered in
the sensor matrix while off axis (30◦ ) the image is structured, has multiple
lobes, and is wavelength dependent. (Through simple signal processing lobes
due to different discrete incident wavelengths can be isolated.)

line. This step integrates signals over vertical lines and hence
reduces the effects of image noise and variations due to optics.
The optical signals were reliable and accurate throughout the
full field of view. The next computational step is to estimate
some measure of the center or central tendency of the onedimensional projected signal. We tried several computationally
efficient methods to this end:
• peak or mode
• peak or mode after Gaussian smoothing
• mean of a Gaussian fit to the signal
• gradient pre-processing,
three of which are illustrated in Fig. 6.
VI. S ENSOR PERFORMANCE
Figure 7 shows the results of five different signal processing
algorithms for the most robust diffraction grating, the panchromatic binary Fresnel zone plate. Each subfigure shows three
curves representing the estimated bar position (ordinate) versus
the actual bar position (abscissa) in long, medium and short
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Fig. 6. The blue curves represent the projection of the full two-dimensional
sensor signal along the vertical direction (i.e., parallel to the visual bar). The
methods of central tendency estimation (for source angle) that were most
accurate, reliable and robust to source spectral variation were the peak and
the peak after a Gaussian smoothing (see below). This latter estimate did not
depend upon the variance of the smoothing Gaussian, throughout a wide range
of such variances.

wavelengths—red, green and blue. (In most subfigures, the
three component curves overlap significantly and hence appear
as one curve.) Each curve has a general sigmoidal or ogive
shape due to geometric effects and Snell’s law of light passing
through the grating at large incident angles (a version of barrel
distortion).
The desiderata for the sensor are:
• all three color curves overlap perfectly throughout the
entire angle range, indicating that the location estimate is
independent of spectral composition of the visual bar
• all three curves are monotonic (a bijection), so that the
unique angle estimate can be computed from the image
center estimate by an inverse function or lookup table
• all three curves extend through a large angle of view
• antisymmetry of response with respect to central axis,
indicating geometric consistency.
Both first two subfigures—peak and peak after Gaussian
smoothing–show excellent performance on all four desiderata
and accuracy of roughly 0.2◦ throughout the field of view,
raising to 0.4◦ at the extremes of the field of view. The difference between the computational costs of these two methods
are negligible compared to the full computational costs. Either
of these methods, then, would be acceptable in a fielded sensor
application.
The overall space computational cost of the estimation
algorithm was 1.0 kB without lookup table for inverting the
sigmoidal curves (as in Fig. 7), and time cost 6.0 Mflop/sec
at video rates, and hence easily implemented in embedded
processors or special CMOS. The signal projection step of the
algorithm could be parallelized in a SIMD microarchitecture,
but such speedups are not needed in practical applications.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have designed and tested through extensive simulations an ultra-miniature lensless sensor for estimating the
one-dimensional position of a visual bar throughout a large
field of view and regardless of the spectral composition of
the bar. Our end-to-end design approach led to an optical
element (panchromatic binary Fresnel zone plate) that while
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Fig. 7. The estimated bar center (in pixels on the the sensor) versus bar
position in the field of view for a panchromatic Fresnel zone plate. Each
subfigure contains three curves (for λ = 470, 550 and 700 nm light), but
in several subfigures the curves overlap significantly and hence appear as
one curve. The five signal processing algorithms are (left-to-right, top-tobottom) are: maximum or peak; peak after Gaussian smoothing; gradientbased estimation; peak after log processing; mean of a Gaussian fit.

somewhat complicated in design, is simple to manufacture
and mount on a CMOS image sensor. The signal processing
operates on the raw sensor signal (rather than a reconstructed
or computed image) and is very computationally efficient.
There are a number of directions for future work in end-toend optimization based on these results, such as extending
these methods to other image sensing functions. Finally, the
deep challenge of developing a general-purpose theory for
global end-to-end optimization of diffractive electro-optical
systems incorporating physical constraints—analogous to the
theory developed for traditional reflection and refraction based
imagers [2]—remains elusive.
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Abstract – Wireless Sensors Network (WSN) are
generally used in hostile environment and have several
resource constraints such as limited energy, limited
memory, limited communication capacities, etc. These
limitations can cause changes in topology, isolation of
sensors nodes, network partitioning, and loss of
communication links. The results are the reduction of
network lifetime and the deterioration of the coverage
and network connectivity. Therefore placement
strategies of sensors nodes and sleep/wake-up policy
should be planed in a way to improve their lifetime
while maintaining full coverage of the monitored
region and optimal network connectivity. This paper
proposes a novel algorithm that reduces the energy
consumption under coverage and network connectivity
constraints. The obtained results show that sensors
nodes can save up to 30% of their energy with respect
to previous works.
Keywords – Wireless Sensor Network; network
lifetime; coverage; network connectivity.
I.

INTRODUCTION

WSN has inspired tremendous research in the scientific
and industrial communities in recent years. Advances in
wireless communication and microelectronic mechanical
systems have enabled the development of low cost, low
power, multi-functional, tiny sensor node which can sense
the environment, perform data processing and
communicate each other over short distances. A WSN is
an ad hoc network composed of many sensors nodes
deployed either randomly or deterministically over a
geographical region of interest and communicating via
wireless links. Theses sensors can also collect data from
the environment, do local processing and transmit the data
to a sink node or base station via multipath routing. A
wide range of potential applications have been envisioned
using WSN such as environmental conditions monitoring,
wildlife habitat monitoring, security surveillance,
industrial diagnostic, agricultural of precision, improve
health care, etc. Given their small size, low cost and
deployment generally in hostile or difficult access areas,
the sensors have severe resource constraints such as a
limited energy, so a network lifetime limited, limited
memory, limited bandwidth, limited computation and
communication capacities, etc. These effects generate
changes in topology, isolation of nodes, network
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partitioning, etc., so that they can reduce the network
lifetime and degrade the coverage of the monitored
region, and the network connectivity. Many related works
are proposed in recent years to address these issues. The
most important concern issues for optimizing network
lifetime, sensors placement, coverage, and network
connectivity. Placement methods, coverage and network
connectivity problem are primarily aimed at ensuring full
or acceptable coverage and optimal network connectivity.
The optimization of the network lifetime methods focalize
more on the extension of the lifetime while minimizing
the energy consumption in the network; and especially not
allow at the same time to ensure a total coverage of the
monitoring area and a network connectivity. However,
issues for optimizing the network lifetime, guaranteeing
full coverage of the monitored region, and maintaining
optimal network connectivity are usually conflicting in
many applications of WSN such as security surveillance,
agricultural of precision, habitat monitoring, etc. These
applications require full coverage of the monitored region
and optimal network connectivity while maximizing the
network lifetime.
We propose in this paper a Distributed Scheduling
Medium Access Control (DSMAC) algorithm to optimize
the network lifetime while maintaining a full coverage of
the monitored region and optimal network connectivity.
First, we propose a novel network placement method
which minimise the number of require sensors to ensure:
the entire coverage of the monitored region and optimal
network connectivity. Then, based on the geometric
properties of our placement method, we implement a
sleep/wake-up policy to improve the network lifetime
while saving the full coverage of the monitored region and
the optimal network connectivity. Our proposal is based
on duty cycle techniques, redundancy of sensing coverage
and beacon frames sent by each source node before the
transmission of its data packets. Firstly, we present the
analytical proof of the full coverage and the network
connectivity. Secondly, we validate our proposal by
simulations and compare it with the “TunableMAC”
protocol [12]. The simulation results show that with
DSMAC the nodes save about 30% of their energy and
the received packets by the Sink node is improved relative
to TunableMAC protocol.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II surveys the related works. Section III presents
our geographic placement method based on grids. Section
IV presents the DSMAC algorithm and the analytical
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evaluation. Section V presents the validation of the
DSMAC algorithm by simulations. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper and discusses future works.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Network lifetime, placement methods, coverage, and
network connectivity problem are critical issues in WSN.
A lot of works have been done in recent years by the
researchers for addressing these issues.
Akewar et al. [1] discuss the different deployment
strategies such as forces, computational geometry and
pattern based deployment. However, they don’t address
the lifetime issues in their study. With the same goal,
Ankur et al. [2] present different placement strategies of
sensors nodes in WSN taking into account the lifetime
issues. They note that the most objective of placement
techniques have focused on increasing the area coverage,
obtaining strong network connectivity and extending the
network lifetime. A more study of coverage and
connectivity issues in WSN are presented in a survey by
Khou et al. [3]. In this survey, the authors motivate their
study by giving different use cases corresponding to
different coverage, connectivity, latency and robustness
requirements of the applications considered. They present
also a general and detailed analysis of deployment
problems in WSN. In their analysis, different deployment
algorithms for area coverage, barrier coverage, and
coverage of points are studied and classified according to
their characteristics and properties. Note that, this survey
is good references to have an overall view of coverage
and connectivity issues in WSN. However, note that in
their survey the network lifetime problem are not
addressed while this problem is often in conflict with the
coverage and connectivity problems. Zhu et al. [4] address
the issues of coverage, connectivity, and lifetime in WSN;
and they distinguish two coverage problems: static
coverage and dynamic coverage. After the study of
coverage problem, they propose a scheduling mechanism
for sensors activities in order to reduce the energy
consumption in the network and they analyze at the same
time the relationship between coverage and network
connectivity. Nevertheless, note that placement problem is
not study and take account in their proposal. With the
same goal, another approach which take account the
sensors placement method based on territorial predator
scent marking behavior is proposed by Abidin et al. [5].
The main goals of their proposal are: to achieve maximum
coverage, to reduce the energy consumed and to guaranty
network connectivity. However, note that in their
approach the full coverage of the monitored region is not
guaranteed. Also in this context, Mulligan et al. [6]
present different coverage protocols that try to maximise
the number of sensor which put into sleep mode while
guaranteeing k-coverage and network connectivity.
Singaram et al. [7] present also a recent study in which
they propose a self-scheduling algorithm that extends the
network lifetime while minimizing the number of active
sensors. Note that in these two studies, connectivity issues
are also not addressed by these authors. A recent survey
for sensors lifetime enhancement techniques in WSN is
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presented by Ambekar et al. [8]. Nevertheless, as some
previous authors in the related works, coverage and
connectivity issues are not addressed by these authors.
With the same goal for optimizing the network lifetime in
WSN by scheduling the sensors activities, more energy
efficient MAC protocols based on duty cycle are
developed. In fact, the duty cycle approach is the main
feature of synchronous and asynchronous MAC protocols
where any node can alternate between active and sleep
states in order to save its energy. In this approach, nodes
can only communicate when they are in active state.
Several MAC protocols such as “S-MAC”, “T-MAC”,
“B-MAC”, and “X-MAC” based on duty cycle approach
were proposed respectively by Kaur et al. [9], Kakria et al.
[10], and Ullah et al. [11]. In the S-MAC protocol, nodes
alternates between active and sleep periods. During active
periods, the node radios are turned ON to communicate
and during sleep periods the node radios are turned OFF
to save energy. However this protocol has some
limitations. Firstly, nodes broadcast their schedule to all
neighbor nodes using the synchronization packet; so that
this mechanism is not efficient in energy consumption.
Another limitation of this protocol is that, all the border
nodes incorporate the schedules and keep their radios ON
during all their active periods. T-MAC extends S-MAC
and provides several improvements. In T-MAC, the SMAC limitations were overcome by including an adaptive
duty cycle where the length of the active period is varied
according to traffic. Therefore, this protocol significantly
increases the network lifetime by downsizing the length of
the active periods. However, such as S-MAC, in this
protocol nodes broadcast their schedule to all
communication neighbors using the synchronization
packet. Thus, this mechanism is not efficient in energy
consumption and is not suitable in a network with
redundancy coverage. B-MAC is a MAC protocol which
adopts the LPL (Low Power Listening) technical. In this
technical, the nodes periodically switches between active
and sleep periods. The active period is usually very short,
just allows the node to sense the channel. B-MAC
provides good energy efficiency. Nevertheless, since this
protocol uses CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/with Collision Avoidance) for the medium access,
it suffers flow problem at the high load due to the
collisions and the random backoff periods. Another
problem of B-MAC is the over-listening of the preamble
by all neighbor nodes because even if the packet is
intended only for a particular node (next hop), all other
neighbor nodes must still active to listen the preamble. XMAC is another MAC protocol based on duty cycle
approach. This protocol is an improvement of B-MAC to
solve the over-listening problem. Instead of transmitting a
long preamble, X-MAC divides it into a series of small
packets preamble, each of them containing the receiver's
address packet to be transmitted. Compared to B-MAC,
X-MAC improves energy efficiency and reduces the time
using the shortcut preamble. However, X-MAC may
choose only one next hop (router) to move the packet to
its destination, even if there are multiple paths in the
network whose exploitation could make robustness in the
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transmission. Another limitation of X-MAC is the low
flow problem. Indeed, when the load is high this remains
no resolved due to the use of CSMA/CA mechanism for
the medium access.
Furthermore, Boulis [12] proposes the TunableMAC
protocol based also on the duty cycle approach. As in
other MAC protocols note that, in TunableMAC the
CSMA/CA mechanism is used for the medium access. It
is worth noticing that with his protocol all the nodes are
not aligned in their active period, so that each sender
transmit an appropriate train of beacon frames to wake up
potential receivers before transmitting each data packet.
Thus, with respect to this mechanism all neighbour that
act as potential receivers of a given sender will be
awakened when they received the beacon frame from the
sender. Therefore, a lack of efficiency is noted in term of
energy consumed. However, TunableMAC is very
flexible and can be used to make comparisons with new
distributed MAC algorithms developed for WSN.
III.

nodes are very unreliable. The unit disk model is the
simplest deterministic model of communication that
illustrates a unidirectional link between two sensor nodes.
This model assumes that each sensor node is able to
transmit its data to any sensor node being in its
communication range. The communication range of each
sensor node varies depending on the level of its
transmission power. Therefore, we can say that two sensor
nodes u and v can communicate each other if and only if
the Euclidean distance noted d  u , v  between the two
sensor nodes is less than the communication range R C of
these two sensor nodes. Thus, two nodes u , v  M can
communicate if:
d  u , v   RC

Regarding the modelling of coverage, we consider in this
paper coverage of point and coverage of area (region).
Thus, we say that a sensor node S i covers a point q  A if
and only if:
d  S i , q   RS

GOEGRAPHIC PLACEMENT OF SENSOR NODES

A. Asymptions and notations
We represent the WSN by a graph G   V , E  where V
represents all vertices (nodes of the network) and E  V 2
represents the set of edges giving all possible
communications. There is an ordered pair  u , v   E 2 if the
sensor node u is physically capable to transmit messages
to the sensor node v . In this case, sensor node v is located
in the communication range of sensor node u . Thus, each
node has its key communication range noted R C that
allows it to communicate with others sensor nodes. We
assume that all sensor nodes have equal communication
ranges. Each sensor node also has a sensing range noted
R S that allows it to sense and capture data from the
environment. We also assume that all sensor nodes have
the same sensing ranges. All the sensor nodes v located
inside the communication range of a given sensor node u
are called neighbour nodes of sensor node u and are
noted N  u  . A bidirectional wireless link exists between a
sensor node u and every neighbour v  N  u  and is
represented by the directed edges  u , v  and  v , u   E .
Note that all the neighbour nodes can communicate
directly each other. In the following we note
M   S 1 , S 2 , ..., S M  the set of sensor nodes in the WSN.
We note also    the cardinality of the set M that
also represents the number of sensor nodes in the WSN. In
other hand, we assume in our study that all the sensor
nodes transmit their captured data to a Sink node which is
the only receiver.
In this part, we will give the modelling of the wireless
channel. The performances of a wireless communication
system are determined based on the communication
channel in which it operates. In a WSN, modelling of
communication is very difficult because the sensor nodes
communicate in low power, and therefore radio links
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A coverage of surface (sensing coverage) means the total
surface lying below the range of capture of data at least of
a given sensor node. Let S i  M a sensor node and note
C  S i  the surface cover by the sensor node S i , then:



C  S i   q  Ad  S i , q   R S



The surface covered by a subset of sensor nodes
S C   S 1 , S 2 , ..., S C   M is then:
C  SC  

S C 

C  Si 

i 1

For the coverage of area, we say that a sensor node S i
covers a region A if and only if for each point q  A then:
d  S i , q   RS

We finish this part for the modelling of network
connectivity. Two sensor nodes are said to be connected if
and only if they can communicate directly (one-hop
connectivity) or indirectly (multi-hop connectivity) [3]. In
WSN, the network is considered to be connected if there
is at least one path between the sink and each sensor node
in the considered area. Thus, connectivity essentially
depends on the existence of routes. It’s affected by
topology changes due to mobility, the failure of nodes, the
attacks, etc. The results are the loss of communication
links, the isolation of nodes, the network partitioning, thus
the coverage of the monitored area can be degrade and/or
the network lifetime can be decrease. Therefore,
understanding the network connectivity of a WSN allows
adapting the communication mechanisms to ensure the
smooth running of applications. To study it, we will use
the following notations and definitions. The
neighbourhood N  u  of a sensor node u represents the set
of neighbour nodes that are within the communication
range of node u . It is defined by:
N u  

 u , v   V u  v  d  u , v   R 
2

C
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A graph is called k-connected if there are at least k
disjoint paths between two nodes of this graph. Coverage
is often related to connectivity in WSN. In order to satisfy
the conditions of coverage and connectivity, we consider
in this paper that the communication range R C is twice the

Now, let M   S1 , S 2 , ..., S M  the set of sensor nodes in the

sensing range R S .

WSN and note that each sensor node S i has (X, Y)
coordinate in the coordinate system (O, X, Y) as shown in
the Figure 1, where O is the originate of this coordinate
system and X, Y represent respectively the X axis and the
Y axis of the coordinate system. For instance:

B. Sensors placement model based on grids
We consider the following placement method.

 c 3c 
 c 7c 
 3c c 
 3c 5c 
S1  ,
,
,  , and S 4 
 , S2  ,
 , S3 
.
2
2
2
2
2
2




 2 2 



We show that, according to our placement method an area
may be covered by many sensor nodes at the same time;
this is due to overlapping coverage areas of neighbour
sensor nodes. To optimize the energy consumption in the
network, it is necessary to apply sleep/wakeup strategies
by scheduling sensor nodes activities while maintaining
the full coverage of the monitored region and optimal
network connectivity to ensure robustness in the
communication.
IV. PRESENTATION
EVALUATION

Figure 1. Sensor placement model in the monitoring region

According to the deployment of sensors described in the
Figure 1, the geographical area is partitioned into
contiguous square grids having the same dimensions that
equal to c . The sensor node S i is placed at a given area of
a grid such that the entire area of the monitoring region is
covered and the number of necessary sensors is
minimized. Our geographic placement of sensors presents
the following advantages:
1. The number of sensor nodes required to cover
the whole area is minimized;
2. The position and the surface cover by each
sensor node are known and can be respectively
determined by its coordinates (X, Y) and/or its
sensing range R S .
3. A full coverage and optimal network
connectivity are ensured;
4. There are redundancies on the sensing coverage
which will be exploited by our proposal for
scheduling sensors activities.
Now, the optimal length of c to ensure full coverage and
network connectivity of our network placement model can
be determined based on the sensing range R S . This
sensing range depends on the communication range R C
based on our assumptions. Furthermore, R C is determined
by the transmission power noted TX power and others
parameters of the radio communication model. Based on
geometric properties of squares and the placement model
in Figure 1, the sensing range R S can be computed using
the following equation:
RS  c  c  RS  c 2  c 
2

2

2
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OF

DSMAC

AND

ANALYCAL

A. Overview of DSMAC algorithm
DSMAC algorithm (Algorithm 1) includes the placement
method described in Figure 1 and a sleep/wakeup policy
based on duty cycle approach. It enables to minimize the
energy consumed by the overall network while
maintaining a full coverage and network connectivity with
respect to all sensors. The DSMAC algorithm exploits the
redundancy of sensing coverage due to our geographic
placement method. Indeed, according to TunableMAC
protocol, each sender should transmit a train of beacons
frames in order to wake up its entire neighbourhood
before sending any data packets. However, according to
our DSMAC deployment of sensor nodes, where we have
sensing coverage redundancies due to our placement
strategy of sensor nodes, we do not need to wake up all a
given sensor’s neighbourhood. It is worth noticing that in
TunableMAC, the set of sensor nodes has equal sleep
interval and equal listening interval. Put simply, DSMAC
wakes up only few sensor nodes among a well-chosen
sensor’s neighbourhood in order to reduce the energy
consumed during transmission and reception as well as
mitigates the number of collisions between sensor nodes.
According to DSMAC, each sensor node uses a
neighbourhood’s table that contains the ID of neighbour’s
nodes which is determined by the communication range
R C . Also, the sensor nodes have different sleep and
listening intervals. DSMAC addresses the following two
issues noted in previous studies:
(i) The set of sender’s neighbours that should wake up
according to its neighbour’s table;
(ii) The scheduling of sleeping and listening intervals
according to the parameters of the duty cycle.
In order to choose the best possible neighbours of a sensor
node that enable to minimize the energy consumption
during transmission while guaranteeing full coverage and
network connectivity, to taking into account the two
issues raised above, we consider two types of neighbours
for each sensor node: “close neighbours” located at a
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maximum distance of c 2 from the sender and “remote
neighbours” located at a distance strictly greater than
c 2 . For a given sender, its neighbour’s receivers are
only its remote neighbours. Therefore, remote neighbours
must be woken up and all the remaining sensor nodes
within its close neighbourhood must be set in sleeping
mode (line 8 to line 14 of Algorithm 1). If they receive
other beacons frame, they can decide whether they should
wake up again to relay packets. Thus, our algorithm
enables the following benefits:
1. Save the energy consumed in the network, so that
the network lifetime will be improved;
2. Ensure full coverage and network connectivity;
3. Balance energy consumption in the network;
4. Reduce collisions that may be due to the CSMA/CA
mechanism, so that the rate of received packets will
be improved.
The Algorithm 1 above describes the DSMAC algorithm
in pseudo code.

Inputs:
“c” represents the length c of a given grid
“d(X,Y)” represents the Euclidean distance between X and Y
“Neighbor_Table” represents the node’s neighbours table
“ID” represents the ID of a given sensor node
“ B i ” represents the beacon frame sent by the source S i
Output:
A set of active sensor to relay packets and a set of sensor in
Sleep mode to save energy
1: for each sensor node S i  M do
2: for each sensor node S j  M  S j  S i do
3:
4:

if d  S i , S j   2 c 2 then
Insert  ID  S j , N eigbor  T able  S i  

5:
end if
6: end for
7: end for
8: for each sensor S i  M which broadcast a beacon B i do

data transmission of the source) and its neighbour table
(lines 8 to 14). Therefore, the sensor nodes will alternate
in Sleep and Active mode to save their energy; so that the
network lifetime will be improved. Note that the full
coverage and network connectivity will be preserved
during all the network lifetime. We will give in the
following part the analytical proof of the full coverage and
the network connectivity.
B. Analysis of the full coverage and network connectivity
in DSMAC
In this part, we will present respectively the mathematical
proof of the full coverage and the network connectivity
regarding to DSMAC algorithm.
Consider a sender S i  x , y   M . As we mentioned in the
previous sections, before this source S i transmits its data
packets, then it broadcast a train of beacon frames noted
respectively Bi1 , Bi 2 , ..., Bik to wake up all the nodes S j
belonging to its neighbour table and located at a distance
strictly greater than c 2 . These nodes are all the remote
neighbours of the sender S i  x , y  . According to the
placement method described in the Figure 1 and the
illustration of remote/close neighbour described in the
Figure 2, then the coordinate of these remote neighbours
of S i  x , y  are the nodes of the following coordinate:

 x, y  2c  ,  x, y  2c  ,  x  2c, y  2c  ,  x  2c, y  ,
 x  2c, y  2c  ,  x  2c, y  2c  ,  x  2c, y  ,  x  2c, y  2c 
The coordinate of other close neighbour of the sender
S i  x , y  which must be making in sleep mode are the
nodes of the following coordinates:

 x  c, y  c  ,  x  c, y  c  ,  x  c, y  c  ,  x  c, y  c  .
Let us consider the sensor node S 7  x , y  shown in Figure
2. Its neighbourhood’s table contains ID of the set of the
following sensor nodes:
 S1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 , S 8 , S 9 , S10 , S11 , S12 , S13  .

9: if S j  M receives B i and ID  S j  Neigbor  Table  S i  then
10:

if d  S i , S j   c 2 then

11:

Make S j in sleep state until it receive a next beacon B k

12:
end if
13: end if
14: end for

Algorithm 1. DSMAC algorithm

As shown in the Algorithm 1 that describes the DSMAC
algorithm, the lines 1 to 7 of this algorithm enable to
compute the neighbour table for each sensor node S i  M
by inserting all the ID of its sensors neighbour
S j  M  S j  S i . After this step, each sensor node
S j  M neighbour of a given sender S i  M will decide if

it will be switched in Active or Sleep mode based on the
beacon frame received by this sender (which precede the
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Figure 2. Illustration of close and remote neighbours of S 7  x , y 

If the sensor node S 7  x , y  wants to transmit, then the set
of sensors located to its neighbourhood table which must
wake up after receiving the beacon frames sent by the
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sensor node S 7 are:  S1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 6 , S 8 , S11 , S12 , S 13  and the

S i  x , y  will be connected to this sender during the

following sensor nodes  S 4 , S 5 , S 9 , S 10  should be put in
sleep mode. According to the Figure 2, the sensor nodes
S 4 , S 5 , S 9 and S10 are in sleep modes at the same time
whereas other sensor nodes belonging to S 7 ’s neighbour
table are in active mode and maintain the full coverage of
the network. We show that the areas covered by the
following sensor nodes S 4 , S 5 , S 9 , S10 which are in sleep
mode, and the one covered by the four active sensor nodes
located at the vicinity of these sleeping sensors are fully
covered by the active sensors. Let us consider the sensor
node S 4 which is in sleep mode (Figure 2), then according
to the definition of the sensing coverage of this sensor
node noted C  S 4  , we have:

execution of the DSMAC algorithm. The remote
neighbours of the considered sender S i  x , y  are:



C  S 4   q  Ad  S 4 , q   c 2




C  S    q  Ad  S , q   c
C  S    q  Ad  S , q   c
C  S    q  Ad  S , q   c


2
2
2

2

2

6

6

7

7

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Note S C   S 1 , S 2 , S 7 , S 6  . Based on the coverage area
described in Section III, we have:
C  S C   C  S1 

C  S2 

C  S7 

d  S 4 , S1   d  S 4 , S 2   d  S 4 , S 7   d  S 4 , S 6   c 2

(7)

Based on the sensing coverage of the sensor nodes
S 4 , S1 , S 2 , S 6 , S 7 described respectively in (1), (2), (3), (4),
(5), and based in (6), (7), we have:
C  S 4   C  S 1  C  S 2  C  S 7  C  S 6  (8)
Hence based to (8), then the sensor nodes S1 , S 2 , S 6 and S 7
provide a full coverage with respect to the area covered by
the sensor node S 4 . Similarly, we can show that sensors
S 2 , S 3 , S 8 and S 7 (resp. Sensors S 6 , S11 , S12 and S 7 ) provide
a full coverage according to the area covered by the
sensor S 5 (resp. sensor S 9 ). Finally, sensors S 8 , S13 , S12 and
S 7 provide a full coverage with respect to the area covered

by sensor S10 . Since the sensor S 7  x , y  is chosen
randomly, we can conclude that the network remains fully
covered when running the DSMAC algorithm.
In fact, two sensors S U and SV are connected if and only if:



2c 2

(9)

In order to prove the network connectivity, it is sufficient
to show that all active neighbours of a given sender
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If we compute the Euclidean distance between S i  x , y 
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(10)

For instance:
d

2

 Si , S N1    x  x 

2

  y  ( y  2 c )   (2 c )
2

2

(2 c )  2 c  2 c 2
2

Therefore, from (10) and based to (9) which illustrates the
connectivity condition between two sensor nodes, then all
sensors S j  Re mote  Neigbor  S X ,Y are connected to the
sensor node S i  x , y  . Since the sensor S i  x , y  is chosen
randomly, then all active sensors will be connected during
the execution of DSMAC algorithm. In addition,
according to the definition of a graph which is kconnected and according to Figure 2, the network is at
least 4-connected; therefore, there is an optimum routing
topology. However, we will not discuss the routing aspect
in this paper.
V.

C  S 6  (6)

On the other hand, if we compute the Euclidean distance
between the sensor node S 4 and the sensor nodes S1 , S 2 , S 6
and S 7 , then we have:

d  SU , SV

S N 3  x  2c, y  2c  , S N 4  x  2c, y  , S N 5  x  2c, y  2c  ,

 d  Si , S N1  

(1)

According to the active sensor nodes S1 , S 2 , S 6 and S 7
which are around the sensor node S 4 , the sensing coverage
of each of them is:
C  S1   q  Ad  S1 , q   c 2

R e m ote  N eigbor  S X ,Y   S N 1  x , y  2 c  , S N 2  x , y  2 c  ,

EVALUATION OF DSMAC ALGORITHM

We validated our proposal by extensive simulations done
with “Castalia.3.0” framework [12]. Castalia is a WSN
simulator for Body Area Networks (BAN) and generally
networks of low-power embedded devices. It is based on
the OMNeT++ platform.
A. Experimental setting
We consider a field of size equal to (200x200) m 2 . The
deployment type is static. We run four simulations
scenario with respectively 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200
sensors that send their packets to a given Sink. The
simulation time is set to 400 seconds. We used the
“CC2420” radio type. The “TX power”, the
“communication range”, the “sensing range”, and the
“grid length” are respectively set to 0dB, 20m, 10m, and
7m. For the application test, we considered
“ThroughputTest” [12] to send constant data payload of
2000 bytes with a rate of 5 packets per second to the Sink.
Note that in our simulation, all nodes are the same “initial
energy” equal to 18720 Joules (J) corresponding of 2 piles
AA.
B. Simulation results
We compared DSMAC and TunableMAC according to
different metrics such as the energy consumed, the
number received packets by the sink and the application
level latency. We performed extensive simulations by
considering the same scenarios and the same parameters.
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Figure 3. Energy-awareness between DSMAC and TunableMAC

coverage and network connectivity are ensured at every
time of the network lifetime during the execution of our
algorithm.
Simulation results show that DSMAC outperforms the
TunableMAC protocol with respect to network lifetime
and the average of received packets by the Sink
In future work, we investigate a more realistic modelling
of the communication channel, taking into account the
path loss and temporal variations. We also intend to make
new proposals with respect to routing in WSN based on
our sensor placement model.
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Abstract—Distributed embedded systems utilizing active sensors
that share a common media (e.g., light detection and ranging
sensors, LIDAR) have to be coordinated to eliminate or reduce
interferences between the different sensor nodes. For LIDAR
and similar sensor systems it is possible to apply media access
methods, like frequency, code and time division multiple access
(FDMA, CDMA or TDMA). FDMA and CDMA methods utilize
sensor specific parameters for medium access. This can be a
drawback, as it is no longer possible or far more difficult to use
error correction or measurement enhancement techniques, like
multi-frequency measurements, that depend on these parameters.
A TDMA scheme frees these sensor specific parameters, but needs
additional infrastructure in the form of clock synchronization.
The implementation of the synchronization mechanism constrains
the TDMA schedules that can be executed. This paper provides an
algorithm to ascertain these constraints, and thus determine the
requirements for the synchronization mechanism implementation.
Keywords–Distributed Sensor Network; Clock Synchronization;
TDMA; LIDAR.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advance of distributed sensor systems the need for
coordination in such systems arises. Tightly coupled distributed
sensor systems need to be coordinated to eliminate measurement errors and correlate results from the individual sensor
nodes. For example, if active sensors (e.g., LIDAR or ultrasonic based) are deployed in vicinity, the correct management
of the sensor activation and measurement times is a central
issue. For applications, like factory automation or indoor
positioning, the sensors might be mounted on mobile units.
Therefore, simple coordination schemes, like wired triggers,
are no longer feasible.
For example, Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensors [1] are available that combine a LIDAR measurement mechanism with
a charge-coupled device image sensor. ToF sensors generate
image (frame) data similar to a charge-coupled device sensor
where each pixel provides distance data in addition to a (gray
scale) image. Such a sensor relies on an infrared or laser
light source that is activated for each measurement for a
certain time. To avoid interference no other light source with
the same modulation pattern, e.g., same frequency, should
be active during this time. Standard media access schemes,
like, FDMA [2], CDMA [3], or phase hopping [4] have been
applied to ToF sensor systems. These schemes use different
frequencies and/or modulation patterns to eliminate or reduce
the interferences between multiple ToF sensors. For a ToF
sensor the maximum measurable distance and resolution is
determined by the frequency of the light source. Therefore, a
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media access scheme that utilizes the light source modulation
itself, will constrain the sensor with regard to the measurable
distance and resolution.
By employing a TDMA scheme, these sensor parameters
can be freely used for measurement enhancement processes
and error corrections (e.g., [5] and [6]).
Ultrasonic sensors are another type of active sensor, that
can be applied for position measurement in a distributed sensor
system, e.g., Constellation [7], BUZZ [8], or Cricket [9]. These
systems are based on Time-of-Arrival measurements. A radio
signal and an ultrasonic signal are generated at the same
time by a sending node. The difference of the reception time
of these two signals is measured and used to calculate the
distance between sender and receiver. In the above mentioned
positioning systems multiple beacons are used so that a mobile
device can determine the position by correlating the reception
time differences. If transmissions of multiple beacons overlap,
the measurement results can be erroneous, as a wrong radio
signal to ultrasonic signal match can occur. Therefore, they
have to be detected and filtered as explained by [9](p.p. 67)
or avoided altogether by coordinating the sensors.
Wired triggers (Synchronous BUZZ), radio signals from
a central unit (Constellation) or random signal generation on
each sender (Asynchronous BUZZ and Cricket) are typically
used to coordinate these sensors. In case of wired triggers,
the drawback is the need for additional infrastructure (the
trigger wires) and the constrained flexibility of such a system
(i.e., this is not feasible for mobile sensors). In case of the
randomization, the interferences are reduced but not removed.
This reduction can be good enough for a small amount of
active transmitters in the system but will fall short for larger
systems. Even though the synchronization of the measurements
via a radio signal solves these problems, it still shares the
same weakness: the interoperability with similar systems that
are outside of the control of this scheme.
Similar to the ToF sensors, as explained above, various
media access schemes from the field of telecommunication
have been evaluated and applied for ultrasonic based sensor
systems. For example, the Dolphin system [10] uses a direct sequence code division multiple access (DS/CDMA) scheme for
measurement coordination of ultrasonic sensors. [11] compare
DS/CDMA and frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)
media access schemes for ultrasonic sensors and come to
the conclusion that FHSS provides a higher accuracy of the
measurement results in comparison to DS/CDMA.
Beside ultrasonic sensors, indoor location measurements
are also realized by evaluating the received signal strength
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indicators (RSSI). [12] describes a location measurement based
on RSSI of IEEE 802.15.4 communication beacon messages.
Lau et al. find that interferences from IEEE 802.11 traffic
operating in the same frequency band cause a high degradation
of the precision of the localization measurement due to lost
IEEE 802.15.4 beacon messages. A solution for this problem
is the scheduling of exclusive time slots for each network
protocol.
Media access schemes are abundantly used in the field
of telecommunication but can and are also applied to active
sensors. Methods that utilize the signal modulation, e.g.,
CDMA or FDMA, allow the usage of multiple sensors without
need for additional infrastructure. The drawback is that these
methods either constrain the measurements (FDMA in case
of ToF sensors) or do only reduce the interferences (CDMA
or random signal activation, e.g., asynchronous BUZZ). Wired
triggers, as central coordination method, limit the application
scenarios of the system (e.g., it is harder to support mobile
units). Using a centrally generated radio signal as trigger
source can be a feasible solution, as long as all sensors are in
range of the radio signal. If the measurement triggers cannot
be derived directly from a central source a distributed clock
synchronization is necessary to execute a TDMA schedule.
This can be provided by a higher level clock synchronization
protocol (e.g., IEEE 1588 or the network time protocol NTP)
or is part of the communication network itself (e.g., EtherCAT
or FlexRay). The constraints that are added to the system by
the clock synchronization and methods to incorporate these in
the schedule planning are explained and proposed in this paper.
A distributed system of four Time-of-Flight sensors is
presented in Section III. This section introduces the setup
of the sensor system, gives a short overview of the ToF
sensor principle and derives an ideal TDMA schedule based
on the core parameters of the system. Section IV defines the
constraints imposed by the clock synchronization on a TDMA
schedule. Section IV-E proposes an algorithm set that can be
used to calculate these constraints and build an interferencefree TDMA schedule that satisfies these constraints. A TDMA
schedule in accordance with the calculated upper bound for
the synchronization constraints and a supervisor for the synchronization precision have been implemented in the presented
system and are described in Section V.
II.

B UILDING A S CHEDULE FOR A D ISTRIBUTED S ENSOR
S YSTEM
In a system that incorporates multiple active sensors it
is necessary to control measurements to reduce or eliminate
interference. The term active sensors refers to sensors that
generate a signal to execute their measurements (e.g., ToF or
ultrasonic sensors). These sensors are typically employed to
monitor an object or an area of interest in real time. Therefore,
data has to be generated by the sensors at a constant rate fmeas
and delay between measurements. Thus, a static schedule cycle
has to be built. Furthermore it is necessary to calculate the
worst case execution time for each measurement Twcet to
allocate a time slot in the schedule. The Twcet depends on
the sensor type used and is further specified for a Time-ofFlight sensor in the following section. The utilization of the
TDMA schedule is the ratio of the allocated time (a sum of
all scheduled measurements per time unit) to the available
time (e.g., 1 second). In an ideal system it is possible to
utilize 100 % of the available time for measurements and to
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Figure 1: Ideal TDMA Schedule

Figure 2: System Overview

execute the different measurements head-to-head as depicted
in Figure 1.
III. A D ISTRIBUTED S YSTEM OF T O F S ENSORS
A system of four ToF sensor nodes of the type Sentis
M100 from the company Bluetechnix Group GmbH [13] is
used for demonstration as depicted in Figure 2. The sensor
measurement configuration is the same for all four sensors.
The nodes are connected by 100BASE-TX connections via
a switch to a data collector workstation. The workstation is
used to calculate the TDMA schedule, configure the trigger
modules for each sensor that executes the schedule and to
collect measurement data as presented in Section V.
A. Time-of-Flight Sensor Background
A ToF sensor generates a gray scale image of a scene with
additional depth information for each pixel. It uses a modulated
light source to illuminate the scene. This source is activated
for a certain time, also referred to as integration time Tint .
This typically ranges from 100 µs to 10 ms. After this time
of activity of the light source and sensor the gathered data
has to be read from the sensor, which takes Tro (in case of
the Sentis M100, this is 1.35 ms). During this time another
ToF sensor can execute its measurement. However, this is
only possible for small integration times (Tint < Tro ). The
distance and gray scale data for each pixel can be calculated
from a sufficient set of phase measurements Nphase (typically
4, [1]). Additional phase measurements can be included for
each frame to reduce silicon specific asymmetries of the sensor
pixel implementation [1], or to reduce aliasing errors caused by
harmonics of the light source [14]. In addition for a worst case
measurement time it is necessary to define an upper bound for
the integration time, as this parameter can be varied between
phase measurements. Therefore, the worst case execution time
Twcet for one measurement can be calculated by the sum of the
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different phase measurement times defined by the upper bound
of the integration time Tint for each phase i and the readout time for the sensor Tro as depicted by (1). In case of the
example with the Sentis M100 sensor, each phase measurement
has the same integration time and read-out time, and thus, can
be simplified to a multiplication of the phase measurement time
with the amount of phase measurements Nphase as depicted
by (2).
Nphase

Twcet =

X

Tint i + Tro

(1)

i=1

(1) can be simplified in case of the example system:
Twcet = Nphase · (Tint + Tro )

(2)

B. ToF Sensor System Configuration
For a schedulability analysis the total time Tsys that has to
be allocated can be calculated by the sum of the measurement
times for each sensor in the system. If all (Nsen ) sensors share
the same configuration regarding the measurement time Twcet
and the frame rate fmeas this can be done by applying (3).
Tsys = Nsen · Twcet · fmeas

(3)

TABLE I: Example system configuration

C. Granularity of the Synchronized Global Time
The granularity ∆g of the global time is the period of
the global clock and further the resolution for the triggering
of actions (e.g., sensor measurements). Excess time after a
scheduled measurement but before the next global clock tick
cannot be used for a consecutive measurement.

D. Measurement Time Loss
The synchronization mechanism parameters have to be
taken into account for building a TDMA schedule. Talloc (4)
depicts the worst case execution time Twcet ((1) or (2)) that
has to be allocated per measurement with the addition of
the synchronization precision to eliminate interference with
consecutive measurements. Tloss (5) depicts the loss of measurement time due to synchronization precision and clock
granularity for a specific measurement duration. The upper
bound for the first term of this equation is ∆g , and therefore,
can be simplified to (6), which depicts the maximum loss per
scheduled task in the system.

Talloc = Twcet + Π


Talloc
Tloss = (
· ∆g ) − Talloc +Π
∆g
{z
}
|

(5)

max
Tloss
= ∆g + Π

(6)

(4)

≤∆g

Parameter
Nsen
fmeas
Tro
Tint
Nphase
Twcet
Tsys
Ttot

Value
4
20
1.35 · 10−3
1.5 · 10−3
4
11.4 · 10−3
0.912
1

Unit
[1]
[Hz], frames per second
[s], sensor read-out time
[s], upper bound for the integration time
[1], phase measurements per frame
[s], (2) per frame measurement
[s], (3) time to be allocated
[s], available time

IV. S YNCHRONIZATION M ECHANISM C ONSTRAINTS
A. TDMA Schedule Problem
To execute a TDMA schedule in a distributed system a
common notion of time is necessary. This is provided by a synchronization mechanism (e.g., IEEE 1588). This mechanism
can be characterized by two parameters. The synchronization
precision Π and the granularity of the global clock ∆g . These
parameters constrain the resource amount that can be allocated
for measurements as depicted by (5), (6), and Tloss in Figure 3.
In a physical system (Π and ∆g greater 0 s) it is not possible
to execute the TDMA schedule given in Figure 1 without
interference between the different tasks.
It is common practice to distribute the spare time evenly
between the tasks/measurements. For an interference free execution of measurements it is necessary that the spare time
per measurement covers the time loss Tloss inflicted by the
synchronization mechanism. For the example system the time
that has to be allocated is Tsys = 912 ms per second (a
utilization of 91.2%).
B. Synchronization Precision
The precision Πi is the maximum difference of any two
clocks of an ensemble at a specific point in time i. The
precision of the ensemble (the synchronization precision) Π
is the maximum of Πi over an interval of interest [15, p. 56].
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E. Algorithm Set for the Synchronization Mechanism Constraints
Different synchronization mechanisms and implementation
strategies for these mechanisms provide different synchronization precisions and clock granularities. The following
algorithm shows how the available slack of a given TDMA
schedule can be distributed between these two parameters of
the synchronization mechanism.
The time that is not utilized in the TDMA schedule is
available as slack Stot (7) and is given by the available
time Ttot and the necessary time that has to be allocated
Tsys . By dividing the total slack by the amount of scheduled
measurements in the system, the slack budget available per
scheduled task Stask (8) can be calculated. This can be used
to cover the time losses due to the synchronization precision
and clock granularity as given by (6).

Figure 3: Loss of measurement time due to synchronization
precision and clock granularity
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Stot = Ttot − Tsys
Stot
Stask = PNsen
i=1 fmeasi
max
Stask ≥ Tloss
(6)
Stask ≥ ∆g + Π

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Therefore, if one of the two parameters is known, the upper
bound for the second parameter can be calculated.
F. Applying the Algorithm Set
Starting with the system configuration as given in Table I
it is possible to find a set of synchronization parameters that
is necessary to execute an interference free TDMA schedule,
and therefore, the necessary implementation strategy for the
synchronization mechanism. This can be done by setting either
the clock granularity or synchronization precision to a fixed
value and applying the algorithms defined in Section IV-E to
find the corresponding upper bound for the other parameter.
The total slack Stot (7) and the available slack per scheduled
task Stask (8) have to be calculated to solve the inequality
(10) for the second synchronization parameter. In case of the
example system, (8) can be simplified as all four sensors share
the same configuration (fmeas ).
Stot = 1 − 0.912 = 88 · 10−3 s
Stot
Stask =
Nsen · fmeas
88 · 10−3
Stask =
= 1.1 · 10−3 s
4 · 20
In case of the example system, the available slack per
scheduled task (measurement) is 1.1 ms. This can be distributed between the synchronization precision and clock granularity.
Variant 1: Fixed Synchronization Precision
If a legacy system is extended by a synchronization mechanism the type of implementation for this mechanism might
be severely constrained. A range for the achievable synchronization precision is given by the type of implementation and
the system characteristic (e.g., processor or network load). If
the synchronization precision for a system has been measured
or estimated it can be used to determine the necessary clock
granularity. A software based IEEE 1588 implementation is
capable of a synchronization precision Π below 1 ms.
for Π = 1 · 10−3 s
∆g ≤ Stask − Π = 1.1 · 10−3 − 1 · 10−3 =
= 0.1 · 10−3 s
∆g ≤ 100 µs
In this case, the clock granularity ∆g has to be at most
100 µs to allow an interference free execution of the TDMA
schedule in the example system.
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Variant 2: Fixed Clock Granularity
Implementing a fine clock granularity might not be feasible
for a system where processor execution time is in high demand.
For example, a ToF sensor needs a high amount of execution
time for processing the frame data. If a software based implementation of IEEE 1588 is used, a fine clock granularity would
add higher processor load to the system. In case of the example
system, a coarse granularity of 500 µs has been chosen to
reduce the additional processor load and the corresponding
upper bound for the second parameter, i.e. the synchronization
precision Π, is calculated.
∆g = 0.5 · 10−3 s
Π ≤ Stask − ∆g = 1.1 · 10−3 − 0.5 · 10−3 =
= 0.6 · 10−3 s
Π ≤ 600 µs
for

A synchronization precision Π of 600 µs can be reasonably
realized by, e.g., a software based IEEE 1588 implementation.
Whereas, a typical NTP implementation can achieve a precision down to a few milliseconds, which would not suffice in
this case.
G. Choosing or Tuning the Synchronization Mechanism Implementation
With the calculated bounds for the synchronization mechanism parameters it is possible to choose the necessary type
and implementation strategy for the system. For example, an
IEEE 1588 clock synchronization has two main implementation strategies. A software and a hardware based implementation. In short, a hardware based approach can deliver
a synchronization precision down to a few nanoseconds and
typically provides a clock granularity of a few nanoseconds.
Whereas a software based approach can deliver a synchronization precision in the range of a few microseconds to a few
milliseconds. A software implementation of the clock typically
provides a clock granularity in the range of 100 µs to 1 ms.
More information regarding these strategies and the achievable
synchronization precisions is given in [16].
V.

S UPERVISOR FOR THE S YNCHRONIZATION P RECISION
By building a TDMA schedule with respect to the clock
synchronization constraints it is possible to supervise the
system by comparing the current precision with the upper
bound used to build the schedule. In the example system
a local supervisor has been implemented on each sensor. A
software version of IEEE 1588 has been implemented with
a clock granularity of 500 µs. The TDMA schedule for the
example system has been built with an upper bound for the
synchronization precision of 600 µs as calculated in variant 2
of Section IV-F.
The synchronization precision Πi is the highest offset
between two sensors in the system at a specific point in time,
as defined in Section IV-B. The local supervisors do not have
access to values that are generated outside the sensor. Thus,
a local supervisor cannot calculate the actual synchronization
precision as access to the offsets of the other sensors is not
available. The local supervisor has access to the offset from
the master (OFM) of the sensor. As shown in Figure 4, the
OFM is symmetric around 0. Thus, it is reasonable to assume
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medium. The measurement results are depicted in Figure 7.
The average synchronization precision is 65 µs and the worst
is 618 µs, which is above the threshold of 600 µs.
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Figure 4: Histogram for the Offset from the Master

that the resulting worst case synchronization precision is two
times the worst case OFM and the upper bound for the OFM
can be set to 12 of the upper bound for the synchronization
precision, i.e. 300 µs. If the OFM rises above this threshold
the sensor supervisor disables the measurements for the sensor
so that it will not interfere with other sensors.
The synchronization mechanism (in this example
IEEE 1588) shares the communication network and the
processor execution time with the sensor measurement.
Therefore, sensor measurements have an impact on the
synchronization mechanism as they need processor time and
communication bandwidth.
Three different scenarios have been applied to the system.
The internally calculated values for the OFM are transmitted
over the communication network and are used offline to
calculate the synchronization precision for the system.
Scenario 1: Minimal System Load
In this scenario, no ToF measurements are executed and
the communication bandwidth and processor execution time
is freely available for the synchronization mechanism. The
synchronization precision over the elapsed time (1 hour) is
depicted in Figure 5 on the left. A histogram for the synchronization precision is depicted on the right. The average synchronization precision is 3.157 µs and the worst is 28.763 µs.
Scenario 2: Medium System Load
In this scenario, the ToF measurements are executed as
given by the system configuration in Section III and the ToF
data of two sensors is transmitted over the communication
medium. This results in additional load both on the network
and the processor side of the system. The measurement results
are depicted in Figure 6. The average synchronization precision
is 40 µs and the worst is 586 µs, which is below the threshold
of 600 µs.
Scenario 3: Full System Load
In this scenario, the ToF measurements are executed as
given by the system configuration in Section III and the ToF
data of all sensors is transmitted over the communication
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Extrapolation of Scenario 2 and 3
The network load for scenario 3 is twice that from scenario
2. The average synchronization precision rose by 61% from
scenario 2 to 3. Additional sensors, and therefore, additional
network load will further deteriorate the synchronization precision. Thus, for a system with more than four sensors, either the
clock granularity would have to be decreased, or the system
slack increased to allow the execution of an interference free
TDMA schedule. For the latter, the measurement parameters,
i.e. the integration time Tint and the frame rate fmeas , would
have to be reduced.
A. Comparison and Limitations
A non-TDMA based method, as presented by [17], shows
a reduction of the impact of interference down to 1.5 % of the
maximum measureable distance for a distributed ToF sensor
system. In comparison, the TDMA based approach, taking
the synchronization mechanism into account as proposed in
Section IV-F, shows a standard deviation of the measurement
results of 0.07 % of the maximum measureable distance. This
is equal to the standard deviation of the measurement of a
single sensor. The TDMA approach without a margin for
the synchronization parameters, and therefore, a head-to-head
scheduling of the sensors, results in a standard deviation of
0.6 %. The worst case scenario for the sensor system is a
measurement of all sensors at the same time. This results in
an erratic distribution of the measured distance values between
1 % and 1000 % of the actual distance.
By applying a TDMA schedule and the supervisor to the
system it is possible to eliminate the interferences between the
sensors, if the following points are accounted for:
• The limits for the precision of the synchronization
mechanism. These have to be determined correctly
(typically offline) to build a valid TDMA schedule by
utilizing the proposed algorithm.
• The accuracy of the online synchronization precision
measurement. This value will be used by the supervisor to check against the previously (offline) defined
limits for the synchronization precision.
It is also necessary to consider how the supervisor has to interact with the system. It can either mark invalid measurements,
or disable measurements if the measured precision deteriorates
over a certain threshold. Thus, it has to be considered if
a missing measurement might actually cause more harm to
a system than a measurement with a certain error due to
interference.
VI. C ONCLUSION
As it has been shown in Section I, various sensor control
methods have been implemented by research groups, ranging
from simple central wired or wireless methods to typical media
access schemes, like CDMA. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods for active sensors have been discussed.
A TDMA scheme provides a control method that is decoupled
from the measurement mechanism of active sensors but needs
a clock synchronization mechanism in the background and a
valid TDMA schedule for operation.
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Figure 5: Scenario 1: Minimum System Load
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In Subsection IV-A, it has been shown that not every
schedule for a distributed sensor system is feasible if the underlying synchronization mechanism is not taken into account.
The imposed synchronization mechanism constraints can be
calculated, and thus, incorporated into the schedule planning to
deliver a valid and executable TDMA schedule for the system.
An algorithm set for this calculation has been proposed in
Subsection IV-E.
This algorithm set can be used to set the bounds of the
constraints of the synchronization mechanism for the system,
especially the synchronization precision. Further, the synchronization precision can be monitored in the system and proper
actions can be set, e.g., disabling task executions until the
precision is below a specified threshold. This is especially
interesting for a system of active sensors, for example, the ToF
sensor system described in Section III, where it is necessary
to eliminate interference of the scheduled measurements. A
simple local supervisor has been implemented in the example
system and measurements of the synchronization precision of
an IEEE 1588 software implementation for different scenarios
have been presented in Section V.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) enable a number
of applications, with monitoring of habitats, office buildings,
or restricted areas most prominent among them. All of these
applications have one thing in common: the need to communicate. However, the nature of the wireless medium results in
quite a few problems. Lossy communication links with transient
faults require acknowledgments, retransmissions, and route repair mechanisms. Tree- or similar structures for data gathering
scenarios lead to increased load closer to the sink, with congestion,
higher buffer space requirements, and energy drain as results.
The second problem is often addressed by aggregation and
reduction schemes. These schemes are bound to fail, however,
when the underlying structure is compromised due to changes
in the connectivity between nodes. Therefore, it is necessary to
focus on the structures first of all. We address the problem of
transient faults by using the inherent fault tolerance of selfstabilizing algorithms when building and using tree- or tiers
(communication-) structures. In this paper we show that selfstabilizing structures are suitable for data gathering scenarios in
WSN by comparison of the connectivity achieved by our selfstabilizing tiers algorithm and the tree algorithm from Dolev
with that of Collection Tree Protocol (CTP), the standard datagathering protocol for TinyOS.
Keywords–Wireless Sensor Networks; Self-Stabilization; Routing Structures

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks have gained a lot of attention
in the research community in the last decade. Application
scenarios include for example monitoring of habitats, intrusion
detection and house control. This strong interest in sensor
networks stems from the fact that they are inexpensive,
autonomous systems that have to adapt to ever changing
conditions. Due to the fact that sensor networks should be
inexpensive, the individual sensor nodes are usually not very
powerful but can cooperate to solve complex tasks. In some
applications, the nodes need to operate autonomously for many
years, because they are deployed in hard to reach areas and
human interaction is restricted to the absolute minimum. The
restrictions imposed by pricing and form factor result in the
need for special protocols, as standard protocols induce too
much (computational, communication or memory) overhead.
Sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries, energy
harvesting is only rarely possible. Therefore, energy is an
important resource and must be conserved as much as possible.
In combination with the price factor, nodes should often be
as cheap as possible, this leads to the usage of transceivers
that require only little energy but can also only transmit over
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short distances. This in turn makes the usage of multi-hop
communication protocols necessary. Radio communication is
always error prone due to the shared medium, collisions and
environmental influences. The fact that most sensor nodes
only feature a cheap transceiver intensifies this problem. To
enable the sensor networks to perform their duties in spite of
these errors, repair mechanisms are included. These usually
encompass forward error correction, acknowledgments, and
retransmissions. However, detecting the errors and storing
messages for retransmission increases memory consumption
(flash and RAM). The amount required can be arbitrarily
large, depending on the number of different kinds of errors
that should be detected and the correction mechanisms. Also,
the error handling code itself might introduce a new source
of errors. To overcome this problem, we propose the usage
of self-stabilization, which describes only the ’good’ states
of the sensor nodes. Any other state is an error state and
needs to be changed. This way, there is no need for the
programmer to examine all possible error-states. We show
that our self-stabilizing protocols are less complex and the
memory consumption is reduced when compared to traditional
protocols.
The most common applications for sensor networks feature
data gathering scenarios, in which all nodes gather their data
and transmit it to a central sink from which a user can retrieve
it. In a multi-hop environment, the nodes need to forward
more messages the closer they are to the sink. This increased
communication load leads to congestion, a higher rate of
collisions and increased RAM consumption on the nodes close
to the sink as they need to store more messages. Also, the
need to communicate more results in a change in duty cycle,
as those nodes need to stay awake longer, which in turn leads
to a higher energy consumption and early node failure.
A common way to deal with this problem is to use aggregation and/or reduction mechanisms on the sensor nodes. Aggregations reduces the number of messages, while reductions
reduce their size. This can be useful even for applications with
long intervals between message generation where congestion
is not a problem, as it also reduces the consumed transmission
energy. In order for the aggregation and reduction to be
effective, the underlying communication structure needs to
operate correctly. Without aggregation and reduction, a lost
message results in a single lost value. With aggregation and
reduction, this could mean the loss of the data from a whole
subnet. In this paper we focus on mechanisms that can be used
to build structures that lie underneath the aggregations and
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reductions. To build and, most of all, sustain these structures,
we rely on self-stabilizing algorithms.
This paper is structured as follows: Related work is presented in Section II, followed by an introduction to selfstabilization in Section III. Our self-stabilizing tiers algorithm
(SelfTIER) and the self-stabilizing tree algorithm from Dolev
[1] (SelfTREE) are discussed in Section IV and evaluated
in comparison with CTP in Section V. We finish with a
conclusion in Section VI.
II. AGGREGATION IN WSN
In literature, several approaches for in-network aggregation
are presented. All have in common that they first establish
a special communication structure and afterward use it for a
certain time. The structure is responsible for deciding which
node needs to aggregate the data from which other nodes and
which path the aggregated data takes on its way to the sink.
Also, the times for aggregations are defined. When a node
wants to forward the aggregated values, it first needs to wait
for all its children to transmit their data. The structure can
also include information about deadlines and whether or not
all messages from children have arrived. Most aggregation
algorithms focus on the error free case and describe the
aggregation itself, without offering too much details about
the underlying structure and its repair mechanisms. In the
following we take a look at three categories of aggregation
structures, namely tree based, cluster based, and multi path.
Others approaches, which fall into neither or multiple of the
categories mentioned above, are also discussed briefly.
A. Tree Based
A tree is the most commonly used routing scheme for
aggregation in sensor networks. The data is routed from source
nodes to a sink node. Intermediate nodes (parent) are able to
collect the data of well defined children and apply a fusion
function before forwarding data to the next hop. Using the
well organized aggregation structure, each node only forwards
one packet per aggregation round, which avoids high network
loads and conserves energy. The drawback is that if one packet
is lost, the data of the whole sub-tree is lost.
An aggregation scheme for monitoring applications is Tiny
AGgregation (TAG) [2]. TAG uses a two phase approach.
First, the sink sends a query message to build an aggregation
tree. All nodes receiving this message adapt their level (the
distance to the sink) and select the sender as parent node.
In the second phase, the collection phase, the tree is used
to aggregate data and forward it to the sink node. TAG uses
a per-hop aggregation approach [3], each parent has to wait
until all children have sent their data before forwarding the
aggregated data. Each round is divided into slots, the number
of slots equals the height of the tree. This way, timeouts can
be calculated, in case a parent does not receive the messages
from all its children. The query message is sent periodically
to recover the tree after dynamic link changes.
There are several other approaches that can be used to build
aggregation trees, which focus on, e.g., energy consumption,
path reliability and/or mobility of nodes [4]-[8].
B. Cluster Based
The second group of schemes are cluster based aggregation
schemes. Like tree based algorithms, cluster based algorithms
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also organize the network in a hierarchical manner. Each
selected cluster head is responsible for aggregating the data
of its cluster members and forwarding it to a sink node.
LEACH [9] is one member of this group. LEACH is
divided into a setup phase to organize the clusters and a steadystate phase to send the data to the sink. The algorithm is
distributed. At first, cluster heads are selected by a probabilistic
approach. After that, the cluster head computes a TDMA (Time
Division Multiple Access) scheme to avoid collisions in its
cluster. Cluster heads send their aggregated data with one
single transmission to the sink.
Other members of this group include COUGAR [10] and
DRINA [11]. They use different mechanisms to elect the
cluster head, to reduce communication overhead or select
nodes by different suitable metrics.
C. Multi Path
The idea of multi path approaches is to increase the
tolerance against link changes by using multiple paths to the
sink node. If a link breaks or one packet is lost because of a
collision, the data can be restored using packets that traveled
an alternative path.
A member of this group is Synopsis Diffusion [12]. Synopsis Diffusion uses a tier structure as the underlying topology,
where each node forwards all messages it receives from nodes
on a higher tier. The advantage of this approach is that data
is forwarded on multiple paths to the sink node but it also
introduces the problem of duplicate sensitive aggregation.
Nodes may receive duplicates of data which may affect the
result of the aggregation. This problem must be solved by
the use of suitable aggregation functions. Nevertheless, this
approach is more appropriate in harsh environments with a
high rate of link breaks and message loss.
D. Other Approaches
Several other approaches exist, whose underlying topologies do not match the previous categories. One Example is the
chain based structure of PEGASIS [13], which is focused on
conserving energy. Another example is the hybrid approach of
Tributaries and Deltas [14], which combines the advantages of
tree- and multi path based schemes.
E. Summary
All schemes have in common that they are divided into a
setup- and a collection phase. Often the underlying algorithm
that is used to establish a structure is exchangeable or can
be extended by additional repair mechanisms to increase
fault tolerance, periodic rebuilds are the most often suggested
approach.
III. S ELF -S TABILIZATION
The concept of self-stabilizing algorithms was first introduced by Dijkstra in his paper “Self-Stabilizing Systems in
Spite of Distributed Control” [15]. He described a network of
several processors having a set of registers. Each processor
has a so called local view, which consist of the registers of its
direct neighbors.
A self-stabilizing algorithm consists of a set of rules in
the form guard → assignment. If the guard predicate of
a rule is resolved to true, the rule is called enabled and
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Figure 2. State of the SelfTIER algorithm

Figure 1. State of the SelfTREE algorithm

the assignment part may be executed. Every processor checks
(locally) whether any of the rules is enabled, based on its local
view. There are two properties necessary for an algorithm to be
self-stabilizing: Convergence and Closure. Convergence means
that the system will reach a defined (stable) state within finite
time, while Closure means the execution of any rule will never
take the system from a stable state to an unstable one.
In wireless sensor networks, each node represents one
of Dijkstra’s processors. The local view of a processor then
corresponds to the information from that node and all its
neighboring nodes, meaning that the state of a node needs
to be communicated. Nodes that receive such a state message
may change their own state due to the execution of rules, based
on the changes in the state of the neighbor. As state changes
propagate through the network, the whole system eventually
reaches a stable state, making the system inherently tolerant
against transient faults. Exchanging the state messages can
make good use of the broadcast character of the medium.
Another advantage of the self-stabilizing approach is that the
algorithm (eventually) turns the system into a stable state from
any given state, meaning that no code for initialization is
required.

are multiple candidates with the minimum distance, the new
parent can be any arbitrary one of them.
A node is in a stable state if it has correct knowledge of
the distance to the sink and a correct parent node. A global
stable state/ stable system state is reached when all nodes are
in a stable state.
When data transmission starts, each node knows its parent
node and addresses its message to that parent. Nodes only
forward messages in which they are listed as next hop.

In the SelfTREE algorithm, the state of a node consists of
the ID of its parent node and its distance from the sink (Listing
1). Please note that both values can start with any arbitrary
value. The state of a node is propagated to its neighbors on a
regular basis, and may result in enabled rules on the receiving
nodes, which might also lead to state changes.

B. SelfTIER
In the SelfTIER algorithm, only the distance to the sink is
required and included in the state of a node (Listing 2). As in
all self-stabilizing algorithms, the state of a node is shared with
direct neighbors on a regular basis and may lead to changes
on the receiving nodes.
The two rules of the SelfTIER algorithm are fairly similar
to those of the SelfTREE algorithm. Rule one is only applied
to the sink and sets its level to 0. The second rule is only
applied to non-sink nodes. Each node checks the levels of its
neighbors and sets its own level to the minimum incremented
by one.
In such a tier based structure, only the distance to the
sink is relevant for routing decisions. When a node receives
a data message, it checks from which tier the message was
transmitted. If the tier is higher, i.e., the distance to the sink
was higher, the message is forwarded. Otherwise, the message
is either from a node on the same level and will be forwarded
on the next lower level, or it is from a node that is closer to the
sink. Either way, it must not be forwarded. This way, all nodes
that are closer to the sink than the transmitting node forward
the message, resulting in multiple redundant paths taken by the
same message. This increases robustness, but also increases
network load and gives rise to a potential problem with
duplicates. Depending on the aggregation/reduction scheme
that is used on top of the tier structure, this can be ignored
(e.g. reduction function: maximum) or must be detected (e.g.
reduction function: add).
The big advantage of the tier based algorithm is its redundancy. If the link between a node and its parent breaks in the
tree structure, data from this node and all its children will be
unavailable until the structure is rebuilt. In the tiers structure,
an arbitrary number of links may break without affecting the
forwarding of messages, as long as there is still at least one
node available in a lower tier for each node.

The first rule of SelfTREE applies only to the sink node.
It sets the parent ID to an invalid value and the level as 0.
The second rule is applied to all non-sink nodes. Based on
the local view, the node checks the distance from the sink of
all its neighbors. If the lowest distance from the sink is lower
then its own distance minus one, a shorter path to the sink
seems to exist. Therefore, the node sets its parent ID to the
node with the minimum distance and its own distance as that
nodes distance incremented by one. Please note that if there

V. E VALUATION
Both self-stabilizing algorithms have been integrated into
the T OLERANCE Z ONE middleware. It provides a neighborhood discovery protocol and chooses bidirectional neighbors
for each node. Also, it takes care of the regular propagation
of a nodes state to its neighbors. To reduce the network load,
the state and neighborhood messages are transmitted together.
The speed with which an algorithm can react to changes in

IV.

S ELF TREE AND S ELF TIER

In this section we describe two self-stabilizing algorithms
for a data gathering scenario. Each node of the sensor network
has a unique identfier. The goal is to build and maintain a
routing topology where all nodes can send their measured
data to one distinct node, i.e., the sink. Of course, nodes that
are separated from the network will not find a route. The
first algorithm builds a minimum spanning tree (SelfTREE)
published by Dolev [1] in 2000. The second algorithm is
our self-stabilizing tiers algorithm (SelfTIER). Both algorithms
consist of only two rules. The first rule of each algorithm is
executed by the node which requested the aggregated data (the
sink). The second rule is run by all other nodes.
A. SelfTREE
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a nodes neighborhood depends on the frequency of message
transmission. As changes may need to propagate through the
whole network, reaching a stable state after a change occurred
may take O(maxLevel) rounds.
The goal of our self-stabilizing algorithms is to increase the
tolerance against transient faults. When a transient fault occurs,
the system is in a non-stable state and the underlying routing
topology must be repaired. In case of self-stabilization, this is
done autonomously, in the other cases we have to reconstruct
or repair our structure.
Stability
In our first evaluation we compared the SelfTIER algorithm
with an ordinary algorithm as proposed in TAG. In the ordinary
approach, the sink periodically floods a beacon packet to establish a valid tier structure. Both algorithms were implemented
in C++ for the R EFLEX operating system [16]. The SelfTIER
algorithm is part of our T OLERANCE Z ONE middleware.
In the first part of the evaluation we measured the stability
of the network. In simulations using the discrete event simulator OMNeT++ [17], we ran both algorithms in a grid topology
with 60, 200, 600, and 1000 nodes. Each second, a snapshot
of the network was taken and the amount of stable nodes was
counted. For the SelfTIER algorithm, a node was counted as
stable if no rule was enabled. In case of the ordinary tier
algorithm, it is counted as stable if it received and forwarded
the beacon. To simulate transient faults we introduced link
breaks. In case of the network consisting of 1000 nodes, one
node lost connections for 30 seconds every second, after this
time the connection was reestablished. The probability of a
fault at a specific node was the same for all simulated network
sizes.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the result of our simulations for
SelfTIER and the ordinary algorithm respectively. As Figure
3 shows, the SelfTIER algorithm reaches nearly 95% stability
for all four different network sizes in spite of the transient
faults, while the ordinary algorithm reaches at most 90%.
In the case of the ordinary algorithm, a link break during
the construction of the structure results in loss of the construction beacon. Then, the corresponding node is not part of
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Figure 4. Structure state over time. Ordinary tiers algorithm with varying
number of nodes (60, 200, 600, 1000).

number of stable nodes

Figure 3. Structure state over time. SelfTIER algorithm with varying number
of nodes (60, 200, 600, 1000).

time in rounds [500ms]
Figure 5. Real world deployment. Structure state over time. SelfTIER
algorithm with varying number of nodes (10,26,50).

the structure until it receives the next beacon. In the case of
the self-stabilizing algorithm, the node automatically rejoins
the tiers structure once the link break is over and the node is
connected to its neighbor(s), again.
After the simulations, we also ran experiments with real
sensor nodes. We used EZ-Chronos 430 sensor nodes from
Texas Instruments and placed them in grids of different sizes
on the ground with a distance of 3 meters between nodes. The
grids always consisted of a square of nodes plus the sink node,
resulting in 10 (3x3 +1), 26 (5x5 +1) and 50 (7x7 +1) nodes
used in the experiments. In real world experiments, inducing
errors is not easy but also not necessary, as the wireless channel
is lossy enough on its own. We measured the stability of
the structures generated by both algorithms, using the same
nodes and the same placement of nodes to keep the results
comparable.
Figures 5 and 6 show the stability of the routing structure
measured for 3 minutes after the (re-)start of the network.
When the two Figures are compared, it can be seen that the
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Figure 6. Real world deployment. Structure state over time. Ordinary tier
algorithm with varying number of nodes (10,26,50).

Connectivity
The second part of our evaluation concerns the quality of
the structure. To achieve good aggregation results, as many
nodes as possible must know a valid route to the sink. In a
data gathering scenario, the data is forwarded hop by hop from
all nodes to the single sink. To evaluate the connectivity of the
routing structure, we use snapshots of the state of the routing
protocol, in addition to the entries in the neighbor tables and
the physical layer. In the simulations using OMNeT++, we use
the current links between the NIC-modules.
As competitor to the self-stabilizing algorithms, we used a
R EFLEX implementation of the standard TinyOS data gathering
protocol CTP.
CTP uses beacons, which are transmitted by each node
regularly, to build a tree structure. After an initial buildup
phase the frequency of beacons is reduced. Instead, the
quality of connections is measured using acknowledgment
messages. To compensate the lack of application messages
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size of the network has a strong influence, especially on the
ordinary algorithm. Both algorithms perform similar in the
network consisting of only ten nodes. SelfTIER can reach a
stable structure for all ten nodes almost immediately but the
ordinary algorithm reaches nine stable nodes after a rebuild
and ten near the end of the three minutes. This could be
compensated by allowing for a certain setup time. However,
the differences increase when the network size is increased.
In the network consisting of 26 nodes, SelfTIER still reaches
95% stability while the ordinary algorithm reaches only about
84%. For the network consisting of 50 nodes it even falls
below 60%, while SelfTIER still reaches nearly 90%. As the
number of additional nodes that are stable does not rise much
for the ordinary algorithm, we expect that there is a certain
threshold, above which adding more nodes to the network
will not increase the number of stable nodes anymore, for the
ordinary algorithm. For the self-stabilizing SelfTIER, however,
adding nodes will delay the point in time when most nodes
are stable, but eventually this point will be reached, making
SelfTIER the algorithm of choice for larger networks.
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and acknowledgments in our simulations, we kept a constant
beacon interval of 500ms, which equals the frequency of status
message transmission for the self-stabilizing algorithms. We
ran OMNeT simulations with up to 226 (15x15 +1) nodes in
a grid topology.
The connectivity achieved by all three algorithms when
link failures are injected can be seen in Figure 7. In this
scenario, one link is disconnected every second, and remains
disconnected for 30 seconds. The Figure is divided according
to the placement of the sink, either at the center of the grid
(left) or at the corner (right). Connectivity is achieved by a
node, if it has a path to the sink (routing table), the next
hop is in its neighbor table and the physical connection to
that neighbor exists. The Figure shows that a placement of
the sink in the middle of the network is better for CTP, which
then reaches about 50% connectivity. For this placement, there
is no big difference between the SelfTREE algorithm from
Dolev and our SelfTIER, both reach nearly 100%. When a sink
placement at the corner is evaluated, the performance of CTP
drops drastically, to roundabout 12%. The results of SelfTREE
are spread a little further, but it still achieves more than 95%
connectivity. The results from SelfTIER stay at nearly 100%
connectivity.
Figure 8 shows the results the three algorithms achieved
for the scenario in which complete node disconnection faults
were injected. Every 5 seconds, a node is disconnected from
the network for 30 seconds. The Figure shows the normalized
result with respect to the physical conditions. A node is
counted as connected, if there is a valid entry for a path from
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the node to the sink in the routing- and neighbor table on
the node, and the used physical links exists. The scenario is
further divided according to the placement of the sink node:
Either at the center of the grid or at the corner. Placing the sink
at the corner naturally doubles path length, compared to the
placement at the center. When the sink is placed at the center
(Figure 8, left side), the median of reached connectivity for
CTP is 50%. Both self-stabilizing algorithms, the SelfTREE
algorithm from Dolev and our SelfTIER algorithm, reach
nearly 100 % connectivity. When the sink is located at the
edge of the network, the performance of CTP and SelfTREE
decrease to 25% and 55% respectively, while SelfTIER still
offers nearly 100% connectivity. This is due to the fact that
SelfTIER used multiple paths to deliver messages. While the
failure of one node results in lost connectivity for a whole
sub-tree in the tree based algorithms, SelfTIER can usually
connect the nodes from lower tiers through different nodes, so
only the node on which the failure occurs is ’lost’.
In summary, it can be said that self-stabilizing algorithms
are a good choice when building structures for aggregation
and/or reduction schemes, with our SelfTIER algorithm outperforming CTP and the SelfTREE algorithm from Dolev when
not only links break, but nodes can also fail completely for a
certain time.

[2]

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed the prerequisites for a
successful aggregation/reduction scheme for data gathering
scenarios in wireless sensor networks, namely a robust underlying communication structure. We have argued that selfstabilizing algorithms should be the method of choice, and
support our claim with simulations and experiments. In the
evaluation we measured stability and connectivity for different
structures and network sizes. We compared two different selfstabilizing algorithms with CTP, the standard protocol for data
gathering scenarios from TinyOS. The results show that there
are performance differences between the two self-stabilizing
algorithms that depend on the error scenario and the network
diameter, but both protocols always perform better than CTP.
Often, self-stabilizing algorithms are criticized for the
higher energy consumption due to the periodic state exchange
between nodes. How these exchanges can be reduced without
sacrificing too much of the advantages of self-stabilization is
currently being evaluated by our group. Sleeping times/duty
cycling and other traditional approaches for energy conservation are being discussed, and first evaluations show promising
results.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present the Modular Monitoring
System (MMS), a low-power wireless architecture dedicated to
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. Our solution
features an easily customizable modular architecture, fulfilling
the needs of many SHM applications. The MMS supports mesh
network topology and offers excellent coverage and reliability,
taking advantage of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) technology.
In this preliminary work we show how the flexibility of our
approach offers great advantages with respect to the current
state-of-the-art systems dedicated to SHM.
Keywords–Wireless Sensor Networks; Structural Health Monitoring; Modular Architecture; Wireless; Low-Power.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Detecting damages to which civil and industrial structures, such as roads, bridges, canals, buildings and aerospace vehicles are subjected, is referred as SHM. It can
prevent collapses and breaks, avoiding permanent damages
to structures, thus simplifying their maintenance. Depending
on application scenarios, SHM requires many different types
of sensors, including pressure sensors, vibrating-wire strain
gauges, inclinometers, crackmeters, etc. Most monitoring systems dedicated to SHM are wired but, deploying a wired
system in a wide area or in a harsh environment, can pose both
economical and practical limitations. For such reasons, WSNs
were proposed as network infrastructure to support SHM,
avoiding prohibitive costs of wired systems and easing the
on-field deployment. Nowadays, SHM supported by WSN is
an active and well-established research field and some wireless
SHM systems are now entering the market. The preliminary
work made in this paper introduces the MMS, a wireless,
low-power, scalable architecture dedicated to SHM. The main
strength point of MMS is its high modularity that allows
easy customization of the platform depending on the number
and the type of sensors required by the specific application
scenario. In addition, MMS fully supports multi-hop wireless
communication paradigm and mesh networks. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section II is dedicated
to both wired and wireless SHM state-of-the-art systems, in
Section III we explain motivations supporting design choices
made during the development of the MMS, while in Section
IV we introduce the features characterizing our system from an
high-level perspective. In Section V, we present the hardware
prototype and the achieved results. Finally, in Section VI, we
give conclusions and directions for the future.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
Nowadays, most SHM systems available on the market,
such as the Geomonitor by Solexperts [1], are wired. However,
deploying those systems can be cumbersome: besides the
installation costs, a detailed deployment plan is required to
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face evolving needs of different construction phases. Moreover,
cables are subjected to accidental cuts and damages and, in
some scenarios, their installation is unfeasible or inappropriate
(e.g., historical buildings). Along with wired systems, some
standalone data loggers dedicated to SHM are commercially
available, among the others: Solexperts SDL [1], Geokon
8002-16-1 [2] and Keller GSM-2 [3]. Those systems are
simpler to install, but they do not allow real-time remote
monitoring and require frequent in-situ access by qualified
personnel to collect data.
The introduction of wireless communications in SHM gives
immediate advantages in terms of easier deployments and
reduced maintenance and personnel costs. However, when
monitoring devices are battery-powered, the employment of
wireless communications is among the most energy demanding
feature that can significantly limit the devices lifetime. Prominent examples of wireless monitoring systems are: National
Instruments Wireless Data Acquisition (WiFi-DAQ) [4] and
MicroStrain’s wireless sensor network [5]. While the former
supports IEEE 802.11 standard, the latter is compliant with
IEEE 802.15.4. Both products adopt a conservative approach
by limiting wireless communication to 1-hop. Supporting
multi-hop wireless communications was investigated in several
research papers in the last decade [6][7][8]. Multi-hop networking provides a number of advantages: scalability (larger
areas can be covered), reliability (failure and multiple routing
paths without single point of failure) and ease of deployments
(the presence of multi-hop relay nodes allows to bypass
obstacles like walls and metal structures). Recently, National
Instruments presented the NI WSN [9]: a multi-hop batterypowered WSN supporting up to 36 nodes configured in a mesh
network and up to 3 years node lifetime.
III. M OTIVATIONS
As seen in the previous section, WSNs are slowly entering
the market of SHM applications. An attempt to develop a
robust solution and to test it in realistic application scenarios
was made in the GENESI Project [10]. The main goal of
this project was to design and implement a “novel generation
of green wireless sensor networks which can be embedded
in buildings and infrastructures at the time of construction
and be able to provide a monitoring and control intelligence
over the whole structure lifetime”. The project involved the
monitoring of a bridge construction site in Fribourg [11] and
the construction of a tunnel for the B1 underground line in
Rome [12], by means of WSNs. The outcomes highlighted
the advantages of WSN technology described in Section II
compared to old monitoring techniques. According to the
application requirements provided by the SHM experts, GENESI nodes can support a number of heterogeneous sensors.
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However, a GENESI node can manage only a single sensor
per type, while there are some applications in which multiple
instances of the same sensor are needed. As an example, in a 3axis deformation analysis, a single wireless node may need to
interface with three instances of a vibrating-wire strain gauge
while to monitor a concrete junction the node may need to
interface a current-loop inclinometer sensor and a resistive
displacement sensor. Other commercial solutions, such as the
NI WSN described in Section II, can handle multiple instances
of the same sensor but can not support different sensor families
simultaneously. In general, we observed that developing a
hardware platform flexible enough to handle a high number
of sensor combinations required by SHM applications is not
practical both in terms of size and costs. In the specific, such
solution would require additional hardware and connectors that
could remain unused during deployments. This brought us to
propose a novel low-power slotted modular system made by a
set of modules connected through an internal communication
bus. This solution features one wireless-capable master module
managing a group of extension modules, each one designed to
interface a specific sensor setup. The flexibility of the proposed
architecture, named MMS, allows to support a vast number
of SHM applications by simply plugging into each node
the required extension modules. Another important advantage
given by MMS is the possibility to easily swap between
wireless technologies by replacing the master module. This
characteristic allows to preserve the required level of wireless
performance in both indoor and outdoor scenarios, further
increasing the flexibility of our system.
IV. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The MMS architecture is based on a master/slave communication abstraction: a master module, provided with radio
capability and responsible for most of computational tasks,
communicates through a low-power shared bus with a maximum of four extension modules (slaves). All modules are
interconnected through a backplane following Figure 1.

uses a communication principle based on Serial Peripheral
Interface (SPI) with dedicated chip-selects, interrupts and
power lines for each extension module. This enables the master
to communicate in an exclusive way with each module, without
spurious wake-up of slave modules not involved in the communication (as opposed to other shared bus communication
interfaces, i.e., the Two-Wire Interface). The drawback of this
approach is a high number of additional lines required, with a
subsequent limited number of supported extension modules.
Please refer to Section IV-D for a solution to this known
limitation.
B. Master Module
The master module is responsible for keeping wireless
connectivity with the WSN and manages extension modules.
When switched on, the master performs a discovery routine
on the low-power shared bus to detect extension modules
and their slot locations. For each discovered module, the
master retrieves its configuration information and computes the
sensing schedule. The master can also update the configuration
depending on the user needs. When asking for sensor data,
the master has different ways to interact with the extension
modules based on power requirements, scheduling and module
type. The typical interaction protocol of the master module
follows the steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Optional: It enables the power line of the extension
module
It pulls down the corresponding chip-select line
It sends a Data Request command with all the required information
Optional: It pulls up the chip-select line and perform
other tasks or goes to sleep
It waits for an interrupt from the module
Optional: It pulls down the chip select line
It sends a Data Read command and retrieves the
response
It pulls up the chip select line
Optional: It disables the power line of the corresponding module

C. Extension Modules

Figure 1. Modular Architecture

The backplane also offers 12 external pins per module to
attach external sensors and a battery plug for different kind of
power supplies.
A. Low-Power Shared Bus
The low-power shared bus was designed to optimize the
energy consumption of the whole system. For this reason, it
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The extension modules provide the hardware interface to
external sensors. Each module communicates over the lowpower shared bus with the master by means of an SPI-capable
microcontroller. They also feature an interrupt pin for chipselect detection and a general-purpose I/O pin to signal the
interrupt to the master. In addition, a power pin allows the
master to power-down the whole extension module. This power
line gives to the system the maximum flexibility in terms of
energy management: the module can be switched off or simply
kept in a sleep state by the master. This choice varies according
to the sampling period, the start-up time and the sleep power
consumption of the extension module. The hardware interface
provided by each module depends on sensors it supports:
it can be fully digital, e.g., to interface RS-232 or RS-485
peripherals, or analog, to connect sensors such as currentloop, vibrating wire strain gauges, resistive etc. Each extension
module can support different kinds of sensor or several sensors
of the same type.
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D. Additional Features
Interlink Bus: As pointed out in Section IV the low-power
shared bus cannot interface more than four extension modules,
which in some rare cases might represent a limitation. To
overcome this issue, we introduced the interlink bus which
enables the MMS to support a virtually unlimited number
of extension modules. In the specific, it connects the master
modules of different MMS creating a tree structure where the
parent MMS acts as master for its children.

Figure 2. Interlink connections

To do so, the parent MMS uses the extension slots to make
a connection through the interlink plugs of its children (see
Figure 2). Hence, the parent sees its children as enhanced
extension modules. This mechanism can be replicated at each
level of the tree to support an unlimited number of sensors.
Each leaf node advertises the connected sensors together with
its identification number to its parent which aggregates the
received information and forwards it to the upper level. This
procedure is iterated until the root MMS is reached. The root
MMS is the only one which manages wireless communications. From a WSN perspective, this makes the whole tree
resulting as a single wireless node.
Extension Module Configuration Advertisement: Thanks
to the discovery procedure performed by the master during
the boot phase, extension modules attached to the backplane
exchange configuration information. Hence, an operator can
add an extension module at any time by just power-cycling
the MMS, without the need of an in-situ reprogramming. This
feature eases the effort required by operators and qualified
personnel. Based on our on-field experience, this functionality
is often required in evolving environments, such as (but not
limited to) SHM scenarios.
V. P RELIMINARY W ORK
A. Prototype development
We developed and assembled the first prototype of the
MMS at the Department of Computer, Control and Management Engineering of the University of Rome ”La Sapienza”.
The prototype includes a master module, a Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) extension module and a backplane. The
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modules are plugged into the backplane by a standard Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) edge connector.
The master module is responsible for radio communication and for managing the extension modules. It is based
on the MagoNode OEM [13], a wireless hardware platform
specifically designed for WSN applications. The MagoNode
is based on the Atmel Atmega128RFA1 (RFA1) System-OnChip micro-controller equipped with 128KB of ROM (Read
Only Memory), 16KB of RAM (Random Access Memory)
and an embedded 2.4Ghz radio transceiver fully compliant
with the 802.15.4 standard. The radio range is extended
through a power efficient RF (Radio Frequency) front-end
which enhances radio performance while keeping the power
consumption low. The main figure in terms of power consumption are: radio transmission 27.7mA @+10dBm, radio
reception 14.5mA and <2µA in sleep. The master module is
equipped with a NOR flash for persistent data storage, three
status leds, a micro-usb plug and an RP-SMA (Reverse Polarity
SubMiniature version A) antenna connector.
The RTD module is the first extension module developed
for the MMS node. It is a hardware interface made for reading
up to four PT-100 or PT-1000 RTD temperature sensors. Two
accurate 24-bit ADCs (Analog-to-Digital converter), together
with a finely tuned filtering circuit, provides sensor readings
in 50ms with a maximum error of ±0,1◦ C. An Atmel 8-bit
AVR micro-controller manages the communication with the
two ADCs and with the master module over the low-power
shared bus. The power consumption is 2µA in sleep and less
than 500nA when powered off.
The backplane hosts the low-power shared bus that connects the master and up to four extension modules through
PCIe connectors (see Figure 3). It provides the interlink bus
header (see Section IV-D) and 12 pins per extension modules to
plug external sensors. The backplane also supplies the system
through different battery types. It supports battery holders for
2xAA, 1xC or 1xD thionyl chloride batteries (3.6V) and an
external power supply for other power sources (3 to 5.5V).

Figure 3. The MMS: master, RTD module, backplane

We developed drivers and firmware for the MMS in compliance with TinyOS [14], an event-driven, open-source operating
system (OS) dedicated to Wireless Sensor Networks. TinyOS
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is designed to cope with typical constraints imposed by WSNs
hardware: low computational capabilities, limited memories
and scarce energy resources.
B. Test Results
During our preliminary tests, we evaluated the MMS energy consumption while performing different activities. The
MMS hardware configuration used during tests consisted of
a master module interconnected through a backplane to an
RTD module, which acquires samples from a temperature
probe simulated by a 100 Ohm resistor. In order to measure
current consumption, the device was powered by a 3.6V
external supply and connected to a Rigol DM3068 digital
multimeter sampling at a 10KHz rate. The prototype was
programmed to wake-up from sleep state, perform a sensor
reading (involving ADC initialization, data conversion and
retrieval), send acquired data over the wireless medium and go
back to sleep. Figure 4 shows the current measurements of the
previously cited activities while in Table I significant current
values corresponding to different MMS states are summarized.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we presented a novel low-power wireless
modular architecture designed for SHM applications. Our
platform, the MMS, takes advantage of a low-power shared
bus connecting slotted extension modules that interact with
a master in a master/slave communication abstraction. The
extension modules, which can be combined as needed, allows
the MMS to face the continuously evolving needs of most
SHM scenarios. Thanks to its peculiar characteristics, the
MMS overcomes commercial state-of-the-art WSN solutions
for SHM, like the NI WSN, which do not offer enough
flexibility to fulfill requirements of many application contexts
in a both cost-effective and efficient way.
The preliminary work done toward the implementation of
this novel architecture consists of the design and the assembly
of a master module, a first RTD extension module and a
interconnection backplane. The master module, based on the
MagoNode platform, makes the MMS a powerful wireless
node fully supporting multi-hop communications. The RTD
module gives low-power readings from up to 4 PT100 or
PT1000 temperature probes with a precision of ±0,1◦ C. In the
near future, we plan the develop several additional extension
modules able to support all kinds of sensors dedicated to
SHM, such as strain wire gauges, crack meters, inclinometers, displacement sensors, etc. Furthermore, additional Master
modules will be designed to support different wireless frequencies (e.g., 433Mhz, 868Mhz, 915Mhz) and certified industrial
wireless protocols like Wireless Hart.
[1]
[2]

Figure 4. MMS Current Consumption
[3]

As expected, Table I shows how the low consumption in
sleep state of both master and RTD modules allows the MMS
to draw a negligible amount of current (4.5µA). Such a low
value would allow the system to last in this state for more than
most batteries self-discharge time. The MMS sleep current can
be further reduced by allowing the Master to power off the
RTD module. This feature, which is irrelevant in this case,
becomes important whenever there is the need to deal with
extension modules with a high sleep current consumption.

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
TABLE I. MMS C URRENT C ONSUMPTION

State
Sleep
Radio TX
Radio LISTEN
Radio RX
Data acquisition

Description
Baseline consumption
Master radio transmitting
Master radio idle listening
Master radio receiving
RTD module ADC conversion

Current (mA)
0.0045
27.7
14.4
16.9
2.8

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

The radio power consumption of the MMS are strictly
related to the MagoNode platform, this is why the same values
measured in [13] are reported in Table I. Finally, the ADC of
the RTD module performs a single conversion in 50ms by
generating two 1mA bias current over the RTD sensor that,
summed with the 800µA power consumption of the chip, gives
an overall consumption of 2.8mA.
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Abstract— This paper introduces an approach how the Sensor
Web Enablement (SWE) framework of the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) will be used in order to build a francolebanese observatory. We present the practical application of
SWE services as a source of real-time observation data and the
associated technical architecture for making the observations
available on the Web to end users near real-time. We discuss
the question of crossing sensor data with other data sources,
e.g., data provided by human observations. We illustrate our
approach with a first use case to monitor the snow weather
stations in Lebanese Mountains.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Lebanon is bordering the eastern Mediterranean Sea (See
Figure. 1). The Mediterranean basin is a priority area and a

leading area for the analysis of environmental data and for
the extrapolation of trends that will allow a better
management of the present and help envisage plausible
scenarios for the future. For this reason, actors of the French
and Lebanese scientific research community wished to
establish a shared observatory between France and Lebanon
called “Observatoire Libano-Français de l’Environnement”,
O-LiFE [1]. The main activity of the observatory is to study
the critical zone around the Mediterranean, of water
resources, biodiversity, natural hazards, and management of
the environment and ultimately the study of land use. To
carry out its mission, the O-LiFE observatory aims to
construct environmental databases of the critical zone in
consideration, create collaborative software tools and
organize, share, sustain and enhance environmental data.
Building such an environmental observatory requires
defining a technical architecture that must be able to store
various types of data and to offer several services. The data
and knowledge being handled are mostly spatial and
collected from sensors and scientists. For this purpose, we
propose an open, standards-based, modular architecture
based on the OGC SWE framework. OGC SWE has indeed
become currently a very useful monitoring technique at
spatial and temporal scale especially after the considerable
improvement in the ICT communication infrastructure.
In this paper, we discuss the challenges for building the
technical architecture and present our first approach. The
next section introduces the framework we propose to use.
Section 3 details our context and the architecture we propose.
Section 4 illustrates this approach with our first use case
dedicated to snow while Section 5 concludes this paper.
II.

Figure 1. Study area in Lebanon’s map of snow weather stations
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OGC SENSOR WEB ENABLEMENT

In this section, we present the main ideas lying in the
standard OGC that is used in most environmental
observatories and that makes it possible to exchange and use
data from such observatories. The OGC is an international,
non-profit, voluntary consensus standards organization
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consisting of more than 500 companies, government
agencies and universities [2]. The goal of the OGC is the
creation and establishment of standards that enable global
infrastructures for delivery and integration of geospatial
content and services and to facilitate the adoption of open,
spatially enabled reference architectures in enterprise
environments worldwide.
Within the last years, the Sensor Web Enablement
(SWE) architecture of the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) has matured into its second generation [3]. The main
goal of this standards framework is the integration of sensors
and sensor data into Spatial Data Infrastructures and thus
makes it possible to use data measured by sensors in a broad
range of applications. Thus, sensor data become an
additional source for geospatial information besides
conventional data types like maps. In addition, the
availability of sensor data offers the possibility to integrate
near real-time measurements with conventional geospatial
data for visualization purposes.
The SWE framework consists of a set of standards
defining data formats for sensor data and metadata, as well
as service interfaces to access sensor data, task sensors or
send and receive alerts based on sensor measurements [4].
III.

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss the similarities and specificities
of the O-Life Observatory and present how the OGC SWE
standards are integrated in the O-Life infrastructure so that
snow real-time data sources becomes available to end users.
A. Similarities and Specificities of the O-Life Observatory
O-LIFE will be built, as a first step, by combining and
sharing data already collected and with direct access to insitu sensors.
A survey has been conducted for O-LiFE supported
research projects showed that there are existing databases
and data but most of these data are dispersed, diverse, not
updated, unpublished, insecure, not shared, and not
accessible to public. Furthermore, in many cases data from
many heterogeneous data sources might need to be compared
and/or combined and different data sources have to be
correlated. Moreover, there are different data sharing policy
within the scientific community that prevents access to data.
Sharing and leveraging data and research resources can avoid
duplication of very expensive and time-consuming efforts,
allowing scientists to spend more time in data analysis than
in data collection and discovery, and enable more people to
benefit from using environmental data. Advanced security
concept is necessary so that only authorized users are able to
insert/query data into the O-LiFE infrastructure.
Hence, it is necessary to develop a standardized system
for collecting data at national level and develop a data
sharing policy resulting in a sustainable database,
interoperable, shared, and regularly updated. This first step
aims subsequently to create an ambitious CircumMediterranean observatory network.

B. Crossing Data
O-LIFE aims to collect and exchange data from various
sources, including sensor and human observations. As
discussed in this paper, sensor data can easily be managed by
the Sensor Web infrastructure. However, in some cases it
may be difficult to manage human observations as such data
do not always have a compatible structure. For instance, the
way data are georeferenced, the type of data (e.g., textual
data) can make it difficult to integrate the data directly as an
input of Sensor Web. For this reason, we envision four
possibilities for crossing data that will be explored in our
work:
1) Transforming non sensor data so as to consider all
data sources as inputs of Sensor Web;
2) Loading non sensor data directly in relational tables
of the PostgreSQL database used to serialize Sensor
Web data;
3) Crossing data thanks to an application within our
infrastructure, thus relying on an application server
to deliver the services;
4) Crossing data outside our platform, this option
being taken by end-users after importing some data
from O-LIFE.
C. Proposed Architecture
We choose to use the provided by 52° North German
initiative for Geospatial Open Source software, ‘Sensor
Observation Service’ (SOS) and ‘Observations and
Measurements’ (O&M) [5]. The SOS is a web service to
query real-time sensor data and sensor data time series and is
part of the Sensor Web framework. A 52° North PostgreSQL
database with a predefined schema by 52°North
implementation of the SOS will be used to store the sensors
data. The PostGIS spatial extension will be included in the
PostgreSQL database. Apache Tomcat will be used as
Servlet container. The proposed architecture is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Proposed architecture for integrating the SOS platform into the
O-LiFE architecture
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The SOS provides an interface for requesting sensor data
sets based on temporal and spatial query parameters. The
responses of the SOS containing the requested data are then
returned using O&M. O&M is a model defining how to link
observed values with all relevant properties (i.e., location,
time, observed parameter, unit of measurement) that are
necessary to interpret them. In the SOS interface, O&M is
used in two operations:
1) GetObservation: O&M is the default output
2) InsertObervation: O&M is used for encoding all
values that shall be inserted into a SOS server
The database server contains environmental data from
different data providers for different thematic and structures.
Sensors data will be hosted on the same server.
Figure 3. Snow weather stations in Laqlouq region, Lebanon

IV.

CASE STUDY: SNOW WEATHER STATIONS

The observatory system is designed to support real-time
monitoring which can collect sensors data. Snow weather
stations will be used as our first use case.
A. Presentation
Lebanon is a real water palace, of which the study of
snow and dynamics coats is instructive for several reasons:
trends, hazards and climate predictability, redistribution of
meltwater and impact on the availability of downstream
water.
The snow weather stations are installed in Lebanon as
part of an agreement for scientific and technical cooperation
for research on snow hydrology project and an observatory
of joint project of the snow in the Mediterranean between
CESBIO, the National Council for Scientific Research in
Lebanon and the Saint Joseph University in Beirut [6].
The three snow weather stations are located in three
different regions (Mzaar, Cedars, Laqlouq) comprising
sensors measuring temperature, snow height, relative
humidity, precipitation, air pressure, wind speed and wind
direction. The outdoor sensors are powered by solar cells as
appears in Figure 3. Sensor observations are sent remotely
via a TCP/IP connection through the Internet to the SOS
server hosted in the O-LiFE observatory datacenter using
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GPRS modem. Users will be able to query snow sensors data
and access animated visualization of spatial-temporal data,
including time series presentation. Table I shows a snapshot
of data generated by the snow weather stations.
B. Expected Results
The proposed approach for in-situ sensor near real-time
data acquisition is supposed to be a first step towards
establishing the SWE framework within O-LiFE
Observatory. The observatory aims to establish a national
Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) for Lebanon ensuring
acquisition, archiving and management of multi-scale
satellite imagery and in-situ datasets for the Lebanese
territory and making it accessible by the scientific
community and by various public actors involved in
environment and management.
Data from in-situ or remote sensing devices form the
basis for analyzing gradual processes, such as snow melting,
water shortages, or increasing drought. In-situ and satellite
measurements are not directly comparable due to their basic
configurations. In-situ sensors provide point based
measurements at ground level whereas satellites observe the
entire atmosphere. The near real time in-situ data could be
used to calibrate and validate remote sensing data and
models. Later, approaches to consolidate remote sensing
data, and in-situ data will be considered to get more accurate
results. This is highly prioritized by the O-LiFE observatory
to make use and share all available source of data.
Nevertheless, a special effort should be made to add
additional in-situ sensors in different research areas and to
include existing in-situ sensors in the country to the
Observatory SDI. Besides, solutions to include mobile
human sensors through mobile applications should be
considered and developed to have vast amount of incoming
georeferenced data and to allocate these data using the SWE
standards.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the possible ways for data
management within O-Life observatory. We discuss the
specificities of this context and we propose an architecture
based on the standards of the Open Geospatial Consortium.
This work is being currently implemented in the framework
of a collaboration between French and Lebanese
organizations. Many perspectives are associated to this first
approach. First, we aim at benchmarking our proposal with
real data collected in the various data sources. Second, we
aim at studying how our architecture can provide valuable
services to scientists both for raw data crossing and
exchanges and for analytical processing. Finally, we aim at
studying how the O-Life data can be shared through Open
Data for better enabling interoperability and linked to other
open resources [7].
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TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF PART A OF THE DATA GENERATED BY THE SNOW WEATHER STATIONS

TimeStamp

AirTemp
(C)

vit_vent
(m/s)

Direction vent
(degree)

Std direction
vent (degree)

Pression
(mbar)

Geonor
(Hz)

Geonor
(mm)

Wind max
(m/s)

2015-04-09
08:00:00
2015-04-09
07:30:00
2015-04-09
07:00:00
2015-04-09
06:30:00
2015-04-09
06:00:00
2015-04-09
05:30:00
2015-04-09
05:00:00
2015-04-09
04:30:00
2015-04-09
04:00:00

8.06

13.49

190.8

12.5

764.1

2090

27.73

24.5

8.34

13.34

187.1

10.66

764.3

2090

27.74

23.81

8.97

14.77

189.8

10.99

764.2

2090

27.72

23.86

9.19

14.24

186.1

11.49

764.2

2090

27.72

24.7

8.67

11.11

187.2

13.52

765

2090

27.74

20.24

9.49

11.18

185.6

10.64

764.9

2090

27.74

22.25

10.21

13.12

183.3

11.19

764.5

2090

27.74

20.78

10.63

13.9

183

11.6

764.5

2090

27.73

26.17

11.36

16.05

188.9

12.64

764.4

2089

27.7

32.19

TimeStamp:date and time of the measured values
AirTemp (C): Air temperature in Celsius
vit_vent (m/s): Wind speed in m/s
Direction vent (degree): Wind direction
Std direction vent (degree): The standard deviation of wind direction
Pression (mbar): Atmospheric pressure in mbar
Geonor (Hz): frequency of vibrating wires in Geonor precipitation gauge
Geonor (mm): accumulation of precipitation in the bucket
Wind max (m/s): Maximum Wind speed
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Abstract—A directional sensor network is composed of many
directional sensor nodes. Unlike conventional omni-directional
sensors that always have an omni-angle of sensing range;
directional sensors may have a limited angle of sensing range
due to technical constraints or cost considerations. Area
coverage is still an essential issue in a directional sensor
network. In this paper, we study the area coverage problem in
directional sensor networks with mobile sensors, which can
move to the correct places to get high coverage. We present
distributed self-deployment schemes of mobile sensors. After
sensors are randomly deployed, each sensor calculates its next
new location to move in order to obtain a better coverage than
previous one. The locations of sensors are adjusted round by
round so that the coverage is gradually improved. Based on the
virtual force of the directional sensors, we design a scheme,
namely Virtual force scheme. Simulation results show the
effectiveness of our scheme in term of the coverage
improvement.

Deploying sensors by aircraft may result in the situation that
the actual landing positions cannot be controlled.
Consequently, the coverage may be inferior to the
application requirements no matter how many sensors are
dropped. In such a situation, it may need to make the mobile
sensors to move to the correct positions for the required
coverage.
5

1
4

3

Keywords-Directioanl sensors; mobile sensors; area coverage.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, wireless sensor networks have received a
lot of attention due to their wide applications in military and
civilian operations, such as fire detection [1], vehicle traffic
monitoring [2], ocean monitoring [3], and battlefield
surveillance [4]. In wireless sensor networks, target coverage
is a fundamental problem and has been studied by many
researchers. Most of the past work is always based on the
assumption of omni-directional sensors that has an omniangle of sensing range. However, there are many kinds of
directional sensors, such as video sensors [5], ultrasonic
sensors [6] and infrared sensors [7]. The omni-directional
sensor node has a circular disk of sensing range. The
directional sensor node has smaller sensing area (sector-like
area) and sensing angle than the omni-directional one.
Compared to isotropic sensors, the coverage region of a
directional sensor is determined by its location and
orientation. This can be illustrated by the example shown in
Figure 1.
Area coverage is a fundamental problem in wireless
sensor networks. Therefore, sensor nodes must be deployed
appropriately to reach an adequate coverage level for the
successful completion of the issued sensing tasks [8][9].
However, in many potential working environments, such as
remote harsh fields, disaster areas, and toxic urban regions,
sensor deployment cannot be performed manually.
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2
Figure 1.

An example of five directional sensors deployed to cover target
region

Most previous research efforts on deploying mobile
sensors are based on the omni-directional sensor networks.
For example, Howard et al. [10] present a distributed,
potential-field-based approach to solve the coverage problem.
In their approach, sensor nodes are treated as virtual particles
that are subject to force, these forces repel the neighboring
sensor nodes from each other and from obstacles. Finally,
sensor nodes will spread from dense to sparse area. The
concept of potential-field was first proposed in the research
of mobile robotic route plan and obstacle avoidance by
Khatib [11]. In [12], Wang et al. present a set of Voronoi
diagram-based schemes to maximize sensing coverage. After
discovering a coverage hole locally, the schemes calculate
new position for each sensor to move at next round. They
use the Voronoi diagram to discover the coverage holes and
design three movement-assisted sensor deployment schemes:
VECtor-based (VEC), VORonoi-based (VOR), and Minimax.
In [13], Lee et al. designs two movement-assisted schemes:
Centroid-based and Dual-Centroid-based. Based on the
Voronoi diagram and centroid (geometric center), the
proposed schemes can be used to improve the sensing
coverage.
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In this paper, we study the problem of coverage by
directional mobile sensor under the random deployment
strategy. We develop a solution that maximizes the sensing
coverage while minimizing the computation time in term of
rounds. Based on the virtual force of directional sensors, we
design a moving algorithm: the Virtual Force scheme.
Simulation results show that our distributed algorithm is
effective in terms of coverage, deployment time, and
movement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce some preliminaries. In Section 3, we state
the problem formally and make some assumptions regarding
the problem. We present our scheme in Section 4. Section 5
shows some simulation results. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 6.
II.

PRELIMINARIES

A. Directional Sensing Model
Compared to an omni-directional sensor which has a
circular disk of sensing range, a directional sensor has
smaller sensing area (sector-like area) and sensing angle.
This can be best illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2,
the sensing region of a directional sensor is a sector denoted
by a 3-tuple (α, β, R), and the sensing region is called sensing
sector. Here R is the sensing radius, α is the sensing angle,
and β is the offset angle.

R
α
β

Directional sensor
Virtual force point

si
Figure 3.

Directional sensor

si

The directional sensing model

B. Virtual Force Point
We assume that there are many virtual force points
around the boundary of sensing sector, as shown in Figure 3.
Without loss of generality, we assume that there are 3m + 1
virtual force points of each sensor, in which there are m
points on the arc, m points on each of the both straight
boundary lines of sensing sector, and sensor point itself. We
denoted the virtual force points of si, as pik, where 1  k  3m
+ 1. As shown in Figure 3, there are total 35 + 1 virtual
force points, in which there are 5 points on the arc and on
both straight boundary lines respectively. Each virtual force
point on sensors can receive a repulsive force from other
sensors.
It should be noticed that, as shown in Figure 4, the more
virtual force points a directional sensor has, the more
repulsive force that exerted on the directional sensor by its
neighboring directional sensors. By applying all of the
repulsive forces from its neighbors, the directional sensor
can be repelled from dense to sparse area.
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Virtual force point

si
sj
(a) Seven virtual force points of a
directional sensor.

Figure 4.

sj
(b) Ten virtual force points of a
directional sensor.

Illustration of two different number of virtual force points

It also should be noticed that, the more virtual force
points a sensor has, the more accurate repulsive force can be
applied. In Figure 4(a), the directional sensor sj has the
overlapped region with directional sensor si, which implies
that sensor si should be repelled by the sensor sj. However,
sensor sj will not exert a repulsive force on si because that
sensor sj does not cover any virtual force point of sensor si.
On the contrary, in Figure 4(b), we can see that sensor sj has
covered one virtual force point of si. Therefore, sensor sj
would exert a repulsive force on si.
III.

Directional sensor

Figure 2.

The virtual force points

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Problem: Randomly deploying N mobile directional
sensors with sensing range Rs and sensing angle α in a given
target sensing region, we are asked to maximize the sensor
coverage with less time.
To address the above problem, we need to make the
following assumptions:
 All directional sensors have the same sensing range
(Rs) and sensing angle α, where
.
Directional sensors within 2Rs of a sensor are called
the sensor’s neighboring nodes.


Directional sensors can move to arbitrary orientation,
but its sensing direction is not rotatable.



Each sensor knows its location information and
determines the locations of its neighboring sensors.



The target region is on a two-dimensional plane with
no obstacle. The boundary of target region can be
regarded as a wall-like obstacle.
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IV.

THE PROPOSED MOVING SCHEME

In order to maximize the sensor coverage, we present a
moving scheme for directional mobile sensors, namely the
Virtual Force scheme.
A. Virtual Force Scheme
The Virtual Force scheme employs the repulsive force
between a directional sensor and each of its neighboring
sensors as a basis of movement. The virtual force occurred
on a directional sensor is basically generated by the repulsive
force between each of its virtual force point and each of its
neighboring sensor. The main idea of virtual force scheme
aims to repelling a sensor node by its neighboring sensors
from dense area to sparse area. We assume that Cij is the set
of virtual force points of si that are covered by its
neighboring sensor sj. When sensors si and sj are overlapped,
they will repel each other by the overlapped region. We
denote repulsive force occurred on sensor si, which is caused
by sensor sj as . Then,
can be obtained as follows. If
sensor sj is located inside the sensing sector of si, sj will act
as a repulsive force from the virtual force point pik to the
sensor sj, in which pik is the virtual force point of si that has
the maximal distance to sj, according to the following
equation:

If sensor sj is outside the sensing sector of si, sj will act as a
repulsive force from sensor sj to the virtual force point pik, in
which pik has the minimal distance to sj, according to the
following equation:

B. Virtual Force Moving algorithm
According to the repulsion model, we can compute the
repulsive forces of each sensor. Then the resultant repulsive
force of each sensor is the direction of the new position that
sensor should move toward. Figure 6 shows an example that
the sensor move toward the direction of the new position
with its resultant repulsive force. After repelling by its
repulsive force, it really can decrease the overlapped region.
Virtual force
point
pi3

pi3

pi1

Figure 6.

pi3
sj

The direction of Virtual
force sj exert on si.
pi3
sj

pi2

si
pi1

si

(a) sj is outside the
sensing sector of si.
Figure 5.

pi2
pi1
(b) sj is inside the
sensing sector of si.

(b) After si
move to new position.

90
85
80
75
70

resultant repulsive force
radius/5
radius/4

65
60
0

1

2

3

4
5
round

6

7
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(a) Coverage (%)
10000
8000
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0
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2

3

resultant repulsive force
radius/5
radius/4
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
round

(b) Moving distance (m)
Figure 7.
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pi2

Illustration of moving direction from resultant repulsive forces

Illustration of repulsion model. sj exert a repulsive force on si
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In order to save energy, we observe that each sensor does
not need to move too far to have better coverage. Thus, in
our proposed moving strategy, we take the resultant
repulsive force as the moving direction and the moving
distance is fixed to radius/5 or radius/4. Figure 7 shows the
effect of our moving strategy. As shown in Figure 7(a), the
coverage of moving longer distance (i.e. repulsive force) is
better than that of moving shorter distance (i.e. radius/5).
However, the total moving distance of using radius/5 is
significantly better than that of using repulsive force, as
shown in Figure 7(b).

Moving distance (m)

Directional
sensor

si

(a) Before si
move to new position.

. In Figure 5(b), sj is inside the sensing sector
of si and pi2 has the maximal distance to sj and
. So,
the repulsive force exert on Si is
.
Virtual force
point

sj

pi2

si

Coverage (%)

Figure 5 illustrates an example of the repulsion model.
From Figure 5(a), we can observe that sj is outside the
sensing sector of si, and pi2 has the minimal distance to sj and
. So, the repulsive force exerts on si is

The moving direction of si.

sj

where pik  Cij and d(pik, sj)
is minimal.

Directional
sensor

Illustration of effect of different moving strategies
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The movement procedure can be stated as follows: First,
the directional sensor determines the direction of movement
by the repulsion model. Then the directional sensor checks if
the overlapped region with neighboring sensors is decreased
by moving to the new destination. If the overlapped region is
decreased, the directional sensor will start to move;
otherwise, it will stay. The above procedure is called the
New-movement-adjustment scheme. Figure 8 illustrates an
example of New-movement-adjustment scheme. Then we
add an oscillation control on the movement. The purpose of
oscillation control is to prevent the sensor from moving back
and forth, as shown in Figure 9.

achieves the maximum number of rounds. The complete
procedure of Virtual Force Moving algorithm is shown in
Figure 11.
Target region

Directional sensor

New position to move

Moving direction
A

A
b1

b1

B

B

b2
b2
(b) Move virtual point A
back to the target region.

(a) Before move-back scheme.
A
b1

A

b1

B

Directional sensor
New position to move

(a)

Figure 8.

B

(b)

Illustration of the new movement-adjustment scheme. (a)
before movement and (b) after movement

b2
(c) Move virtual point B
back to the target region.

(d) After move-back scheme.

Figure 10. Illustration of the move-hack scheme
Directional sensor

New position to move

si

(a) si move toward the new
position.

Figure 9.

si
(b) si do not move toward the
new position.

Illustration of the oscillation control

Furthermore, we proposed a move-back scheme to
prevent sensors move out of the target region. If the virtual
force point of a sensor is out of the target region, sensor
should move to the new position until its virtual force point
is located on the boundary of the target region as shown in
Figure 10. From Figure 10(a), we can see that the virtual
points A and B are outside the target region. So, we should
move these two virtual points into the target region. This can
be done by moving down the sensor with the distance
between the virtual point A and the boundary b1. After the
movement, the virtual point A will be just located on the
boundary of the target region as shown in Figure 10(b).
Furthermore, the virtual point B is also outside the target
region. Thus, the directional sensor will move right with the
distance from B to the boundary b2. After that, the virtual
point B will be also located on the boundary of the target
region as shown in Figure 10(c). In Figure 10(d), the sensing
sector of the directional sensor will be all inside the target
region after moving to the new position. After determining
the new position to move, the directional sensor will execute
the New-movement-adjustment until new position is reached.
Finally, the proposed moving scheme will stop when it
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Virtual Force Moving algorithm
Notations :
VPCovij , VPik,
, FRij : defined before
Ni : the neighbor of sensor Si
: moving vector of Si
Max_Round : pre-defined maximum number of round
Procedure :
(1) Enter discovery phase :
(1.1) set timer to be discovery interval and enter
Moving phase upon timeout
(1.2) broadcast hello after a random time slot
(2) Enter Moving phase :
(2.1) set timer to be discovery interval and enter
discovery phase upon timeout
(2.2) Compute the resultant repulsive force
(2.2.1)
(2.2.2) for each Sj in Ni
If neighbor node is outside the sensing sector
and VPCovij ≠ Ø and VPik VPCovij
FRij =
–
; = + FRij
If neighbor node is inside the sensing sector and
VPCovij ≠ Ø and VPik VPCovij
FRij = –
; = + FRij
(2.2.3) The distance between the new position of
Si and Si is radius/5 by the moving direction
(2.3) do oscillation control
(2.4) do New-movement-adjustment
(2.5) do move-back scheme
(2.6) Done when satisfying stop criteria
Figure 11. Procedure of virtual force moving algorithm
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We utilize a case to illustrate the Virtual Force scheme.
As shown in Figure 12, we have 100 directional sensors
which are randomly deployed in a region of 500×500 m2. For
each directional sensor, the sensing radius is 60 m and the
sensing angle is 90o. In Figure 12(a), the initial coverage rate
is 61.5712 %. After Round 1 (Figure 12(b)) and Round 2
(Figure 12(c)), it can be seen that the coverage ratios are
increased to 71.3436% and 76.2856%, respectively.

V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we simulate and analyze the performance
of Virtual Force scheme from two aspects: coverage and
moving distance. Each simulation is executed 10 times then
gets the average value. The simulation program is written by
C# programming language on .NET platform. We deployed
100 directional sensor of a region of 500×500 m2 in our
simulation. The sensing radius is 60 m, the, the sensing angle
is 90o and the number of virtual force point around the
boundary of sensing sector is 31. Experimental environment
is shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
500×500 m2

Network size
Sensing radius (Rs)

(a) Initial deployment (61.5712%)

60 m

Sensing angle (α)

90o

Number of directional sensors

100

Number of virtual force points

31

The first experiment examines the effect that the number
of rounds makes to the performance of coverage rate of our
proposed approach on different number of virtual force
points. Figure 13 shows the results. In Figure 13, we can see
that the more virtual force point a directional sensor has, the
more target region can be covered. Thus, we set the number
of virtual force points to be 31 in the following experiments.
90

Coverage (%)

85

(b) Round 1 (71.3436%)

80
75
70
65

4

10

5
6
round

7

16

31

60
0

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

Figure 13. Coverage rate vs. number of rounds

(c) Round 2 (76.2856%)

The second experiment evaluates the effect that the
number of rounds makes to the performance of accumulated
coverage rate of our moving algorithm with 31 virtual force
points. Figure 14 shows the results. We can see that our
proposed virtual force scheme can increase the coverage rate
effectively as rounds increase. This is due to that the
directional sensors repel each others from dense to sparse
area. Therefore, as rounds increase, the mobile sensors will
move to the sparse area. As a result, the coverage holes in the
sparse area will be reduced and coverage rate will be
increased.

Figure 12. Illustration of an example of executing first two rounds of
proposed virtual force moving algorithm
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better coverage by this repulsion. Simulation results show
that virtual force scheme will increase the area coverage
round by round, and the moving distance will be increased
when the coverage increases. Specifically, the improvement
can be obtained by our proposed Virtual Force scheme up to
30% coverage rate more than initial random deployment.
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Abstract—In this contribution, a customized wireless sensor
node with onboard acceleration sensor is applied to support
optical motion analysis systems. An integrated signal
processing algorithm to classify interactions between user and
tool is developed for the specific use case of a cordless
screwdriver. Results of the first demonstrator evaluation are
discussed with respect to further development of the sensor
architecture for smart tools.

The sensor information provided here is used to identify the
current work step, sequence and proper execution in order to
provide the user with feedback. On the basis of the results
achieved with the prototypical setup, further developments of
wireless sensors are discussed with respect to the defined
use-case.

Keywords-Human-centered automation; smart tools; wireless
sensors; sustainable manufacturing

Past work has focused on gesture recognition or object
interactions involving the use of either a complex system of
acceleration sensors in combination with RFID sensors
[1][2], a microphone [3][4], a gyroscope and a magnetic field
[5] or a force sensor [6]. Multi-sensor approaches have been
shown to improve recognition performance [7], however,
they require more equipment.
Normally accelerometers have been attached to a part of
the body or the object whose movement is considered as
characteristic for the activity performed [8]. Only the authors
in [9] have a tool mounted accelerometer. More commonly
used was a wrist worn sensor [1][3][4]. However, a
significant disadvantage of attaching the sensors to the body
is that, depending on their size and weight, they can
noticeably limit the freedom of movement.
As diverse as these sensor combinations, a variety of
algorithms have been implemented to detect movement
patterns. A variety of approaches to obtain characteristics of
the acceleration data for classification have been employed.
One option to extract features from the acceleration signal
involves their direct derivation from the time domain of the
signal. This includes common statistic techniques, such as
simple integration methods, mean, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, and eccentricity. Furthermore, some
researchers have analyzed the signal's frequency spectrum to
identify the dominant frequencies. A more recent approach is
the wavelet analysis [8]. Here, the original signal is
decomposed into a series of coefficients, which contain
spectral and temporal information about the original signal.
Based on these coefficients, temporal instances with a
change in the frequency response of the original signal can
be identified [10]. Several researchers have shown that the
extraction of features from the time domain of the signal
allowed classification performances partly >90% [8][11].
Moreover, since for low sampling frequencies, the detection
of time dominant features is superior to the detection of

I.

INTRODUCTION

Despite many efforts to automatize manufacturing
processes, the human worker is still an essential element in
the production line. Humans possess unique skills which
recently no robot or machine tool can imitate. Especially
when it comes to flexible production, such as in mass
customization, employing machines becomes extremely
costly due to the need to frequently reconfigure the
equipment. On the other hand, qualification and education
are essential in order to have flexible workers. Especially
industrialized countries with an ageing workforce fear the
loss of know-how due to the expected retirements of many
experienced workers in the next years. This leaves a lack of
staff able to teach the inexperienced beginner. Instead of
compensating this loss with simple technological
substitution, systems of human centered automation solve
the problem by automatically supporting workers in their
tasks. These systems enhance the workers’ skills, e.g., by
amplifying the force or intuitively teach them.
As a core component of these aids, an intelligent sensor
system is introduced which is able to provide sufficient
information to recognize the actions of the human in order to
react appropriately, e.g., by activating actuators or notifying
the user. Optical systems suit most of these tasks due to their
non-invasive operation principle making bulky equipment to
wear obsolete. However, when interacting with objects, e.g.,
tools, the detection becomes hard due to high variance in
appearance and occluded view. Hence, it is proposed to add
an additional three-axial acceleration sensor directly at the
objects to support the optical systems.
As a dedicated use case for the setup, a teaching system
is chosen, which interactively provides the user with
information about the currently conducted assembly task.
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frequency dominant features [12], we follow a time domain
approach.
For the most human activities, hand movements are
significant. Yet recognizing the relevant ones in a continuous
data stream is difficult. One reason is the hand's high degree
of freedom: the same gesture can be performed in different
ways. In addition, hands are the most active parts of the
body, being constantly in motion even without containing
relevant information [3].
Since optical sensors have their problems with
classifying fast movements [7] and since they are susceptible
to obstruction [4], realizing such a recognition component
only with vision based methods is difficult. Especially in a
workshop, the distinction between man and tool for the
detection of human interactions with tools is problematic.
The implementation of micro system technology (MST)
for the described tasks of sensing allows for innovative
approaches with respect to the described application. The
inclusion of sensor interface, data processing, radio
frequency communication and autonomous power supply
enables numerous tasks that can be added to the already
existing functionalities. Moreover, the high miniaturization
potential of MST solutions supports applications that require
minimum system size and –weight for least interference with
the subordinate technical system and already existing
periphery. Small distributed systems are mainly applied for
the process monitoring of production equipment [13], but
also logistics support with electronic functions beyond RFID
identification are a growing sector. Benefits on sustainability
from employing an increased number of micro system
technology in industrial environments such as manufacturing
are currently addressed within the framework of the
Collaborative Research Center (CRC) 1026, e.g., [14]. A
broader look at the trade-off between benefits and impacts of
the additional micro systems as well as the inclusion of
teaching tools into sustainability assessment will be part of
the ongoing research within CRC1026.
III.

CONDUCTION OF THE STUDY

As physical instantiation of the demonstrator, a threeaxial acceleration sensor with wireless communication
capabilities was attached to a hand-held drilling machine
(Fig.1).

Figure 1. Sensor module attached to drilling machine (right). Pathway of
processing the sensor-data till final decision (left).
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Five typical drilling activities were examined:
•
•
•
•
•

Picking up the drilling machine from a work table,
putting down the drilling machine on a work table,
successively rotating the drilling machine in the
sagittal and frontal plane by 90°,
switching on the drilling machine without contacting
the work piece,
and switching on the drilling machine with
contacting the work piece.

In order to develop algorithms that allow the
identification of movement/acceleration patterns, the referred
activities were recorded five times with short interruptions
between each measurement followed by five continuous
measurements in a row.
IV.

SENSOR HARDWARE AND DATA AQUISITION

The proposed first generation of a sensor node (Tab. II
top) is based on open source hard- and software using
Arduino UNO R3 board with ATmega328 microcontroller, a
customized acceleration sensor layer (ADXL326) and
integrated
Bluetooth
communication
interface
(BLUETOOTH-SHIELD V2.2). With this setup, wireless
communication with a central personal computer is
established to transmit all acceleration data required for the
classification of human interactions. Through a micro-USB
port the Arduino-microcontroller is programmed using
customized firmware, covering all data assessment
(temperature, 3-axes acceleration), ID of the node and the
communication with the Bluetooth interface. Due to the
universal functionality of soft- and hardware of the sensor,
energy demand is still comparatively high with approx.
110mW in active mode when operating continuously. The
applied hardware can therefore be considered as a
demonstrator on primary stage for the evaluation of the
described scenario of a MST equipped drilling machine. The
measurement routine applied is described in the following
sections.
V.

PRE-PROCESSING

In this section, the pre-processing of the raw data stream
is briefly explained. The raw sensor data which is mean
adjusted and smoothed. Since the size of the sliding window
affects the accuracy and delay of classification, it should be
adapted to the characteristic duration of the activities of
interest [4]. In order to identify the time intensive activities
like picking up or putting down the drilling machine, as well
as moments of rest properly, a sliding window with two
window sizes of 0.6 s and 1.2 s and a minimal overlap of 1/fs
is chosen. With the objective to limit the dynamic range of
the acceleration signal to a comparable interval and to
implement a state-independent classification, it is essential to
align the basic level of acceleration for different machine
states on a uniform level. This is realized by a mean
adjustment with a signal's outcoming arithmetic mean of
zero. The acceleration signal is affected by short frequency
signal changes. In order to ensure a reliable detection of
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individual activities, signal smoothing is indispensable. For
this purpose, a moving average filter has been chosen as it
allows efficient computation and quick responses to changes
in the amplitude [13]. Despite its simplicity, the moving
average filter is optimal for reducing random noise while
retaining a sharp step response. On the downside, it allows
inacceptable frequency separation [16]. The size of the
window in the averaging process has been chosen according
to the recommendations in [13]. For fast movements, the
recommended time frame ranges from 25 ms to 50 ms, for
slow movements, time frames from 100 ms to 200 ms are
recommended. Since the activities considered in this work
include both – fast and slow movement patterns, an
empirical based time frame of 160 ms has been chosen.
VI.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

While the selection of features is a critical task for a good
recognition performance [4], this paper does not focus on the
search for the best possible features. Rather, the goal is to
develop an algorithm which leads to an acceptable
recognition performance for the underlying problem using
low computational effort. One of the main challenges of the
pattern recognition task is to distinguish between relevant
and non-relevant activities [4]. Characteristic features which
allow such discrimination are essential for the classification
task. Irrelevant data should be discarded at the same time
[17][18]. To do so, the short window activity is quantified by
the empirical activity measure (Act) described in [19]. The
faster the movement, the greater the change in the
acceleration signal is. Act uses these changes of the
acceleration vector to detect the sensor's movement
represented by a single indicator. While in a static state of
approximately zero, the empirical activity of the sensor
increases when the sensor is moved. By combining the
acceleration of all sensor axes to create one single indicator,
movements and non-movements can be distinguished, even
if the acceleration changes along one axis. If Act does not
meet an empirically determined threshold, the window is
classified as non-relevant. Otherwise, the activity is
considered relevant and will be examined more in detail.
The goal of implementing a minimum activity criterion is
to separate relevant from random, non-relevant information
of the acceleration signal. But separation turned out to be
difficult, since many diverse movements of the drilling
machine exceed the minimum activity threshold, although
this information is non-relevant. A comparison of the
empirical activity measures of high-frequency and lowfrequency ranges of the acceleration signal turned out to be
the solution to this problem. It utilizes the circumstance that
human movements are characterized by low frequencies [8],
fast machine movements by high frequencies. The separation
of high and low frequency signal components is carried out
by computing the deviation between the smoothed and the
original signal.
A. Picking up/ Putting down
If, at the beginning of a machining sequence, the machine
is in an upright position, the smoothed vertical component of
the acceleration signal is checked for a characteristic pattern
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for picking the drilling machine up (Fig. 2). A simple
template matching algorithm consisting of a successively
scaled sine-function-section turned out to be sufficient for
detecting the picking up. As comparison criteria, the
maximum and the mean absolute deviation between the
smoothed signal and the sine-function are used. For not
having to apply the procedure to each data-point within the
considered window, the moving standard deviation of the
vertical signal component is examined for whether it exceeds
a sequence of empirical thresholds. If the picking up of the
drilling machine has already been recognized and if the
machine is in an upright position, a template matching
algorithm is carried out to recognize whether the drilling
machine is put down. Except a customized template, this
procedure corresponds to that of picking the drilling machine
up.

Figure 2. Example signals for activity ‘Picking up’ (top) and ‘Putting
down’ (bottom).

B. Rotating the drilling machine
To determine whether the drilling machine was rotated in
the sagittal or frontal plane, the mean acceleration along all
sensor axes in a short time window were calculated and
compared with their previous results. If there was an
acceleration change of at least ± 0.5 g, activities in the
current window were classified as rotating the drilling
machine.

Figure 3. Example signal for activity ‘Rotate’.
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C. Switching on the drilling machine
If the previously described activities have not been
recognized, the signal is analyzed for patterns of drilling
movements. The distinction between switching the drilling
machine on with and without contact to the work piece is
decided via the sensor's horizontal acceleration (Fig. 3). If
the drilling machine is switched on with contact to the work
piece, low-frequency resonances at high amplitudes along
the horizontal axis are observed. This discrepancy is
quantified by the empirical activity measure, isolated applied
on the horizontal axis.

Figure 4. Example signals for activity ‘Switch on without contact’ (left)
and ‘Switch on with contact’ (right).

VII. CLASSIFICATION AND POST PROCESSING
Although there are a number of classifiers for pattern
recognition, to make the classification as understandable and
as easily extendable as possible, a simple decision tree has
been chosen for classification. A simple decision tree allows
a classification of user activities in real time [20] and
provides, in terms of movement detection, a good
compromise between accuracy and computation time
[21][1].
In the first step, the current window of the acceleration
signal is analyzed for patterns indicating ‘rotation of the
drilling machine’. This action can potentially generate an
empirical activity higher or less the minimum empirical
activity. If this is not the case, there is no relevant
information in the observed window. If it exceeds, the
drilling machine's position in relation to the vertical axis is
identified. If the drilling machine has not yet been picked up
from the worktable, the current window is analyzed for
typical acceleration patterns for picking up the drilling
machine.
In the next step, if the direction of gravitational force is in
alignment with the vertical axis and if the drilling machine is
already picked up from the working table, the current
window is analyzed for patterns of putting the machine
down. With sufficient match, the section is assigned
accordingly. If there is no match, a comparison of the
empirical activity measures of the high- and low-frequency
ranges of the acceleration signal is carried out to determine
whether there was movement in the window or the drilling
machine has been switched on. In a predominance of the
high-frequency activity, there is, depending on the empirical
activity of the horizontal axis, a switched on drilling machine
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with or without contacting the work piece in the observed
window.
A subsequent post-processing of the classification results
on the basis of empiricism and context knowledge has been
indispensable. For this purpose, the classification results of a
series of multiple windows are linked adequately to a unitary
class.
A. False positive detection of putting down
The false positive detection of putting down the drilling
machine is based on the assumption that it indicates the end
of a machining process. After that there should be no action
until the machine is picked up again. If a signal section has
been wrongly assigned to ‘putting down’, and within a
certain time period another empirical minimum activity
threshold exceeding acceleration has taken place, the falsepositive detection corrects the wrong ‘putting down’
classification result to ‘movement’. The threshold is based
on the obtained training data and has been determined by the
empirical activity that delimits the hand held from the down
put drilling machine. The reason for the wrong assignment is
the similarity of the acceleration pattern of ‘movement’ and
‘putting down’.
B. False negative detection of putting down
Depending on the user and surface, there is a large
variety of corresponding acceleration patterns for ‘putting
down’ movement of the tool. Since a correct assignment of
these patterns is difficult with the developed algorithm, it is
necessary to correct the classification result in case the
‘putting down’ of the drilling machine has not been
recognized. Similarly to the false positive detection, the false
negative detection is based on the assumption that ‘putting
down’ indicates the end of a machining process, with no
subsequent changes in the acceleration signal. Hence, if
‘putting down’ has not been detected, and if the empirical
activity is not exceeding the threshold mentioned before for
several time windows, the prior detected activity must have
been ‘putting down’.
C. Minimum length for drilling
To avoid a false recognition of ‘rotating the drilling
machine’ instead of ‘drilling’, an empirical based minimum
duration for drilling is used.
D. Putting down priority and majority rule
Due to the similarity of the characteristics occurring
during ‘putting down’ with those of moving or switching the
drilling machine on, short sequences of nearby windows
occur in which an assigned ‘putting down’ is confused with
another activity. In such cases, the putting down priority
assigns ‘putting down’ to the entire window sequence. In
sequences of nearby windows with different assignments to
‘movement’ or ‘switching’ the drilling machine with or
without work piece contact, the majority rule assigns the
entire sequence to the activity most frequently encountered
in the sequence.
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VIII. EVALUATION
The performance of the classification algorithm has been
evaluated by determining classification accuracy (percentage
of correctly classified test data). Test data from three male
and one female operator have been analyzed. Three operators
are right-handed. One is left-handed. Each canditate
performed a predetermined sequence of following activities:
• picking up the drilling machine from a work table,
• four times of switching the drilling machine on
without contacting the workpiece, each in a varied
state,
• four times of switching the drilling machine on with
contacting the workpiece, each in a varied state,
• putting down the drilling machine on a work table.
Tab. I shows the recognition results in an aggregated
confusion matrix. For a sampling frequency of 82 Hz with an
overall performance of 96 %, 100 % recognition accuracy
has been achieved for ‘picking up’, ‘putting down’ and
‘rotating’. Since all these activities have similar
characteristics, the only confusion was at distinguishing
‘switching the drilling machine on’ and ‘with or without
contact to the work piece’. However, accuracies of 89% and
91% respectively could still be achieved.

Accuracy (%)

0

0

0

40

Picking up

100,00

0

400

0

0

0

0

400

Rotating

100,00

0

0

145

7

1

7

160

Switching
on
(no
contact)

90,63

0

0

13

143

0

4

160

Switching
on
(contact)

89,38

0

0

0

0

40

0

40

Putting
down

100,00

40

400

158

150

41

11

800

Total

96,00

Rotating

Class

0

Total

0

Movement

40

Picking up

Switching on
(contact)

Putting down

RECONGNITION ACCURACY OF THE IMPLEMENTED
ALGORITHM FOR SELECTED MOVEMENTS
Switching on
(no contact)

TABLE I.

Recognition accuracy was then evaluated for different
sampling frequencies between 1 Hz to 82 Hz. It could be
shown, that for sampling rates below 12 Hz recognition of
movement patterns was not successful (Fig. 4).
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Figure 5. Recognition of movement patterns

However, when sampling rates increase above 12 Hz,
movements of ‘putting down’ and ‘rotating’ have been
correctly assigned with an accuracy larger than 93 % for
‘picking up’ - Since the high frequency ranges of the
acceleration signal gets lost with a decreasing sampling rate
[12], the recognition performance for switching the drilling
machine on with or without work piece-contact decreases. At
lower sampling rates these have been wrongly identified as
simple ‘movements’.
IX.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, an algorithm for the identification of
acceleration patterns occurring during human interactions
with drilling machines has been presented. Five
characteristic drilling activities have been examined in a
mock up workshop scenario. Data have been gathered from a
single tool-mounted three axis acceleration sensor.
With a suitable combination of techniques of
preprocessing of the acceleration signal, feature extraction
from the time domain of the signal, classification and postprocessing, high classification accuracies have been
achieved. At a sampling frequency of 82 Hz, the algorithm
performs with an overall accuracy of 96 %, with an accuracy
of 100 % for picking up; putting down and rotating the
drilling machine. For patterns such as ‘putting down’ even
further opportunities arise with respect to the realization of
low-power sensor systems with reduced sampling rates.
The presented sensor functionalities are currently
implemented in advanced MST setups focusing on size
reduction and minimized power demand (Tab. II).
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[6]
TABLE II.

FURTHER GENERATIONS OF MST STRUCTRES REDUCING

[7]

SIZE AND POWER DEMAND

V1 - Arduino based sensor node with custom layers
Purpose: Functional demonstrator for further
specification of MT requirements
Function: Low resolution temperature sensing,
acceleration, ID, communication (Bluetooth)
Technology:
Commercial
sensor
platform,
customised sensor layers
Power consump.: 110mW in active mode;
continuous operation

[8]

V2 – Custom sensor node with optimized circuitry
Purpose: Evaluation of design approach, debugging,
circuitry optimization
Function: Precision temperature sensing, 3D
acceleration, orientation (compass), identification,
optical indication of active status, RFcommunication (2,4GHz IEEE 802.15.4)
Technology: PCB, 4-Layer, one-sided SMD
assembly
Power consump.: 58mW in active mode, 30µW in
advanced deep sleep mode; Net power consumption
100µW-500µW depending on duty cycle

[11]

V3 – Mini. sensor using advanced packaging tech.
Purpose: Demo. of miniaturisation potentials
Technology: Size-optimized routing; embedded
active and passive devices, bare-Die assembly
Function & Power consump.: as V2

[14]

[9]

[10]

[12]

[13]
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Abstract—Interpreting and quantifying the confidence granted
to signals transmitted and received in a sensor network is likely
to be called into question by various factors. On an architectural
plan, first of all, the nature of the networks or the distance
between sensors can induce risk of false alarm or non-detection
by misinterpretation of the analyzed signals. External factors
related to stresses induced by the environment are also potential
sources of measurement errors. Finally, despite the maturity of
techniques, internal influence factors related to the accuracy or
reliability sensors may also, at a more basic level, impact the
confidence placed in the test or the performed diagnosis. A
system-embedded intelligence is then necessary to compare the
information received for the purpose of decision aiding based on
margin of errors converted in confidence intervals. In this
paper, we present three complementary approaches to quantify
the interpretation of signals exchanged in a network of sensors
in the presence of uncertainty.

Ambiguity represents the fact that a same information
can have several interpretations. It is therefore linked
to the formalism of information representation which
is not always clear and shared by all the
stakeholders. This type of imperfection is very
common and is often a source of misinterpretation. It
can be avoided when formalizing the representation.
 Granularity
of information characterizes the
difficulties that appear when two very close values
have to be distinguished.
A decision requires integrating this imperfection to justify
the actions that will be undertaken. In the field of sensor
networks, decisions must be taken at every moment with
respect to signals individually emitted by each sensor or
regarding the signals received and compiled by a centralized
basis. Taking into account imperfect data allows the decision
maker to legitimate its choices since he will have at its
disposal additional knowledge associating the data with an
interval of confidence and a margin of error.
In the following are presented two distinct approaches
based on Bayesian Networks (Section II) and Belief Functions
(Section III) for integrating and propagating imperfect data in
a network of sensors. In Section IV, it is shown how both
techniques can be combined and reinforced each other within
the same tool, namely evidential networks. Finally, in Section
V, a comparative view of the different techniques is presented
to show their respective conditions of use.

Keywords: Sensor networks; Uncertainty;
techniques; Belief functions; Evidential networks.

Bayesian

I.
INTRODUCTION
Within the field of science and engineering, data
imperfection requires the use of tools to define mechanisms
for reasoning with partial knowledge and uncertain
information. In [1], several types of imperfections are
discerned:
 Incompleteness and vagueness are used to qualify the
status of a data. It is said to be incomplete if it is
impossible for the source to provide information
regarding all or part of the aspects of a
problem. Vagueness is a form of incompleteness for
when the source provides an imprecise data, the
resulting information is necessarily incomplete.
 Uncertainty applies when the source is unable to
distinguish the veracity of a piece of information (that
is to say whether the information is true or false). It
therefore characterizes the extent of information
compliance compared to reality. It is possible to
distinguish two kinds of uncertainty. Random
uncertainty is induced by the variability of an entity in
a population and is the outcome of random
experiments. This type of uncertainty cannot be
reduced since it is the result of chance. Epistemic
uncertainty is due to the lack of knowledge and
therefore relates to the concept of incompleteness.
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II.

BAYESIAN N ETWORK APPROACH

Bayesian Networks are graphic models designed to formalize
knowledge with the purpose of reasoning about a problem.
A. Principles
Bayes theorem is central in the mechanism of inference in
Bayesian Networks. It makes the link between a series of
hypotheses, characterized by probabilities of occurrence, and
a series of observations representing the actual state of the
system. From the Bayes theorem, it is possible to implement
two types of reasoning:
 Diagnosis, or reasoning by backward inference, which
allows, in the set of assumptions made, the
identification of the probable cause of a given result,
 Prognosis, or reasoning by forward inference, which
enables the estimation of the occurrence probability of
an evidence with respect to the formulated assumptions.
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From a mathematical point of view, the space of
hypothesis
= { , … , , … } and observations Ω =
{ , … , , … } are defined. To represent the link between
observations and assumptions, the probability theory allows
the use of a conditional probability distribution based on each
verified hypothesis. This distribution can be noted (. | ).
Whether there is a knowledge regarding the values of the
hypothesis ∈ , it is then represented in the form of a
conditional probability distribution across the observation Ω,
( | ) , which characterizes the likelihood of
noted
observation
knowing hypothesis . Bayes theorem can
then be used to provide a reasoning forward inference to
determine the most probable cause associated with this
evidence by calculating the a posteriori probability
distribution (. | ).
( )× ( | )
( | )=



∑
( )× (
)
∈

|

When the probability distribution (. | ) is known (i.e.,
the probability of occurrence of an observation given each
hypothesis) and a hypothesis ( ) is assumed, Bayes
theorem allows the implementation of reasoning backward
inference to estimate the effect of a hypothesis on an evidence
( ) . By calculating the probability distribution on the
evidence it is then possible to predict the most likely one:
( ) = ∑ ∈ ( ) × ( | )


Bayesian Networks are used to formalize knowledge in the
form of a causal graph associated with a probability space.
They are acyclic directed graphs where knowledge is
represented by variables. Each node of the graph corresponds
to a variable and arcs represent the probabilistic dependencies
between these variables. Formally, a Bayesian network is
defined by [2]:
 a graph-oriented without circuit, noted
= ( , ℰ) ,
with , the set of nodes of , and ℰ, the set of arcs of
,
 a finite probability space (Ω, , ), where Ω is the
universe, i.e., the set of all the elements considered in
the problem, is a σ-algebra on Ω and is a measure
on Ω such that (Ω) = 1,
 a set of random variables defined on (Ω, , ) ,
corresponding to each node of the graph, such that the
set of probabilities associated with these variables
defines the distribution of probabilities attached to the
network:
( , ,…, ) = ∏

| ( ) 

( ), the parent set (also called predecessors or
with
causes) of in graph . There are two types of probability
tables in Bayesian Networks [2]. Tables of prior probabilities
(table II.2) characterizes the chances that the variable
without any parent is in state . Tables of conditional
probabilities (table II.2) establish the chances that a variable
is in state based on the state of his parents.
Inference in a Bayesian network consists in propagating
information in the network. Indeed, a model using this
formalism is generally not intended to be a static
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representation of knowledge. Beyond the a priori reasoning,
evidences may be introduced to update the observed situation
and to insert into the model the changes enabling the
refinement of the results [3]. This new knowledge, takes the
form of a so-called elementary information, denoted ℐ ,
relative to a particular node. There are two types of basic
information. The deterministic information allows
instantiating a variable, which is affecting it a precise value,
( = |ℐ) = 1 ). The imprecise information
(i.e.,
modifies the distribution of probability of the variable, either
by excluding a value of the universe of the variable
( ( = |ℐ) = 0) or, more usually, by changing the law
( ( = |ℐ) ≠ ( = )).
B. Case Study
The growing need of wiring in avionics, automotive,
telecommunications, nuclear plants, buildings, etc., has
caused the increase of cable length moving from 200m up to
4km in a modern car. The type of a cable (coaxial, twisted
pair, optic fiber, etc.) depends on the nature of the
propagating signal (data and energy) into network, the
corresponding voltage level and the environment (noise,
temperature, vibration, etc.) in which the cable is
implemented. One day or another, a cable will show signs of
damage involving the appearance of faults (short and open
circuit, aging, etc.). These faults can be a consequence of
environmental stress (heat, moisture, chafes, etc.) and a cause
of dramatic mishaps such as TWA ﬂight 800 in 1996.
Therefore, a wiring diagnosis system is needed to detect and
locate faults as early as possible. Reﬂectometry is a suitable
diagnosis technique as it requires a single access point to
inject a test signal into the cable network. During its
propagation, a part of its energy is reﬂected back to the access
point at each impedance discontinuity (fault, junction, etc.).
Then, the analysis of the reﬂected signals, commonly called
“Reﬂectogram”, permits to characterize this discontinuity. In
the literature, several reﬂectometry methods are proposed
depending on the studied domain and the type of the used test
signal [4]. Although standard reﬂectometry has proven its
eﬃciency in wire fault detection, it suﬀers from ambiguity
problems related to fault location in branched networks. As a
solution, a distributed diagnosis strategy is proposed [5].
It consists in using multiple diagnosis systems, called
“reﬂectometer”, to make reﬂectometry measurements at
many extremities of the cable network. Here, the major
problematic involves the diagnosis system reliability, number
and location, signal processing, resource allocation,
communication protocol, etc. Based on the uncertainty
regarding diagnosis system failure, measurement precision
and fault location, the use of Bayesian networks is motivated
by the combination of deterministic and stochastic behaviors
of such systems of diagnosis [4].
Figure 2 shows the computed reflectogram for the
branched network of Figure 1 with an open circuit fault at a
distance of 25m from the injection point. Only one
reflectometer is placed at the extremity of L1 to diagnose the
whole network. The reflectometer and the network are
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III.

Figure 1: Fault location ambiguity in a branched network

Figure 2 : Obtained Reﬂectogram using TDR method

considered unmatched, explaining the first positive peak on
the reflectogram. The end of lines are also unmatched. Here,
the detected fault on L3 cannot be distinguished from the
same fault on L2. It is then possible to add another
reﬂectometer at the end of line L. Although, the ambiguity
problem is resolved for the fault on branch L, it remains
inevitable if another fault appears on the branch L. So,
another reﬂectometer should be added to overcome this
ambiguity, which increases the diagnosis cost (number of
reﬂectometers) [6]. As a solution, we proposed to introduce
the cable life proﬁle aiming to cancel the fault location
ambiguity problem with a low cost. Considering the
uncertainty regarding faults location, measurement precision
and reﬂectometer reliability, the use of Bayesian Networks
appeared to be appropriate to combine these deterministic
and stochastic behaviors [7].
The proposed strategy includes two steps: (1) local
diagnosis based on BNs, (2) global diagnosis for the whole
network to locate the detected fault(s) [8]. In local diagnosis,
each reﬂectometer introduces the cable life proﬁle to
calculate the conditional probability of the presence of the
fault on each branch. Then, the obtained results for each
reﬂectometer are integrated into a global BN to locate the
fault in the whole network. Simulation results prove the
eﬃciency of the proposed strategy to cancel or mitigate the
ambiguity for fault location in a branched network with
respect to the reﬂectometer reliability.
Since this is not the main purpose of the paper, please refer
to [6] for more details on the procedures.
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TRANSFERABLE BELIEF MODEL APPROACH

Based on the work of Dempster [9] generalizing the theory
of probabilities by using probability intervals, the belief
function theory was developed by Shafer [10] to provide a
general framework for the representation of uncertainties.
A. Principles
This combined approach is commonly referred to as the
Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST). It is used to represent
information based on the belief or the state of knowledge of
an entity (person, sensor, etc.) and provides a very rich
mathematical framework for:
 the characterization of partial knowledge (including
total ignorance)
 the fusion of information from various homogeneous
or heterogeneous sources
 the modelling of uncertainty (random and epistemic)
related to the state of a system
 the assessment of the degree of confidence associated
with a result
The theory of belief is particularly well suited to the
representation of different forms of uncertainty. It allows the
modelling of problems where the lack of information
prevents the reasonable use of probability theory. Belief
techniques are used in many fields (decision, data analysis,
classification, diagnosis, multi-sensor perception, image
processing, etc.) for the very varied tasks such as pattern
recognition, likelihood analysis or information merging.
This formalism evolved and saw the emergence of a
second approach, developed by Smets in [11]. This approach,
called Transferable Belief Model (TBM) is a subjectivist
interpretation of the theory of belief functions and allows the
analyst to overcome the notion of probability. The TBM
approach introduces a decision-making level (also called
pignistic level) that irreversibly transforms beliefs (nonprobabilistic expression) in a probability-based consistent
form to facilitate decision making.
The TBM approach enables the representation of
imperfect knowledge from multiple sources [11]. It is based
on the assumption that reasoning in uncertainty (credal level)
and decision-making (pignistic level) are two cognitive tasks
of different kinds:
 The credal level corresponds to the representation and
manipulation of the belief statements (without using
for example equiprobable distribution.
 The pignistic level makes possible the decisionmaking by transforming the subjective measures of
non-probabilistic beliefs into a measure of probability.
This transformation which allows the consideration of
risk or bet notions, intervenes only at the time of the
decision-making and does not alter the credal level.
Modelling a problem using belief functions, requires to
determine the value of the variable ω, which represents the
system states. The frame of discernment (FoD) represents all
possible n values (or hypothesis) for the variable ω and is
denoted by Ω.
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Ω = { , , … , , … , } = ⋃ { }

The definition of the belief mass function, denoted
,
allows the translation of an observation provided by an agent
on the power set of Ω (denoted 2 ). The power set
corresponds to all the subsets that can be formed from the
assumptions and the unions of assumptions of Ω.
Consequently, the belief mass function is defined as:
∶ 2
→ [0, 1]


( )
↦
ℎ 2 = ∅, {

}, {

}, {

,

}, {

}, {

,

}, {

,

}, … , {

,…,

}

( ) stands for the identification of a
Notation
source S which provides information on proposal A. The
basic belief assignment (bba) is the set of belief masses on
the proposition A ⊆ Ω that satisfies:
∑ ⊆
( ) = 1


A bba can be transformed to highlight information and to
improve the dynamic aspects of TBM, including the fusion
( ))
rules. The credibility measure or belief (denoted
symbolizes the minimal belief in a hypothesis A. It is the part
of belief speciﬁcally attributed to A (without the part
corresponding to the empty set). The plausibility measure
( ) ) represents the maximal belief in a
(denoted
hypothesis A. It is the sum of all the masses for A. Both
measures are defined as:
( ) = ∑∅ ⊆
( ), ∀ ⊆ Ω

( )=∑ ⋂ ∅
( ), ∀ ⊆ Ω

The transformation from credal level to pignistic level is
called pignistic transformation [11]. This non-reversible
transformation aims to reduce the bba in a probability
distribution so as to be compatible with decision theory.
Hence, the mass of proposal A is distributed using
equiprobability on the singletons of the FoD, Ω, i.e., on the
hypotheses related to A. Therefore, this probability
distribution, denoted BetP, can be obtained as:
{ }∶ Ω ⟶
[0, 1]



{ }( )
⟼
With regard to decision-making itself, it is to select the
singleton
of the FoD Ω having the highest pignistic
probability to maximize the chances that the hypothesis
symbolized by represents the actual state of the system (or
the smallest, if for instance, the goal is to minimize the
probability of occurrence of an event). It is therefore to
maximize the expected utility in order to rationalize the
decision. From a mathematical standpoint, this decision can
be expressed by:
=

{

}(

)



B. Case Study
An example of an illustration of the concept of belief
functions applied to sensor networks can be found in [12].
The author of the work deals with the area of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) based especially on infrared or ultrasonic
techniques. These networks are made up of smaller
equipment whose number varies from hundreds to hundreds
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of thousands. They can be deployed on one or more locations
to observe a particular phenomenon and their mutual
collaboration enables the triggering of alerts or the gathering
of information on a supervised phenomenon.
The number and the position of the sensors deployed in an
area of interest, determine the topology of the network and
characterizes its intrinsic properties in terms of coverage,
connectivity, cost and life. Therefore, the performance of the
WSN depends mainly on the method used in the deployment
of sensors. The network architecture is intimately linked to
the reliability of the information transmitted by the sensors
which determines the quality of network coverage. The belief
functions are used in this work to analyze the problem of
management of imperfections related to the uncertainty in the
data gathering process.
The construction of evidence is based on two states
required to specify whether a space point
∈
is
covered ( ) or uncovered ( ). Thus, the FoD is the set =
{ , }. Let be a sensor,
be its sensing range and
be
a distance (0 ≤
≤ ) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Sensor sensing range representation

Each sensor provides information on the coverage of a
space point ∈
(Region of Interest) with a belief / .
The complementary information 1 − / is assigned to the
whole FoD because it encodes the sensor ignorance. The
output from the sensor about a space point ∈
can
thus be represented as a bba / with two focal sets: the
singleton { } and the FoD .
/ ({ }) =
/ , / ∈ [0, 1]


/ ( ) = 1−
/
(∅)
=
0
/
Relatively to a space point , a sensor provides / as
a belief function. To decide whether is covered by , the
pignistic transformation of
/ (denoted by
/ )is
constructed. The decision is based on selecting the hypothesis
with the largest pignistic probability = argmax
/ ({ }).
A space point

is covered by a sensor if:


/

=

({ }) = ℎ

,
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The threshold ( ℎ ) value is an application-speciﬁc userspeciﬁed parameter.
One current application of WSNs is target/event detection;
the sensors collaborate to arrive at a consensus decision as to
whether a target is present in the RoI. A TBM-based approach
is considered for reaching this consensus: one of the sensors
(called a fusion center: it can be a sink, a cluster-head or any
sensor), gathers the evidence from the other sensors,
combines the evidence and decides whether an event is
present or not.
IV.

EVIDENTIAL NETWORKS

In order to take advantage of the two approaches
mentioned so far, it is possible to combine TBM and
Bayesian Networks.
A. Principles
Basic approaches enable this integration but are limited to
binary variables [13]. Evidential networks, introduced in [14]
and developed in [15], use conditional belief functions for
belief propagation in acyclic oriented graphs. Each node of
the evidential network represents a random variable that is
associated with a finite number of values. Directed
evidentials networks were introduced in [16].
In the same way as evidential networks, they use
conditional belief functions to propagate the belief in graphs
without circuit. This formalism is very close to Bayesian
networks but uses conditional beliefs instead of conditional
probability functions [17]. Each arc of the graph represents a
conditional relationship between two variables, represented
by nodes. Each variable is set to a FoD representing the set
of values it can take. Parent nodes are characterized by a
priori belief functions whereas child nodes are represented by
belief functions conditioned by their parent values.
The Generalized Bayes Theorem (GBT) and the
Disjunctive Combination Rule (DCR) are used to infer and
propagate the knowledge in the network. Figure 4 represents
a very simple directed evidential network with only two
nodes,
and Ω and one arc representing the causal
relationship between the nodes. From the perspective of the
variables, which are represented by nodes, the edge indicates
that node Ω , which represents the observation space
characterized by a priori belief mass distribution, noted Ω,
is conditioned by node , standing for the hypothesis space
characterized by a conditional belief mass distribution Ω [ ].
There are several ways to propagate knowledge in a
directed evidential network depending on the node receiving
the current knowledge expressed in the form of a new belief
mass distribution [14].

Figure 4: Basic directed evidential network

The knowledge is spread in the direction of the arc if the
node receives a new distribution of masses
, the Ω node
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is then updated taking into account this new information. This
type of spread, called forward propagation enables the
calculation of the distribution of plausibility Ω using the
equation of the GBT based on an a priori knowledge. This
equation uses the DCR rule to determine the plausibility
Ω[ ]
] for each subset
∈
and evaluate Ω by
combining the conditional plausibilities Ω [ ] using the
Conjunctive Combination Rule (CCR).
The knowledge can also be propagated in the opposite
direction of the arc if the Ω node receives a new distribution
of masses Ω . The information contained in the Θ node is
therefore updated to take account of this new information.
This type of spread, called backward propagation enables the
calculation of the plausibility distribution
by using the
following equation:
( ) = ∑ ⊆Ω Ω ( ) × 1 − ∏ ⊆ 1 −
[ ]( ) , ∀ ⊆ 
B. Case Study
A case study using evidential network applied to sensor
networks is being processed (Figure 5). It is related to
Advanced Sensor Technologies for Nondestructive Testing
(NDT) in the field of aeronautics Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM). Sensors based on ultrasonic or Eddy
Current techniques are arranged on an aircraft structure to
measure the level of damage. Functional recycling of
products or just testing the integrity of an aeronautical
structure (fuselage or wing of an airplane for example)
requires a diagnosis of their current state.

Figure 5: Instrumented aircraft monitored by sensor networks

The main goal is to detect, locate and identify defects, and,
subsequently, follow their evolution. The use of NDT
techniques allows the decision-maker to call on the
compliance of the parts analyzed by quantification of the
level of damage. The discussed example aims to develop an
informational interface based on an evidential networks
superimposed on the NDT sensor network for the
interpretation of the signals received and the decision support.
The position and the number of sensors lead to a level of
uncertainty characterized by belief functions introduced and
propagated in the evidential network.
As a possible illustration of the interest of using evidential
networks and with respect to the sensor architecture, as well
as the emitted and received signals, one can use here this
technique both to:
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TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF FORMALISMS

Uncertainty kind

Amount of data

Causality
modeling

Computational complexity

Bayesian networks

Random uncertainty

High (frequentist approach)
Low (Subjectivist approach)

Yes

Low to Mean (depending on the
complexity of the network)

Belief functions

Random and epistemic
uncertainties

Low

No

Low to mean (depending on the number of
singletons of the variables)

Directed evidential networks

Random and epistemic
uncertainties

Low

Yes

Very High

predict the presence of a defect in a forward
propagation of the marginal belief functions knowing
the signal values
 predict the detection of a defect in a backward
propagation of the conditional belief function knowing
the existence of a proven deterioration or failure.
We may observe also that upon receiving the information
where a particular defect has been detected by any one of
several distinct sensors, one can identify the source as
belonging to this set. Therefore, one can assign the belief that
the signal is present to the set of possibilities. The use of a
Bayesian network would have forced to distribute this belief
over all the individual nodes (sensors). Evidential reasoning
avoids so the need for assumptions on missing data. When
beliefs on a sensor is later required they are under constrained
resulting from the disjunction and an interval representation is
needed to capture the real constraint which enable the explicit
representation of uncertain and certain knowledge.


V.

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

COMPARISON OF FORMALISMS

As we mentioned above, each presented formalism aims
at modeling and reasoning under uncertainty. However, their
conditions of application are different and some are better than
others in given circumstances. Table 1 positions the three
formalisms (Bayesian Networks, belief functions, evidential
Networks) according to four criteria: the kind of uncertainty
addressed, the minimum amount of data required, the capacity
to model causality and the computational complexity (in
relation with the computation time).
VI.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to present several techniques
to introduce the notion of uncertainty in the use of sensor
networks. The underlying idea is to be able to assess the
measurement error and the corresponding risk to reduce the
oversizing of the monitoring architectures and better define
the level of confidence placed in the information received
from the network. After presenting approaches respectively
based on Bayesian Networks and Belief Functions, Evidential
Networks have been introduced. The interest of their use lies
in their ability to spread non-probabilistic knowledge
according to forward or backward modes of propagation to
facilitate dynamic decision making.
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Enablement (SWE) Standards
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Abstract—Realizing a system to harmonize and disseminate
heterogeneous data, collected by different meteooceanographic buoys is a challenge. In this paper, we describe
a procedure for data validation, conversion in a homogeneous
and standard format and dissemination adopting Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE) using XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) and OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium)
standards. To meet the needs of different scientific
communities as RITMARE (La Ricerca ITaliana per il
MARE), Jerico (Towards a joint European research
infrastructure network for coastal observatories), MyOcean,
ODIP (Ocean Data Interoperability Platform), FixO3 (Fixedpoint Open Ocean Observatories), we decided to adopt SWE
standard allowing interoperability between data in near realtime, using SensorML (Sensor Model Language) and O&M
(Observations and Measurements) standards in a Sensor
Observation Service. With last developments, we are able to
distribute new collected data in real-time.
Keywords-Sensor
Observations.
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METHODOLOGY

This system developed by OGS (Istituto Nazionale di
Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale), is the answer for
the need to find a standard procedure to share (near) realtime data collected by the meteo-oceanographic MAMBO1
buoy (in the North Adriatic Sea) and the observatory site
E2M3A (in the South Adriatic Sea). This procedure has
seven different elements [2] (Figure 1):
•

two different buoys that acquire data in (near) realtime: the meteo-marine buoy Monitoraggio AMBientale
Operativo (MAMBO1), placed in the Gulf of Trieste,
equipped with a meteorological station and two multiparametric probes, and the E2-M3A, situated in the
South Adriatic Sea, hosting the meteo station including
a radiometer aimed, to collect air-sea interaction
measurements, and a mooring with sensors for physical
and biochemical parameters [3];

•

RTLoader (Real-Time Loader) permits to store in
a database real-time heterogeneous data, coming from
different kind of instruments and with different formats.
This is possible converting XML standard into an object
language, using Java Architecture for XML Binding
(JAXB). It allows converting heterogeneous ASCII files
formats in a unique XML common format. After this,
the software “XML2DB” converts XML input into Java
objects and then inserts the measurements and the
associated metadata into a PostgreSQL database;

•

RTValidator checks, in the database, the quality of
the data, applying some different algorithms developed
following the European protocols [4][5] eventually
tuned to the regional statistics [6]. The validation
process assigns a quality flag without changing or
deleting any data points;

•

RTWs is the RESTful Web Service used to extract
data from the database accepting simple request
parameterized with temporal range and the output
format. It is written using Java and open source libraries
like Spring and Jersey;

Marine

“The OGC's Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards
enable developers to make all types of sensors, transducers
and sensor data repositories discoverable, accessible and
usable via the Web”[1].
A meteo-oceanographic buoy is an array of sensors that
monitor environmental parameters, such as temperature,
salinity, meteorological conditions, etc.
Measurements made from different sensor systems are
acquired using heterogeneous data formats.
The first objective is data sharing; maintaining
interoperability and resilience; the second request is to
provide new collected data to national and international
communities, as RITMARE, JERICO, MyOcean and FixO3.
To satisfy both issues and to share open access (near) realtime data and homogeneous data, we used new technologies
such as the SWE, using SensorML and O&M standard in a
Sensor Observation Service (SOS).
In detail, in this paper, we describe the methodology
adopted illustrating each element included into the procedure
(Section II) and we synthetized the aims of this paper in
Section III.
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acquired by two different meteo-oceanographic buoys. Also,
we decided to use an innovative technology, adopting OGC
standards as SensorML and O&M, using a Sensor
Observation Service (SOS), to disseminate these data. A new
element is developed, the RTObservations, to store
automatically the near real-time data into a Sensor
Observation Service, using standard requests. This solution
gives us the possibility to share open access and standardized
data and to have the opportunity to cooperate, analyze and
use new technologies.
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CONCLUSION

To answer the needs of different scientific communities
as RITMARE, Jerico, MyOcean, ODIP and FixO3, we
developed an automatic system to store in near real-time data
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Abstract—We have used sensor data previously to detect the
stress status of observers of stressful environments. In this
work we describe the process of conversion from a passive
and post-facto detection of this stress status to a dynamic
and real-time or close to real-time process for control of
stress using biofeedback. We describe the changes required
to feature selection and interpretation of galvanic skin
response (GSR) and electrocardiograph (ECG) sensor data
for the new setting, using training on data from the postfacto dataset filtered to match, and as far as possible
simulate a real-time dataset. We then compare 3
alternatives including a control component.
Keywords- observer stress; physiological
biofeedback; human centred computing.

signals;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Our previous work demonstrated that we could
construct reliable computational models for observer
stress extracted from a range of physiological signals. In
that work, we used physiological recordings of the entire
experiment to detect the observer’s stress level, the
experiment consisting of showing a number of short video
clips of known stressfulness, as validated by user surveys.
This data forms the ANU Stress DB.
We have extended our previous work, and sampled the
ANU Stress DB to mimic real-time or close to real-time
data collection, to form training data for a biofeedback
model. For usefulness in biofeedback the model needs to
display results no slower than 1 Hz, based on some
preliminary experiments with subjects. Using only the last
2 seconds of data produces a model in 80% in accord with
our previous full model using the entire experiment
recording.
We then tested this new model in a new experiment, to
compare our model with the use of EEG as the
biofeedback target, as well as a control curve which
displays the stress curve of a randomly chosen prior
subject. That is, the stress curve is synchronized with the
experiment and is a valid stress curve, but is not the curve
of the current subject and so does not reflect any changes
made by the current subject.
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II. STRESS AND REDUCTION OF STRESS
The term stress was coined by Hans Selye in 1936,
and defined as “the non-specific response of the body to
any demand for change” [1]. There is evidence that too
much stress has significant health effects, e.g. [2].
We concentrate on objective measures of stress [3].
A. Observer Stress
We concentrate on a viewer of events, hence the stress
encountered is observer stress. In this century, more and
more our interactions with the world are virtual or
mediated via screens, or for other reasons we have no
ability to change what we see. Hence this is a valuable
area for stress research. We have done previous work on
computational models for stress in a range of
environments: abstract (reading) [4], virtual (screens including video / cctv) [5], and real environments [6].
B. Stress reduction - biofeedback
There are a number of stress management techniques,
from meditation [7] to biofeedback. Biofeedback is the
process of making unconscious body functions perceptible
for individuals so that they can learn and manipulate these
physiological activities for the purpose of improving
health [8]. Neuro-feedback, which uses EEG data, has
been shown to be one of the most effective stress
management methods [9].
C. Measures and Sensors
1) Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)
Skin conductance, also known as electro-dermal
response or psycho-galvanic reflex, measures the
electrical conductance of an individual’s skin, which
varies due to the amount of sweat on the skin. When the
individual is under stress, skin conductance will increase;
oppositely, the skin conductance will reduce when the
individual encounters less stress [10]. We used the Neulog
GSR Logger Sensor [11].
2) Heart Rate Variability
Heart rate variability (HRV) is the variation in the
interval between heartbeats. HRV has been shown to be
one of the most reliable indicators of stress in nearly a
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quarter-century of clinical research [12]. Methods to
measure HRV include Electrocardiogram (ECG) and
Blood Pressure, but ECG is considered superior as it
excludes unnecessary heartbeats and displays a clear
waveform. We used the Neulog ECG Logger Sensor [13].
3) Brain Signals
The brain is the key organ of responding to stress, as it
perceives what is threatening and thus potentially stressful
[14]. Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the primary
methods for brain activity analysis. It re-cords the
electrical voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current
flows within the neurons of the brain via multiple
electrodes placed on the scalp [15]. EEG equipment
usually produces a high degree of intrusion since
participants need to wear a head cap attached to specific
positions of the scalp with electrically conductive gel. The
Emotiv EPOC headset [16] is a less intrusive device with
a lighter headset, which is placed on rather than attached
to the head. It is still noticeably more intrusive than the
GSR and ECG sensors.
D. Extraction of features
Some 59 representative features were derived by
calculating the statistics and measures values of twoseconds data (as our preliminary experiments showed that
1 sec data was too little, but 5 secs was too long to still
‘feel’ like real-time). Such summary statistical values
included the mean, standard derivation, kurtosis,
skewness, interquartile range, minimum and maximum,
where measures included the number of peaks for periodic
signals.
III.

HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM AND EXTREME
LEARNING MACHINE MODEL
The 59 derived features are too many for good results
on this data, hence we must engage in feature selection
[17]. The issue is that there is a limited number of subjects
for whom we have data, and with many features and a
sizeable neural network, the number of free parameters
well exceeds the number of data points available.
TABLE I. GA REPRESENTATION AND USE

Vector of best
representative
features
filtered by GA

0

0

1

0

1

…

Vector of
derived
representative
features

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

…

Vector for
best
representative
features in the
current data
segment

0

0

.3

0

.5

…
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We used a genetic algorithm with feed-forward neural
networks as individuals in the population to perform
feature selection and training. A simple 59-bit string
representation was used to determine whether a feature is
used by a particular neural network. Figure 1 shows how
the representation was used to construct the train and test
sets for each neural network.
A standard 3 layer neural network with two layers of
processing elements was used, as shown in Figure 1.
There are up to 59 input neurons, some 20 (say) hidden
neurons, and one output neuron indicating the degree of
stress.

Figure 1. Neural network structure.

We validated our final networks against our previous
work in virtual environments (stressful and calm video
clips) [5], and using 10 fold cross validation we showed
we can achieve 81% reliability.
This is less than our previous results which used the
full sensor recording from a participant watching the
entire clip, rather than just the preceding 2 seconds. This
81% reliability proved sufficient for our experiment (to be
reported below) to be successful.
Our initial approach was to use back-propagation
training for our neural network. We observed that it took
one week to finish approximately 8% of the whole
process, so the overall time for training this classifier was
predicted to be more than three months. Instead, we
trained our neural networks using the Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM) method [18].
The ELM method in this case works as follows: the
input weight matrix is assigned random values which are
then frozen and not trained (the left ‘weight matrix’
shown in Fig. 1), and only the output weight matrix is
trained.
This is possible to do via the delta rule normally used
for output layers, but it is even faster to use the MoorePenrose pseudo-inverse as the input matrix does not
change, allowing a much higher efficiency in the process
of estimating (training) output layer weights, by
computing a 'best fit' (least squares) solution.
It is necessary to significantly increase the number of
hidden neurons using the ELM approach. In this case, we
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increased the number to 400. Then, we were able to
complete the training in one week, faster by a multiple of
about 15, notwithstanding the 20 fold increase in the
number of hidden neurons.
How does it work? Essentially, the random weights
provide some random functionality to each hidden neuron,
and the training of the output layer selects from these the
neurons with useful functionality and then their outputs
are combined using the output weights to provide the
optimized output value. This explains why we need so
many hidden neurons, as we now just select from a menu
rather than training individuals.
IV.

BIOFEEDBACK EXPERIMENT

Ethics approval to perform the experiment was received
from the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee.
Eighteen undergraduate and masters students were
recruited for the experiment. The participant cohort was

made up of twelve males (57.1%) and nine females
(42.9%) between the ages of 20 and 35 years. The average
age was 25.1 years old with a standard deviation of 3.7.
A. Experiment aim
Our goal was to compare effects of our GA-ELM
calculated stress curve, EEG curve, and a (plausible)
random curve on stress reduction.
B. Experiment Data Collection
Figs 2. and 3. display the experiment setups required
for the stress curve / random curve settings, and for the
EEG setting, respectively.
Multiple computers were required, as the computational
intensiveness of both our own real time stress curve and
the Emotiv EEG stress curve were such that a separate
data acquisition computer was required. For smooth
display of the film clips, we needed yet another computer

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of equipment setup for stress and random curve group.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of equipment setup for EEG curve group.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.
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C. Experiment process
After a countdown display, a blank screen was shown
for 15 seconds, which was followed by a sequence of film
clips with five-second blank screens in between.
The film clips consisted of stressful and non-stressful
film clips and each was approximately one minute in
length. These film clips were categorized by the type of
environment they create. Some had stressful content in the
direction towards distress, fear and tension, see Fig. 4 for
a sample screenshot from one of the stressful film clips.

Figure 5. Non-stressful film clip: Ducks on the lake.

Figure 4. Stressful film clip: Dark Knight.

The non-stressful clips had content that created an
illusion of meditation or comfortable environments, see
Fig. 5 for a sample screenshot from one of the nonstressful film clips. In total there were three stressful films
and three non-stressful film for each experiment session,
presented in an order balanced fashion.

One third of the participants were shown their own
real-time stress curve as calculated from the their
preceding 2 secs of data as described in §1.4, while
watching the sequence of film clips.
Another third were shown their EEG stress curve as
calculated by the Emotiv Affectiv Suite [19] (see Fig. 4),
again while watching the film clips. Since the clips were
order balanced, the participants watched them in different
orders, to reduce or eliminate any effects from the
sequence of presentation of the film clips.
The final third were shown a ‘random’ curve. This
curve was based on the ECG and GSR of two subjects
from our previous work [5], using the same film clips.
Thus, the curves were completely valid stress curves and
were in good synchrony with the experiment, they were
just not from the participant viewing them.

Figure 6. Emotiv Affectiv Suite: the top orange curve is the stress indicator for the EEG curve group.
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The point of these ‘random’ curves is to provide a
baseline – it is possible the mere intention to reduce stress
will have an effect, so for our results to be meaningful we
need to show a different (better) result than for this
‘random’ control curve.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data was analysed by visual inspection and
clustering analysis. Observation of the stress curve
suggested that the stress curve does reflect individuals’
stress in real time. It also revealed the correlation between
the effectiveness of physiological biofeedback in stress
control. This correlation was confirmed by the use of KMeans clustering. The clustering analysis was conducted
on the 2 different stress data sets generated by watching
stressful or non-stressful films. The result of clustering on
stress data, which were produced when individuals were
watching stressful films, showed that biofeedback with
our physiological stress curve was effective and it was
superior to neurofeedback.
We now provide the results of the clustering, in Table
2. The results are sorted by the curve provided to each
participant. Clusters 2 and 3 have a purity of 83%, and
correspond to our stress curve, and to the EEG curve,
respectively. This is essentially the highest value we could
have expected as our pre-experiment estimate for the
correctness of our calculated stress curve.
These results show that both our stress curve and the
EEG curve have good consistency in terms of their effects
on the ability of participants to modify their stress. By
observation, the direction of modification is as expected,
to reduce their stress.
Cluster 1 has a purity of 50%, for the random curve.
The lack of high purity in the case of the cluster which
represents the random curve indicates that that curve is of
some value in reducing the stress of participants,

otherwise this cluster would have high purity due to its
consistent uselessness in modifying stress levels.
TABLE II. CLUSTERING RESULTS ON STRESS DATA
GENERATED BY WATCHING STRESSED FILMS.

Participant ID

Clustered
label

Provided curve

p10

S3

Stress

p12

S2

Stress

p13

S2

Stress

p14

S2

Stress

p15

S2

Stress

p6

S2

Stress

p2

S3

Random

p7

S3

Random

p4

S2

Random

p1

S1

Random

p11

S1

Random

p5

S1

Random

p17

S3

EEG

p18

S3

EEG

p19

S3

EEG

p20

S3

EEG

p21

S3

EEG

p16

S2

EEG

Figure 5. Participant 14: Using our stress curve. The stress axis has arbitrary units, the time axis is in seconds.
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An example of the visual inspection analysis is shown in
Fig. 5. In the period labeled from t1 to t2, the participant was
actively trying to control his stress, as reported during the
experiment. At time t2, a new clip started. Unfortunately, at
time t3, he laughed and pounded on the table, partially
dislodging the sensors.
We performed a statistical analysis of the clustering
results to the categorisation of the stress levels of the fil
clips. The calculation of the p-value derived from the
Wilcoxon Statistical Test was: p < 0.001. Thus we can
conclude that our results are highly statistically significant,
as we accept p < 0.05 as statistically significant..
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown via an experiment with 18 participants,
and with high statistical significance, that participants could
control or modify their stress well with an EEG curve (i.e.,
by neurofeedback, being an approach known to work well in
the literature), which validates our approach.
More significantly, we have shown that with high

statistical significance, that participants could control or
modify their stress well with the use of our real time stress
curve calculated only from the GSR and ECG. This is a
novel contribution, as GSR and ECG is much less intrusive
than EEG.
A limitation was that in our experiments, electrodes were
attached to the hands of the participants, but in practice this
may not be necessary. For example, the use of a GSR
enabled mouse could be used (in more active settings than
watching film clips). For ECG, a computer wrist rest could
be wired to measure this. Alternatively, the wearable
revolution in progress right now may soon provide
wristwatches or other wrist or arm borne devices, which are
both ubiquitous and effective in measuring ECG and GSR.
We modified our initial GA-NN approach for feature
selection and training to use ELM training and achieved an
approximately 15-fold increase in speed of training.
In future work we will consider the introduction of noise
into the training regime [20], as well as the hierarchical
structuring of the data [21], especially using fuzzy signatures
[22-24].
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Abstract—For offshore measurements in Cold Regions, salinity
of ice is also a critical parameter (together with many other
parameters such as icing type, load, icing rate and melting rate) to
be identified in order to optimize the performance of anti/de icing
systems. Although there are some available sensory solutions in
the market to measure real time salinity levels of water, however
there are still not many real time techniques or solutions to
measure the salinity of ice. In this research task, mutual charge
transfer technique is utilized to measure the zero crossover values
of different samples of ice and water with varying salt ratios. The
aim of this paper is therefore to discuss the testing methodology
and testing results.
Keywords–Atmospheric Icing Sensor; Offshore; Salinity; Zero
Cross Over; Mutual Charge Transfer.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For safer operations in High North, firstly it is important
to understand the difficulties that may lead to people and
inventory hazards. Continues melting of ice in high north is
leading to accelerate the research and development activities
towards this part of the world [1]. In order to plan for
technological advancements in Cold Regions, it is critical
to carefully understand the ice accretion characteristics on
vulnerable structures and inventory. Icing on offshore structures have not yet been considered as major hindrance by
maritime industry, however it may not be justified in near
future. Feedback about icing parameters such as icing rate,
type and icing load are considered to be very important for an
Intelligent Anti/De Icing system. However, if such a system is
utilized during an Offshore Application then real time salinity
measurements are also considered to be critically associated
with the ice accretion on structures. This leads to define
atmospheric icing and sea spray icing. Atmospheric Icing is
formed during the supercooled transition of water, it freezes
as soon as it comes into contact with a cooled surface at
temperature far below the freezing point. This ice accretion
produces a hard layer of ice on all surfaces and is responsible
for different challenges for safe operations specially related
with communication, navigation and logistics. Nevertheless, if
the offshore vessel is small than this accretion also effects its
stability. Also if the sea spray icing also occurs at the same
time then it amplifies the risk the accident. Sea Spray Icing is in
fact more critical risk than the atmospheric icing. As the name
suggests, this icing is more saline in nature (freezing point
of salt water is −1.7◦ → −1.9◦ C till −30◦ C and critically
depend upon salinity levels). It may be initiated when the
portion of vessel meets the ocean waves or the blowing wind
brings transports the water from ocean crests. It is however
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more dependent on the relative speed of the vessel and the wind
(typically it starts at 8m/s) and typically limited to 15 → 20m
above sea level. The advantage of this icing is that it supports
the melting and cleaning of ice formed on the deck. However,
if the scuppers freeze or the railing are covered with ice, then
this water is trapped and frozen [2]. It is a general observation
that in arctic seas, icing activity continues throughout the year
and the ocean’s density is effected more by salinity than by
temperature. However, during first two quarters (January till
June) atmospheric icing is common whereas during the third
quarter (July till October) sea spray icing leads the activity
by 50% leaving behind 45% for mixed icing and 9% for
atmospheric icing. Generally, during an offshore operation
atmospheric icing is not very critical as there it generally
occurs on higher parts of ships, which typically get covered
with 1 → 2cm (typically surrounding air temperature is
0◦ → −20◦ C and wind speed is less than 10m/s) of thick
ice. However, during sea spray icing and mixed icing, ice
thickness reaches 1m in some cases. Table I reflects some
icing intensities and prevailing surrounding parameters [2].
TABLE I. T YPICAL ICING INTENSITIES DURING OFFSHORE ACTIVITY [2]

Intensity Category
Slow
Fast
Very Fast

Icing Intensity
ton/hr
cm/hr
< 1.5
1.5 →
4
>4

Temperature
◦C
0→3
≤ −3

Wind Speed
m/s
Any Speed
<7

1→3

−3◦ → −8

7 → 15

>3

≤ −8

> 15

<1

This paper is divided into five sections. As already discussed, Section I is an introduction to form the basis to
measure salinity as an important parameter for real time
offshore measurements. In the next section II, it is aimed to
describe the present salinity measurement techniques, which
are presently limited to remote sensing only. Section III will
be an overview of mutual charge transfer scheme and in section
IV hardware, experimental setup and results will be discussed.
In section V, the results will be discussed followed by the
conclusions and future work.
II. P RESENT S ALINITY M EASUREMENT T ECHNIQUES
The present real time salinity measurement techniques are
restricted to measure the salinity of water. Salinometer (and
Total Dissolved Solids ’TDS’ meter) is a conventional instrument, which is designed to measure the salinity of dissolved
salt content in a solution.
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Technically salinity increases the conductivity of a solution, therefore the measuring sensor normally have electrical
conductivity meter calibrated according to the salinity levels.
Salinity also changes the specific gravity of the solution
therefore it is also measured through hydrometer sometimes.
However, in marine aquarium, sometimes a refractometer is
used to measure the salinity and specific gravity of the water.
Presently the sea surface salinity variations are detected
using remote sensing techniques such as using passive microwave technology (typically in the range of 1 − 3GHzL &
S bands). The clouds are transparent to such radiation, however
sea ice emit such radiation at relatively low energy levels,
which are difficult to measure over a smaller area [3][4]. Since
2002, NASA uses Advanced Microwave Scanning RadiometerEarth Observing System (AMSR-E) sensor installed on Aqua
Satellite for measuring the time series of sea ice data to
complement the available sea ice data from 1972 [4]. The
first global salinity map of Earth’s Ocean Surface is revealed
by NASA’s Aquarius Instrument by recording the data from
August 25 till September 2011, see Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Salt of the Earth by Aquarius, NASA [5]

A review of available atmospheric ice sensing techniques is
available in [9] followed by the electromagnetism techniques to
detect atmospheric ice [11]. A detailed mathematical description to detect atmospheric icing using dielectric based sensing
technique, in particular using standard Debye relation [12](see
(1)) and its extended versions is available in [10].
ε = ε∞ +

εs − ε∞
iσ
−
1 + iωτo
εo ω

(1)

where ε is the complex frequency dependent dielectric
permittivity; εs is the static dielectric permittivity of material;
ε∞ is the high frequency complex dielectric permittivity of the
material; ε◦ is the dielectric permittivity of the free space; ω
is the angular frequency of the signal; τ◦ is the relaxation time
of the material and σ is the conductivity of the material.
Similarly using the real part of the Debye dielectric permittivity relation [12](see (1)) at 50M Hz a relation to derive the
brine volume fraction and bulk salinity in the first year sea have
been developed by Backstrom and Eicken [6]. In [6], three
different experiments were conducted using the commercially
available capacitive probes such as Stevens Water Monitoring
Systems Hydraprobe [7][8] in order to find the possibility
to measure both the absolute values of the bulk salinity and
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changes in bulk salinity. They found good results with large
temporal and spacial resolutions, within a reasonable error
limit particularly during initial freezing and during ice melt.
However, presently there is no available sensor, which can
distinguish between different samples of accreted ice with
varying salinity levels and deliver the results in a real time.
III. M UTUAL C HARGE T RANSFER
To sense capacitance changes of one order is not difficult;
similarly capacitance changes of 10% is although difficult
but still not trivial. However, if the capacitance changes are
within 1%, in the presence of environmental changes then
the measurements can be quite challenging [13]. The charge
transfer technique to measure ice carry unique advantage of
design flexibility in terms of implementation. The commonly
used proximity and capacitive MEMS devices are capable to
the influence of dielectric presence. The implementation of
this technique has matured over the years and presently they
are widely used in industrial automation, human sensory gadgetries (human finger capacitance is around 100pF ) and automobiles even in freezing domains without much variations. The
water rejection techniques (water capacitance approximately
50pF but largely depends upon dimensions of the sensor) are
incorporated in most of these devices. Recently ice detection
and melting rate measurement results have been reported in
[15] followed by some basic experimentation results [16], it is
found that this technique have enough potential to detect and
measure atmospheric icing parameters by lowering the voltage
sensitivity thresholds (see [17]).
The self or mutual capacitance basics can be employed in
the design based on charge transfer method. A small printed
circuit board aided with the specific electrode configuration
can be manufactured as a basic prototyping icing sensor. The
benefit of reshaping the electrodes and design to any form
with capability to change different dielectric material suitable
to harsh environment can be used as a starting point to develop
a prototype. This would enable to detect and measure the icing
parameters in real time embedded platform with low power
consumption, which is ideal for remote installations. The presented design is principally based on the mutual charge transfer
(QMatrix) based icing detection, which is advised by Atmel to
work better in high humidity or damp environments where the
frequency of water droplets and moisture to be collected on
the sensor is higher [18]. Furthermore the preference to mutual
charge transfer was based due to the following constrains,
a) Sensitivity: The self capacitance design are more
sensitive in nature. As the electric field is spread outwards
through the electrode, in the presence of dielectric, ground
loading is provided by the external influencing of the object,
in our case will be ice or a water film. But with increase in
sensitivity comes the inclusion of the noise in the circuitry,
which is un-desirable. The noise in self capacitance might be
increased so sensitivity tuning is the vital for design based
on this methodology. The other factors, which can effect
sensitivity are,
•
•
•
•
•

Electrode dimensions and shape
Ground loading
Return path
Supply voltage
Charging pulses duration
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b) RF interference rejection: The mutual capacitance
have pairs of electrodes that are always connected to a low
impedance circuit, and due to the fact that their electric fields
are compact and self-shielded. The pair of electrodes do not
respond well to external interference in the environment. In
addition, the patent MEMS device QT 60240 used for the
experimentation are spread-spectrum technology based, that is
highly efficient for suppressing both radiated emissions and
external fields susceptibility. Control panels made with this
technology routinely pass susceptibility tests exceeding field
strengths of 20V /m.
c) Dimensional Benefit: Also mutual capacitance
through charge transfer principle is preferable when key area
for detection is to be defined. To isolate the areas of detection
within a specific limit, this works in efficient manner as
compared to the self capacitance. With mutual principle, the
PCB tracks for detection circuitry can contain longer routing
tracks, which could be the important consideration in the
prototype embedded design.
d) Moisture suppression: The mutual approach provides two moisture suppression characteristics not present
in any other capacitive methodology. First, the presence of
a localized water film (due to condensation, mist, or tiny
droplets) will induce only a small increase in signal coupling.
The contributions to signal coupling caused by moisture will
have an influence into the measurement but in the wrong
direction of signal of normal readings and hence will cater
the false detections. Secondly, the presence of moisture layer,
which can conduct charge away are also minimized by the
use of narrow gate timings. This results in limiting the charge
accumulated to a narrow time slot window immediately after
the charging pulse edge. As water film can be modeled as a
distributed RC network with a time-dependent characteristic,
the benefit of narrow gate times (microsecond or less) will
greatly suppress the effects of a water films signal potential
reduction, further reducing the chances of a false detection.
However, this utility of the patented charge transfer based
on mutual capacitance have to be modified in ice detection
prototype hardware. Hence, the capability of the prototype
hardware to distinguish between the thin water film and ice
have to be included through PCB design circuity and charge
transfer pulses adjustment.

I2C pullup resistors
Qt60240
(Mems Sensor)

Decoupling
Capacitors

Serial port Rs232
(out put)

User Interface

Atmega644PA
(µ-controller)

Electrode
Y- Connection
TTL to 232 driver
(Max-232)

STK 500 AVR
Development Kit

In-Circuit
Programmer Port

Dc Power Input
(5.5 VDC 500mA)

Charge Storage
Capacitors

Electrode
X- Connection

AVR Studio-6
Development Environment

Figure 2. Computing Hardware Module

e) Other benefits:
•

Temperature stability

•

Low power modes

During this research work, experimentation were performed to analyze the measurable response of the icing and
liquid ranges with variable salinity levels along with the state
transition rates. The initial design was aimed to distinguish the
saline ice and saline water layer formation. Later on the design
incorporated the saline ice level measurements. The design is
kept in the consideration of harsh climatic performance and
remote installation mechanism flexible enough to be mounted
on various Onshore and Offshore platforms or other sensors
as like MuVi-Graphene, see [19]. The necessary condition
for a robust flat plate capacitive sensor was to have uniform
and sufficient ice deposition on its surface; this has been
experimentally demonstrated by Mughal & Virk [20].
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL D ETAILS
A. Hardware Setup
The hardware implementation of the computing hardware
and electrode for icing measurement is shown in Fig. 2. The
embedded algorithm of computing hardware was performed
using Atmel Studio 6 on the AVR series 8-bit microcontroller
with associated peripherals. The in circuit programming was
assisted using Atmel STK 500 development kit. The patented
charge transfer process is executed by the QT 60240 device and
several charge/discharge cycles are executed based on burst
of pulses ranging from 500µs → 2ms. The micro-controller
initializes the communication through I 2 C protocol and determines the change in the zero crossing of detected slope
for each charging pulse. Generally, the negative DC voltage
ramp for the signal is around −250mV , which is achieved
by the synchronous switching of capacitors and slope drive
cause the zero crossing. The τzerocrossover value (differential
time measured) is acquired by the µcontroller and stored in
a buffer array at the same time. The buffered τZero Crossover
value is converted to RS232 protocol and sent at the baud
rate of 19200bits/s. The resulting data was displayed in a
DAQ factory (data acquisition development software) based
user interface for further analysis and experimentation for
optimizing sensor configuration.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-425-1

B. Experimental Setup
A preliminary series of experimentation were performed
in Cold Room Chamber of Narvik University College. There
are three Cold Rooms where a controlled temperature from
+20 → −30◦ C can be maintained. A sample of 100ml of
water was used as a standard liquid content. Different levels
of salt 0 → 30g were mixed in this water sample and tested
by pouring these samples on the electrode plate. Similarly
the same salt levels were mixed in different water samples
of 100ml each and allowed to freeze in the local freezer. The
electrode panel was made as a non planar structure where the
electrodes and rest of the pcb circuitry are lying on different
panels (see Fig. 2). This scheme was preferred over the planar
structure (Electrodes and computing hardware on same PCB)
keeping in consideration of the cold climate environment.
The intention was to make a separate robust electrode panel
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exposed outside the environment to detect and measure the
ice whereas the computing hardware is made on a separate
PCB house inside protected covering. The overall dimension of
electrodes pair used was 26 × 36mm and the other dimensions
are:
•

X electrode outer border thickness 2.54mm

•

X electrode finger thickness 1.25mm

•

X-Y inter spacing width 3.8mm

•

Y electrode key thickness 1.25mm

Common front panel dielectric materials include glass,
plexiglass and polycarbonate. However, during this experiment
all season packaging tape 60041 was used. This tape was used
as it has excellent holding power during extreme hot or cold
temperatures and made of pressure-sensitive poly material. The
τZeroCrossover of the electrode plate with only front panel
dielectric tape 60041 was 438µs.

TABLE II. S ALINE WATER AND I CE T ESTING R ESULTS

Volume of
Waterml
100
100
100
100
100

Saline Water
Mass of Salt
Salt Water
g
Ratio %
0
0
5
4.47
10
9.11
20
16.7
30
23.1
Saline Ice

Mass of Ice
g

Mass of Salt
g

Salt Ice
Ratio %

99.7
99.7
99.7
99.7
99.7

0
5
10
20
30

0
4.47
9.11
16.7
23.1

Zero Cross
Over µs
600
700
750
1000
1250
Zero
CrossOver
Value µs
1823
2089
2120
2117
2137

Figure 3. Cold Room Chamber, Narvik University College
Figure 4. Real Time Ice Salinity Measurements

C. Results and Discussions
The charge transfer technique outputs τZero Crossover as
a measurement signal. The results of the experiment are
tabulated in Table II and plotted in Fig. 4. The results indicate
that as the percentage salinity ratio %SRice of ice is varying
from 0 → 23% the τZero Crossover signal varies from 600 →
1250µs. Hence, a linear relationship can be found between
%SRice and τZero Crossover with an effective slope of 28µs
(see (2)). However, when the %SRwater of water is plotted
against τZero Crossover signal, then the slope is not effective to
demonstrate the linear variation, however this result do indicate
the difference between fresh and saline water (see (3)). The
Intercept of this curve is intentionally fixed at 2100µs in order
to indicate the linear relationship between the changing salinity
levels in water. One of the possible reason of mutual transfer
scheme to not indicate the %SRwater can be associated with
the water slippage leaving behind small puddles of water on
the electrode plate.
%SRice = 28τzero crossover + 559

(2)

%SRwater = 1.38τzero crossover + 2100

(3)
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During the experimentation at room temperature the melting of ice layer/block occurred as a natural process, which
could be the case in real environment. This phenomena could
also be observed from the τzerocrossover measurement as it
varies with the melting of ice layer upon the electrode till it
slides over the electrode leaving behind the water puddle over
the electrode.
D. Limitation
The measurements taken are independently experimented
based on the charge transfer technique. The ice samples used
were frozen using commercially available freezers.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The icing detection and salinity measurements in harsh
cold climate is a demanding challenge. Particularly during
an offshore activity, the need is more demanding with the
latest developments in the technology and resources. If the
parameters such as ice accretion and salinity are measured in
real time, then expected damages can be reduced by using them
as feedback variables in an intelligent anti/de icing system.
The charge transfer technique outputs τZero Crossover as a
measurement signal. This is a real time output to indicate
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percentage salinity ratio of ice hence there are minimum
delays associated with this technique. This is already proven
technology therefore the implementation of this technique have
matured even in freezing domains without much variations.
The results of this experiment indicate that it is possible
to use this technology for offshore platforms to indicate the
percentage salinity levels in ice. From present experiment, it
is also found that this technique is not useful to indicate the
salinity level in water, however it do indicate the presence of
salt in fresh water. These results are largely dependent upon the
size of electrode plate, plate design and front dielectric panel
material and thickness. Hence, optimizing the complete plate
design can significantly improve the results. The electrode
plate can be covered with different types of dielectric material
much more resistant to harsh weather and climatic effects;
since there are large number of thin dielectric materials available commercially nowadays. The weather resistant dielectric
coating/covering can ensure the protection required to avoid
corrosion of the plate. The low voltage requirement mV of the
MEMS devices makes the design feasible for battery operated
system in a remote location.
It was also quite difficult to delay the melting process of
the saline ice sample (as the freezing temperature of saline
ice is lower than fresh water ice) during experimentation.
This problem was minimized by maintaining a temperature
of −5◦ C in the Cold Room Chamber (see Fig. 3) at Narvik
University College.
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Abstract—Marine operations in cold climates are subjected to
heavy ice accretion, which can lead to heavy ice loads causing
safety concerns. Atmospheric and sea spray icing can cause
severe ice accretion on structures. Ice detection over the
relatively larger surface area of marine platforms and vessels
could be significant for ice mitigation and its removal in cold
climates. A thermal ice signature can be considered a useful
property that could be detected using the Infrared (IR) cameras.
To study this remote ice detection option, preliminary lab
experimentation was performed to detect thermal gradients
over two different surface areas of a pure ice sample at room
temperature. A complete thermal signature over the surface
area was detected and recorded until the meltdown process was
completed. The proposed technique can be useful in detecting
ice over large areas in cold marine environments than point
detection ice sensing. However, challenges remains in terms of
the validation of the detection signature and elimination of false
detection.
Keywords- icing; infrared; thermal signature; cold region.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ice accretion problems are challenging in the cold climate
regions. With a rise in activity in the arctic frontier, icing
phenomena will increasingly affect operational activities.
The sources of icing may vary according to environmental
conditions, for instance atmospheric icing (snow, rain, fog)
[1] or sea spray icing generated due to wind or wave-structure
collision [2]. In marine icing events, combination of the
mentioned causes could also be the case. An example of this
is the snow that sticks to a wet surface caused by the sea
spray. All of the discussed factors can cause heavy ice
accumulation on offshore and mobile platforms operating in
the cold climates [3]. Adequate measures are required to
minimize the influence of atmospheric and sea spray icing
events on structures under different conditions and, therefore,
effective anti/de-icing techniques become important [4].
These techniques involve thermal, chemical and mechanical
methods to avoid and/or remove the ice [5]. Most often the
problem arises in situations where unpredicted or unexpected
environmental conditions occur that could cause heavy ice
accretion phenomena, as the ice accretion rate is high enough
to become a possible threat to the structure. In such cases the
time elapsed becomes the critical factor in responding in an
effective manner, which also includes ice mitigation and
removal. A viable option available is timely ice detection
over the structure during heavy icing events, which should
support the anti/de-icing systems. Timely detection can be
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important to the mitigation of heavy ice loads upon
structures.
In this paper a brief insight into the concept of infrared
(IR) thermography is given in Section II. Suitable
wavelengths to detect cold objects with infrared detectors is
also discussed. Section III gives the details about the
preliminary experimentation performed to evaluate the IR
thermal signature of a pure ice block and the results are
discussed in Section IV. Also included is a brief discussion
on remote IR detection in marine operations, which will be
the applicability of this research project followed by the
concluding remarks in Section V.
II.

IR THERMOGRAPHY AND THERMAL SIGNATURE
DETECTION AT LOW TEMPERATURES

IR light is electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength
longer than that of visible light, measured from the nominal
edge of visible red light at 0.74μm and extending
conventionally up to 300μm. Figure 1 shows the IR spectral
band that is generally sub-divided into four sub-bands; near
infrared (NIR) ranges between 0.75–1μm, shortwave infrared
(SWIR) is from 1-2.5 μm, middle infrared (MWIR) is
between 3–5μm, longwave infrared (LWIR) is between 8–
14μm.

Figure 1. IR Spectrum [6]

For cold objects near 0°C, the prominent radiation
wavelength is near 11 μm. Since most commercial IR sensors
use wavelengths between 8 to 14 μm, IR thermography can
be handful for surface ice studies [7]. Theoretically, each
body at any temperature above absolute zero will emit some
radiation, but the intensity and frequency distribution of the
radiation is different based on the basic structure of the body.
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The energy emitted by a true blackbody is the maximum
theoretically possible for a given temperature. The radiative
power (or number of photons emitted) and its wavelength
distribution are given by the Planck’s radiation law (given by
(1) and (2)), where λ is the wavelength, Τ is the temperature,
h is Planck’s constant, ϲ is the velocity of light, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant.
.
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Figure 2 shows a plot of these curves for a number of
blackbody temperatures. With a rise in temperature, the
energy emission at any given wavelength increases
respectively and the wavelength of peak emission decreases,
which is specified by Wien’s displacement law. The
waveband 1–15 µm in the IR region of the electromagnetic
spectrum contains the maximum radiative emission for
thermal imaging purposes.

Figure 2. Spectral radiance excitance (Planck’s Law) [8]

The working principle of an IR camera is based on
thermography imaging. The major components of the camera
are lens, detector, video processing electronics and user
interface control. The incident beam of light is focused by the
lens upon the detector. The detector contains the IR sensitive
elements arranged in the array called focal plane array (FPA).
These are IR sensitive elements and miniature in size (micrometers). The resolution of FPA determines the resolution of
the IR imagery produced by the camera. Many IR cameras
available have user interface to calculate the scene
temperature along with imagery recording software.
Calibration is often required to read out the correct
temperature across the scene that is captured.
With the advancement in the IR camera-technology,
significant work has been done to observe ice/snow emissive
properties to support remote microwave detection. Snow and
clear ice have high emissivity values, which makes them
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convenient to thermally image. Snow emissivity has been
variously found to be 0.98 for frost [9], above 0.98 for smallgrained snow under 1000 μm [10], 0.96 for flat solid ice and
water, and as low as 0.8 for old snow. Measurements obtained
at particular wavelengths (e.g. 10 μm) have observed
emissivity as high as 0.995. Conversely, the thermal
reflectance of snow r is less than 2.3% between the 4 to 14
μm wavelengths [11]. This holds good for various snow types
including granular, fine, wet, and dry; whereas newly fallen
snow reflectance is less than 1% between 4 to 14μm. For most
of the 7.5 to 13μm spectrum, the emissivity is found higher
in comparison. Therefore, IR cameras operating in the range
above 7.5μm can prove significant to observe cold objects.
III.

PURE ICE BLOCK THERMAL SIGNATURE

In order to test the potential of IR ice detection, it is
necessary to evaluate the thermal signature of icing. In order
to observe the IR signature of pure ice, lab experimentation
was performed. The sample was prepared from freezing tap
water in a commercial freezer. The dimension of the ice block
prepared was 14.5 x 14 x 5.5 cm. Although the dimensions
were randomly chosen, it was taken into consideration that the
ice block should have a large enough surface area to allow
observation of a differentiating thermal signature and a wide
range of temperature profiles. As a starting point, the viewing
angle of the IR camera and the ice sample was kept at 90
degrees. The forward-looking IR camera FLIR A310 was
used to observe the thermal signature of the block using the
proprietary software of the FLIR device. The observations
acquired were produced in the mentioned calibrated software.
FLIR A310 series IR camera has a detector operating in the
range of MWIR (8-11µm). The thermal signature was
recorded immediately from the time when sample was taken
out of the freezer. The observations were recorded until the
melt-down phenomena had started at room temperature and
surface of the ice block acquired a uniform temperature.
The lab setup performed is shown in the Figure 3. An
attempt was made to observe a freely suspended ice block in
order to ensure the uniform heat transfer from all directions.
To hold the ice block on the stand, a wooden piece was
immersed into the cold water during freezing process, so that
it could be used as a suspension support assisted by a clamping
stand as shown in Figure 3. Minimal thermal conduction from
the ice block was expected from the wooden support (since
the wood has poor conductivity), apart from fulfilling the
suspension support requirement. The ice block was initially
frozen to approximate -26°C and suspended on the stand
immediately after taking out of the freezer and observed from
IR camera. FLIR A310 has an uncooled detector device that
sends IR frames processed at the rate of 5Hz. The FLIR
calibrated software acquires the frames and saves them as a
sequence file. The camera to software communication is
performed via an Ethernet protocol. The IR image of the larger
surface-1 and relatively smaller surface-2 (Figure 3) was
recorded at room temperature to evaluate the surface
temperature profiles.
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FLIR A310
IR Camera

The temperature observations were made along a linear path
along the ice block’s centre line to capture the maximum
thermal gradient across the surface. This helped to acquire the
maximum and minimum temperature profiles over the
surfaces 1, 2 (Figure 4). Minimum temperatures of -26.5°C
for surface-1 and -23.7°C for surface-2 were recorded. The
gradual rise in temperature for both the surfaces was observed
simultaneously as the heat transfer process took place at room
temperature. The observations for surface-1 are noted after
regular intervals of time t0 to t0+32 and also simultaneously
for surface-2 as shown in Figure 4. The thermal IR signature
available from the camera optics was captured during the
course of the observations, which presents the distribution of
the thermal profile as shown in Figure 5. The lowest
temperature profile was observed almost at the centre of the
ice block surfaces whereas the maximum temperature at the
boundaries.

Surface-1
(14.5 x 14 cm)

Camera View Angle
(Normal to surface)
Surface-2
(14.5 x 5.5 cm)

Flir

Software
(Analysis)

Stand with
clamp

Data & Power
Routing

Figure 3. Lab setup of pure ice block thermal signature evaluation
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Figure 4. Surface temperature of Ice block recorded from thermal
IR signature at different intervals till meltdown starts
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Figure 5 Thermal IR signature distribution across surface

IV.

DISCUSSION

Pure ice has a high emissive value and it produces a
distinguishable thermal signature shown in Figure 5. The ice
block suspended through the wooden stick allowed the ice to
conduct heat uniformly. The IR observations show the
thermal gradient from the centre of the ice block towards the
outside, which follows the heat transfer process. The heat
conduction through the boundary layer of the ice can be
easily identified from the thermal signatures as shown in
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Figure 5. The minimum temperature at surface-1 is -26.5°C
at t0 (Figure 4), which is located in the geometric centre of
the surface. A similar behaviour is observed at surface-2. In
terms of the maximum temperature profile at the boundary
layers, not much difference was observed between both the
surfaces. The highest temperature of 0.92°C was observed at
the boundary of surface-1 at t0 as compared to the 1.1°C of
surface-2 shown in Figure 4. The maximum-minimum
difference in the two surface areas was noted as surface-1 has
wider span of temperature range as compared to the surface2 possibly because of the larger surface area. The maximumminimum temperature difference at time t0 to t0+32 for
surface-1 was 6.44°C, 9.61°C, 7.32°C, 6.98°C and 4.07°C
respectively. At similar time intervals (t0 to t0+32 ) for
surface-2, the difference between maximum and minimum
temperature recorded was 5.99°C, 5.24°C, 3.2°C, 3.2°C and
1.59°C. The temperature profiles of the ice block can be
correlated with the isothermal images shown in the Figure 5.
In the IR image of both the ice surfaces the difference in
thermal signature can also be observed at the boundary layer
of the ice block, which is at a higher temperature as compared
to the rest of the surface block. The temperature profile
decreases from corners to the centre of the ice block. Since
the room temperature was uniform throughout the
experiment, it can be safely said that maximum heat transfer
occurred from the boundary through natural convection.
It is to be noted that the wide range of the IR profile of
the pure ice block also assists in differentiating it with a
relatively hotter environment, though in a cold climate
environment this may not be the scenario. IR detection for
colder objects seems to works well as long as thermal nonuniformity is present in the scene which is to be observed.
Currently, offshore structures and marine ships operating in
cold environment use thermal methods for anti/de-icing,
apart from other methods. Thermally active heated floors will
generate a predictable IR signature. Ice accretion on the
floors may result in different thermal signature. This variation
may be used for ice detection and may also lead to the
detection of the ice accretion rate if used in conjunction with
heat transfer theory.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering marine arctic operations, an IR imaging device
is to be tested and advanced experimentation is needed to be
performed to validate the ice detection and growth.
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The thermal signature of icing can be applied to detect
cold objects especially ice accreted upon the structures. The
lab experimentation shows the thermal signature and gradient
of two surface areas of a pure ice block. The results shown
are preliminary and only reflect the changes in temperature
due to warming of ice block under room temperature. LWIR
FLIR A310 camera can be used to monitor IR signature of
ice. Study of ice block showed that temperature varies over
time with maximum value at the boundaries and minimum at
the centre. The difference between the boundary and the
centre temperatures is higher on a larger surface area. The
influence of emissivity values on ice detection is not
discussed here and needs to be further investigated.
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